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1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Sen (1995) writes:

'While A,;slolle agreed IVI~h Agalholl Ihal ev", Cod cOllld 1I0t challge th, past, he did
Ihillk thai Ihe jlltllre was am" 10 lJIake - ry basillg ollr choices all reasoning. '
Indeed, one may argue that it is this urge for basing choices on reasoning and
a clear analytical framework that has caused the increased attention for
economic evaluation of health care se!\~ces over the last decades. The
growing medical possibilities for curing diseases and improving quality of life
calls for choices in the health care sector. It is financially impossible to
perform all possible health care programs with the budgets allocated to health
care, even though the latter mostiy have increased over the years, in absolute
terms and often also as percentage of gross national income.
Economic evaluations of health care have partially met the demand for a
comprehensive analytical tool for appraising different health care programs.
Different types of economic evaluation prevail, like cost-lJIillilJlization aTJafysis
which is aimed at finding that program that is least costiy without relating
tilese costs to outcome, cost-conseqJlence allafysis which makes a very broad
comparison between costs and outcomes, as the latter may be measured in
many different outcome units within one study leaving the weighting and
aggregation to the user of tile study (CCOHTA, 1997). Cost-b",ejil allafysis aims
to balance the costs and the effects of a certain program by expressing costs
and all effects in monetary units, thus assigning monetary values to
improvements in quality and length of life. Over the last decades, coslefficliv",ess allafysis (CEA) or cosl-lIli1ity allafysis (CVA) have gained in popularity.
This type of analysis will be discussed in more detail below, as it is this type of
analysis for which most of the recommendations made further on in this
thesis apply.
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CEA provides decision-makers in the health care sector with a rationale for
deciding whether or not to introduce or fund a certain health care program
and for the critical appraisal of prevailing health programs. This is normally
performed by comparing the costs related to a program with the health
outcomes it produces. That way, programs that yield much 'health' per unit of
cost may be considered to have a higher priority in receiving funding than
those that yield less. In the end, this method should provide decision-makers
with a tool that may lead to the maximum of health effects from a given
budget. Increasingly over the last decades d,ese health effects are captured in
terms of quality adjusted life-years (QALYs), which is a common measure of
preference for (changes in) health states (e.g. Weinstein and Stason, 1976;
Boyle et a!., 1983), incorporating both changes in duration of life and changes
in the quality of life in a general way. This type of analysis is sometimes called
cost-lIlili()1 rll/a!ysis to distinguish it from analyses using natural units as outcome

measure. Here, in principle the term CEA will also be used for analyses using
QALYs as outcome measure.
Although d,e general idea behind cost-effectiveness analysis as outlined above
seems rather straight forward, the practical operationalization of CEA has led
to numerous debates and probletns. Nat only the outcome measurement was

discussed, e.g. whether to use and how to view and measure QALYs (e.g.
Pliskin et aI, 1980; Torrance, 1986; Mehrez and Gafni, 1989; EuroQol Group,
1990), how to weigh QALYs for different groups in society (Harris, 1987;
Daniels, 1993; Williams, 1988; Lewis and Charney, 1989), whether to use
I-IYEs (e.g. Mehrez and Gafni, 1989; Bleichrodt, 1995) or DALYs (e.g.
Murray, 1994), but also d,e methodology of cost estimations led to
considerable debate (e.g. Gold et a!., 1996; Drummond et a!', 1997).
TillS thesis focuses mainly on the valuation of changes in time use within costeffectiveness analysis, taking a societal perspective on CEA. The valuation of
changes in productivity and time use in economic evaluations is an important
area of debate. Here, there is a focus on how to value changes in different
time uses (paid work, unpaid work and leisure) and how I/ot to value these
changes. Also, the time of informal caregivers is considered. Two additional
subjects related to time are discussed in this thesis: priority care for employees
and the discounting of health effects in econonllc evaluations.

Illtrodllctioll
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1.2 Areas of debate

Societal perspective
Although economic evaluations of health care assess costs and effects related
to a specific health care intervention, the costs included in the analysis are not
necessarily exclusively health care costs. Similarly, the health effects
incorporated in the analysis do not necessarily have to encompass merely the
intended effects, but also unwanted side-effects or effects in persons that are
not the primary focus of the intervention should be taken into account. TillS
broad view on both costs and health effects is normally denoted as the
societal perspective.
'Wbell a CEA is cOlldllcted jim" tbe societal perspeclive, Ibe allalyst comiders everyolle
aDected by Ibe ilten,,"liol alld COllllts all sigllificant bealtb OlltCO"JeS aJJd costs tbat flow
jiVIIl it, I'gardless of wbo expeJiC/lces tbe olltcomes or costs.' (Gold et aI., 1996, page 6)
TillS way all relevant information that may be of interest for the decisionmaking process is incorporated in the analysis. Although Drummond (1993)
rightfully questions whether there is a societal decision-maker who indeed
adapts to such a broad societal viewpoint rather than a partial interest (e.g.
only the health care budget implications), it is considered important not to
confine an economic evaluation to a narrow perspective. Consistently
following the chosen societal perspective duoughout the analysis and in the
applied methods is of importance as well.
One implication of taking a societal perspective is d,at it should ensure d,at
impacts of interventions on all individuals will receive fair weight. The
Rawlsian veil of ignorance, or deciding on distributions of goods and services
or decision-making processes under the hypothetical assumption that we are
deciding on these matters before we are born) or are aware of when or where
we will be born, what capacities we will have, what our health status will be et
cetera, may be considered relevant in these matters (e.g. Rawls, 1971; Daniels,
1985; Daniels, 1988; Eddy, 1991; Gold et aI., 1996). Using dlls concept of
deciding on distributional processes before we actually are born into dUs
world will at least ensure that all relevant changes are considered, since one is
not sure whether one is affected by such a change. Also, even though a certain
change may not occur within the sector under study (the health care sector), it
will be considered as it will affect certain groups in society. Taking such a
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broad societal perspective may be considered to have implications for the
method used for adapting health effects for the time at which they occur
(chapter 9). For costs, it is important to note that taking a societal perspective
means that one {never counts as a gain what is really somebody else's loss'
(Gold et a!., 1996). This balancing of losses and gains on a societal level is of
utmost importance in determining productivity costs for instance.

Gemral view
A second important subject is the way CEA is viewed by the analyst. Two
main streams are the welfarist view and the decision-maker's approach or
extra-welfarist view. As Hurley (1998) writes:

'T/;e lVe/f"'" ecoJlomic ji-rJtJJelvork, Iv/;ic/; is familiar to ",osl ecotJofl/isls, rests sqllarelY OJI
JlotioJlS of iJldividfltl1 IIlili(y or prefim1Ce as I/;e ji)JlIJdalioJl for atJaIYsis. For applied
aJlaIYsis, t/;e e",piJical approac/; deJived frofll I/;e IVe/fm? ecotJo",ic fram'IV01k is cosl-beJ1efil
al1aIYsis, a m,t/;od il1 Iv/;ie/; I/;e costs al1d bel1efits of tbe altematives beil1g evaillated are
IIJet/slfred i1l COJJJlJJclIs/(rale IIIlitS,

flSl/alIY

mOllry. I

For analysis of health care services, however, even within a welfare economic
fratnework cost-effectiveness analysis to some extent may be seen as an
alternative for cost-benefit analysis. This especially holds if QALYs are
interpreted as utilities, although one may have some objections against this
interpretation (see chapter 2). The 'extra welfarist approach' was first
advocated by Sen (e.g. Sen, 1985), who insists that the traditional welfare
economic framework limits the possibilities for looking at specific types of
outcome, which he calls 'non-utility information', like equity considerations
and freedom of action. Culyer further developed tlus extra-welfarist approach
(Culyer, 1989; Culyer, 1990). Culyer suggests that QALY-weights do not
necessarily have to stem from individual utility values and that econonUc
evaluation may be seen as maximizing health effects from a given budget. The
emphasis on health rather than utility constitutes a divergence from welfare
econo1l1.lcs.

Here, the viewpoint is advocated that preference based health outcomes are
indeed a quite suitable maximand with a health budget, without excluding
non-health outcomes from the analysis. Although, in theory one may hold it
possible to fully outline societal preferences, including those on equity, and
how individual utility contributes to societal welfare, the current
operationalizations of the traditional welfare econonUc framework seem

IlJfrodllcliolJ
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unable to fully measure and incorporate all relevant information and
considerations in the analysis. Primarily focusing on health instead of on pure
utility immediately constitutes a divergence from welfare economics. In this
thesis cost-effectiveness analysis is considered a pragmatic tool in the process
of decision-making, providing the decision-maker with all relevant changes in
costs and effects regardless of where (or when) they occur in society, but
often not providing an immediate answer to the question whether or not a
certain program should be implemented. This remains the task of the
decision-maker, weighing all relevant aspects, also those not captured in terms
of a C/E-ratio. In agreement with Culyer it is assumed that the main objective
of the health care budget is to produce health effects.

PlVdllctivity costs afld tillle costs
The costs related to reduced productivity and impaired ability to perform
one's normal activities, paid work unpaid work and leisure are often
mentioned as a specific cost category within economic evaluations. Especially
the costs related to reduced ability to perform paid work are much discussed
(e.g. Gold et aI., 1996; Drummond et aI., 1987; Drummond et aI., 1997;
Rutten et aI., 1993). Productivity costs or indirect non-medical costs have
received a reasonable amount of attention in the literature. There has been
debate whether these costs should be incorporated in an analysis (e.g. Gerard
and Mooney, 1993; Russell, 1986; McGuire et aI., 1988; Hartunian et aI., 1981)
of health care interventions and especially on how (specific parts of) these
costs should be incorporated. It has been stressed that valuing production
losses is not equal to valuing lives as such (Fitzgerald and Gafni, 1990; Levin
and Jonsson, 1992). Mostly, the methodological debate of measuring and
valuing productivity costs focused on absence from paid labor. Traditionally,
the human capital method was used. For short-term absence, however, one
may wonder whether making up for lost work upon return to work, colleagues
taking over certain tasks and canceling non-urgent work will not affect the
costs of absence to some degree (e.g. Commonwealth of Australia, 1990;
Drummond, 1991; Koopmanschap and Rutten, 1993). In addition, the
relationship between changes in production and changes in labor time is less
than proportional (De Koning and Tuyl, 1984). For long term absence, the
possibility of replacing ill, disabled or prematurely diseased workers may
induce a substantial reduction in production losses on a societal level (e.g.
Drummond et al., 1987; Williams, 1985; Lindgren, 1981; Levin and Jonsson,
1992; Olsson et aI., 1987; Koopmanschap and Ineveld, 1992; Koopmanschap
et aI., 1995; Koopmanschap and Rutten, 1996b). These concerns led to the.
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development of the friction cost method (Koopmanschap and Rutten, 1993;
Koopmanschap et aI., 1995). In tills thesis ti,e friction cost method is further
advocated as being the most appropriate method from a societal perspective.
The use of the friction cost method is embedded in more broad
recommendations for valuing patient time (chapter 3). There is also explicit
attention for the recent recommendation of the US Panel on valuing
productivity costs in terms of quality of life. TillS recommendation presents a
new tlilld way of valuing productivity costs, which will be discussed in
chapters 4 and 5.
Productivity costs without absence may also be of importance, especially for
certain types of diseases like migraine and dyspepsia (Osterhaus et aI., 1992;
van Roijen et aI., 1995a; Severens et aI., 1998). A1t1lOugh from ti,e scarcely
available literature on this subject it is clear that this type of productivity loss
tnay constitute a considerable cost in some instances, the exact measurement

of the amount of production lost, the degree of compensating mechanisms
like colleagues taking over or making up for lost work later and the valuation
of the lost production or increased production costs need further attention.
Chapter 6 further discusses tills subject. The valuation of production losses
related to unpaid labor is not without problems either. Although the number
of hours of reduced unpaid productivity may be derived through interviews or
questionnaires (e.g. Van Roijen et ai, 1996), divergent recommendations have
been put forward on how to value the reduction in output and possibility to
perform unpaid labor (e.g. Drummond et aI., 1997; Gold et aI., 1996). In
chapter 3 some recommendations are made for valuing lost unpaid labor
following the opportunity cost principle.
A final matter of debate related to time costs is the impact of health changes
on leisure time and role functioning. The fact that people are able to enjoy
leisure time in the way that they prefer is a valuable aspect of life and should
not be neglected in econonuc evaluations. However, there is no clear
consensus on how to value leisure time in economic evaluations. The same

holds for role functioning in paid or unpaid work. In chapter 3 these aspects
are discussed and the relationship between productivity costs and quality of
life aspects of changed time use is highlighted.

],ifiJl1I/al cat"givers
Time invested by family and friends in (certain necessary elements of) the
treatment of a patient may be an important part of total care in some cases.

IlItmdllctioll
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Besides costs of giving up on normal time uses, there may also be effects on
the wellbeing of the informal caregiver because of fatigue, being restricted in
one's social life and so on. In chapter 7 an alternative valuation method of
informal care, incorporating the full costs and effects on quality of life of
infonnal care, is presented.

Vallie of time a/ld Pdo/ily Cat,
The relationship between direct health care costs and productivity costs
became apparent in the Netherlands after the introduction of laws that made
firms individually responsible for the continuation of sick pay. A clear tension
has arisen between the private responsibility of firms for sick pay and the
public responsibility for providing adequa te and timelY care. However, waiting
lists are substantial in The Netherlands (Swinkels, 1996). Employers, in
collaboration with insurers and hospitals came up widl plans for employeeclinics that should provide priority care to employees. These clinics should
ensure a swift return to work for employees leading to reductions in
production losses. However critics have clainled that non-employees would be
disadvantaged by these clinics and that they should therefore be prohibited. In
chapter 8 it is shown that this specific intervention can be considered efficient
and equitable, demonstrating how investments in health care'may lead to gains
in other sectors of society. In addition, this relationship between indirect and
direct costs aNd between the health care sector and other sectors underlines

the need for taking a societal perspective in assessing health care.

Til/lillg of health effects
The discounting of health effects in economic evaluation is a common
procedure. Health effects are weighted for the point in time at which they
occur. Usually, effects are discounted with a 5% discount rate. The reason for
discounting effects is not fully clear and it may be considered quite unfair for
future generations or people that will receive health effects from current
treatment later on in life, that such a procedure is performed. An alternative
view on discounting effects is presented, which may be argued to be more
fair. Here, another great philosopher can be quoted. Friedrich Nietzsche
(1885) writes that every philosophy is born out of the moral intentions of the
writer. Indeed, this may be held true for ethical views on how to discount
health effects as well. In chapter 9 discounting health effects from a societal
perspective is discussed in depth.

Time alld tillle costs ill ecollolllie evaillatioll: takillg a societalperspective
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1.3 Questions
From the above discussion numerous questions may be formulated. Some of
these questions to be addressed in tlus thesis are:
•

How should the time of patients be valued in economic evaluations of
health care?
• What aspects of patient time are to be measured in terms of quality of life
and what in terms of costs?

• Can productivity costs be measured reliably in terms of quality of life?
• Are productivity losses at work relevant for economic evaluations and if
so, how should they be measured and valued?
• How might one incorporate the impact of the provision of informal care
in an economic evaluation of health care?

•

Should health effects be weighted for the point in time at which they occur
by eliscounting them and if so, on what basis?
• Can productivity costs related to paid labor provide a rationale for priority
treatment of employees?
• Is or should economic evaluation be a strict application of welfare
economics? If not, what alternative is tI,ere?

These questions are all related to the central theme of dUs thesis:

HolV does takillg a societal perspective ifl ecollolJJie evaillatiolls of health CIII', follolVillg a
decisioll-lIIake,.~ appIVach, chaflge lIIethodology, especialfy those methods cOllcemillg tillle alld
lillie COS/So

Hopefully, the answers provided in this thesis to the above question will
contribute to the ongoing quest for standardization of methodology of
economic evaluations and stimulate the discussion on various subjects.

1.4 Outline of this thesis
A ftrst important

is~;ue

is that one may encounter different views on economic

evaluations in general. Where some economists try to embed economic
evaluation in welfare economics, others take a perhaps more broad

Ill/rodllc/ion
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perspective. These latter economists view economic evaluations as an
imperfect tool aiding decision-makers in prioritizing health care expenditures,
in which not all standard economic welfare principles may be directly
applicable or desirable. As will be further outlined in chapter 2, in this thesis
this latter perspective on economic evaluation and especially costeffectiveness analysis and cost-utility analysis is taken. Aristotle considered
economics to be just one of the sciences that could be used in the 'overallscience' of politics. Indeed, the decision-maker's approach may be seen to
stand in this tradition, by providing policymaker's with all relevant
information, but leaving the fmal weighting of positive and negative aspects to
the policymaker.

Chapter 3 provides an alternative way of valuing patient time in costeffectiveness analysis, by separating time uses into three categories: paid work,
unpaid work and leisure. It is argued that the valuation of time should not be
entirely in terms of money or costs, but that there are quality of life aspects to
valuing time as well. tvlostly, the debate on changes in time use concentrates
on a particular part of time costs, the so-called productivity costs.
In chapter 4 the question whether or not productivity costs may be estimated
in terms of quality of life as suggested by the US Panel on Cost-Effectiveness
in Health and Medicine (Gold et aI., 1996) is discussed. If respondents in tl,e
valuation of health states are not explicitly instructed 110/ to consider any
income change resulting from a change in health, these respondents may be
assumed to fully take these income changes into account. By further assuming
income of individuals a good pro>,'y of the value of their production, also from
a societal perspective, one may claim that production losses need not be
incorporated in terms of costs in the numerator of the cost-effectiveness ratio
(C/E-ratio), but are fully incorporated in terms of health effects in the
denominator of the C/E-ratio. Chapter 4 considers whether such an approach
may be considered appropriate.
Chapter 5 presents two recent debates in tl,e literature on the measurement of
productivity costs. The first discussion was between the 'Erasmus Group' and
the US Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine. After publication
of chapter 4, some members of the US Panel responded, mainly criticizing the
alternative metllOd for valuing production losses, the friction cost method.
Anotller critique on the friction cost method was provided by Liljas (1998).
His main arguments and the responses to them are discussed.

Tillie alld tillle costs ill ecollolllic evalllatioll: takillg a societalperspective
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Chapter 6 deals with production losses without absence from paid work, i.e.
because of illness at work. This much neglected subject is examined
tentatively by comparing three different measurement methods of production
losses at work. After a theoretical examination of the different measurement
methods, some empirical results arc presented from a study of production
losses without absence in a sample of employees of a Dutch trade-firm.
In addition to looking at changes in the productivity and time use of patients,
there is also attention for the position of informal caregivers, who sacrifice
normal time usc in order to provide care to a partner, family member or
friend. TillS time represents a scarce resource, and as such should in principle
be valued in an economic evaluation. However, as is further explained in
chapter 7, the valuation of time of informal caregivers is not without
problems. i'vlostly, one standard valuation is attached to every hour of
informal care provided, but one may question the appropriateness of this
method.
In chapter 8 priority care for employees as a solution for waiting times is
discussed. Employee clinics providing priority care for employees may ensure
a substantial reduction in waiting times for employees reducing production
losses, but it has to be considered to what extent a distinction in health care
provision on non-medical criteria is acceptable. By organizing employeeclinics in such a way that 'both employees and nonemployees benefit, one may
argue that employee clinics are both econonilcally and ethically defendable.
An opinion on how to operationalize a fair representation of future health
effects in econotnic evaluations from a societal perspective is presented in
chapter 9. Using tlle Rawlsian principles of justice and a strong
intergenerational viewpoint, one may put forward other recommendations on
the discounting of health effects than usually done in the literature.
Chapter 10 concludes tills thesis and gives recommendations for future
research.

It should be noted that the chapters in this thesis are all based on separate
essays for journals. Therefore, all chapters may be read independently and
some overlap between various chapters tnay exist.
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On the Economic Foundations of Economic
Evaluation

Sllmmary

Tbere a" slilllNrIIlj ollgoillg debales abollt selleral aspects of Ibe melbodology of ecollomic
ellaillaliolls of beallb care illte/vellliolls. Some of Ibe dispmilies ill recolJJllJelldalioJJS 011
melhodological issl/Cs may be lraced back 10 d!fjimll viewpoillls 011 CEA ill gelleral Two
impoltalll vielVs are tbe lVe!fatist appmacb, }lIbid) aims 01 embeddillg CEA illio lradilional
1V,!fan ecollomics, alld Ib, decisioll-maker's appmach, IVhich takes a b!Vader alld mo"
pragmalic vielV 011 CEA. The joclls ill }lIe!fmislJ) may be 011 IIlility while that of the
decisioll-maker~ app!Vach may be cOllsidered 10 be 011 heallh. III tbis chapler i/ is examilled
hOl/I Ihese IIVO /Ii,,/IS d!fjir alld holV Ihese difjiret/ces may SIIbseqllelltly lead 10 debales ill
melbodological aWls. It is illdicated Ihal embeddillg Ihe practical operaliollalisalioll of CEA
in lve!fare economics seems impossible. III a strict we!fm1st approach it is I/ecessary 10 view
QALYs as beillg IIlililies, althollgh olle may qllestioll whether SIIch all app!Vach 10
QALYs is approptiale. Also, eqllity cOllsidemliolls may play all impOltall1 Ivle ill cosl~fjic/ivet/ess allalysis alld lIme shollld p"jembfy be lakell lilto accolIlIl ill a lVay Ihal ref/ecls
societal attitlldes 10IVards all eqllilable dis/liblllioll oj healt/) ca". These eqllity
cOllsideraliolls mO)' 1I0t always be dil'ctly Idated to IIlility or ef/iciellry. Fllr/hem)o", both
ramps may prejer d!fjimJ/ melhods for cost IJJCaJllltmellt ill mtas sllch as pmdllcfillity cosls
alld itt/onNal care. A beller mogllilioll of Ibe cOlltellts alld otigills of cOlllmllmies alld
displlies may ",bailee the c/mity oj disCllssiolls.

2.1 Introduction
The general methodology of economic evaluation in health care (cost-benefit
analysis, but especially cost-effectiveness analysis and cost-utility analysis) and
its economic foundations are increasingly becoming a matter of discussion.
Recently, in the IOllmal of Heallh Ecollomics for instance, there was a discussion
on economic foundations of cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) in relation to
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the inclusion of unrelated future health care and non-health care costs (Garber
and Phelps, 1997; Meltzer, 1997; Weinstein and Manning, 1997). In addition,
there is an ongoing debate on several other methodological issues, like
whether and how to incorporate productivity costs (e.g., Koopmanschap et
ai., 1995; Johannesson and Karlsson, 1997, Koopmanschap et ai., 1997;
Brouwer et ai., 1997a; Weinstein et ai., 1997; Brouwer et ai., 1997b; Brouwer
et ai., 1998a), how to incorporate equity principles in CEA (e.g., Wagstaff,
1991; Bleichrodt, 1997; Williams, 1997), how to incorporate and value
informal care (e.g., Gold et ai., 1996; Drummond et ai., 1997; Brouwer et ai.,
1999) and how to discount costs and especially health effects in CEA (e.g.,
Gold et ai., 1996; Gyrd-Hansen and Sogaard, 1998; Van Hout, 1998).
Some of these debates or the lack of consensus on specific subjects may
originate from the fact that divergent views on economic evaluation prevail
among analysts. Weinstein et ai. (1996) write that some of the disparities in the
methods that investigators employ '".reflect divergent views on key
methodological choices'. Whereas some authors prefer to see economic
evaluation as founded in traditional welfare economics, others follow a more
pragmatic 'decision-maker's approach' (DMA). Although one might claim that
both approaches aim at aiding policymakers in decision-making on health care
services, welfarists may try to base methodological reconunendations on often
individualistic welfare economic models, whereas adherents of the decisionmaker's approach base their recommendations on societal values and
pragmatic assumptions. Hurley (1998) insists that both lines of thought share
shortcomings as well.
Welfarists may criticize the DMA, claiming it has no theoretical framework, as
it is not embedded in standard welfare economic theory. I The foundation for
the methodological choices in the DMA can be viewed as 'maximizing health
effects from a given budget'. In addition, the economic foundations of the
welfarist approach to economic evaluation are not indisputable either. It may
be questioned whether many of the often individualistic, microeconomic
theoretical models for determining optimal solutions and recommendations,
with their underlying assumptions and specific viewpoints, are fully valid for
and instrumental to societal decision-making in the health care sector.

1 See for instance Johannesson and Karlsson (1997) in their reply to the friction cost
method.
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In this chapter, we will discuss the decision-maker's approach and the
welfarist approach in societal economic evaluations of health care. Wlme the
main focus will be on cost-effectiveness analysis, which here includes so-called
cost-utility analysis, economic evaluation will be discussed more broadly. It is
indicated how these different views may lead to disparities in methodological
recommendations. Some practical and dleoretical viewpoints will be appraised
on their usefulness and consistency. Section 2.2 points out the main
differences between the decision-maker's and the welfarist approach. In
section 2.3 the divergent views these two approaches have on several
tnethodological issues in economic evaluation are discussed. Finally, section
2.4 gives a conclusion and discussion.

2.2 Competing views on economic evaluation
The general aim and rationale of CEA is to aid decision-making in health care,
with the goal of maximizing health benefits from a given budget, taking a
societal perspective (Gold et aI., 1996). Economic evaluation has come into
fashion because it can provide a rationale for choosing certain programs over
others, which is convenient when budget constraints do not enable
policymakers to implement all possible health care interventions and
programs. Taking a societal perspective means that all costs and health effects
should be incorporated, regardless of who bears those costs or experiences
the health effects. AldlOugh there may be a broad consensus on these general
outlines of CEA in particular and economic evaluation in general, the
subsequent operationalisation of methods shows that different views on
economic evaluations may still be encountered. This has been recognized in
the literature. For example Drummond et al. (1997) consider three
hypothetical analysts with different views on economic evaluation. One
wishes to assess in an economic evaluation an illdividflal's willillglless 10 pqy
(\'\ITP) for certain programs, in order to compare these widl the costs of a
program, performing a cost-benefit analysis'. Ultimately, tllis approach should
be consistent with standard welfare economics. The other analysts think of
economic evaluations as an (impeifec!) aid 10 decisioll-makillg regarding the
allocation of health care resources. For them willingness to pay is not
considered very helpful as it may reflect ability to pay. These latter analysts,
following a DMA, are more likely to take a societal perspective which leads
them to measure and value la wide range of costs and consequences and
1

See also Hurley, 1998
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present them in a way that helps health care decision-makers form a better
judgement' (Drummond et aI., page 18).
Although the above characterization of welfarism and DMA may be
somewhat exaggerated, the general differences outlined nevertheless seem to
prevail in many of the ongoing discussions on the methodology of CEA.
Some may claim that welfarism in contrast to the DMA can provide guidance
in methodological choices. For instance, Weinstein and Manning (1997) state
that the DlvLA or extra-welfarism 'provides little guidance in controversies
about what should be counted in the C/E-ratio and how'. However, tlus view
may be questioned. Taking the aim of econonllc evaluations to be maxinllzing
the number of health effects with a given health care budget while considering
other resource changes in society, e.g. through indirect costs) is in itself a
frame for analysis and this pragmatic frame may also just as well provide
guidance in methodological choices. In addition, Weinstein and Manning
(1997) acknowledge that conclusions derived from certain welfare econonllc
tllodels 'tllay be unsettling to many practitioners of CEA" for instance because
ethical considerations overrule basic assumptions of welfare economics.

We/fillislll
Let us first consider both lines of thought more carefully. Welfarists have tried
to etnbed econonuc evaluations into welfare economics. This should ensure
that frotll a welfare economics perspective optimal choices are made in the
allocation of health care funds. Also, investruents in health care are considered
in a framework sitnilar to that for other allocations of scarce resources. Culyer
(1991) describes this viewpoint as:
'Olle applVacb ill bealtb ecollomics, wbicb bas becoflJe tbe traditiollalolle ill ecolloflJics as
a wbole, is wbat Sm (1977a) calls Ivelflllist: TNs is very IJfllCb ill accord witb liberal
politicalopillioll alld aunts tbat socialwe/fim ... is ajilllctioll of Ollly illdividllal welfa,.
(or IItility) alldjlldgeflJellls abollttbe slIjJNiolity of olle stale of tbe world . .. over allotber
made imspective of tbe 1I01l-lItility aspecls of eacb slale. Mo,.over, tbe illdividllal
welfam (or IIlililies) 01. ajilllclioll Ollly ofgoods alld seroices cOI/SIIIJICd' (page 67).'

III"

The econonllc models often used for embedding econonllc evaluations
theoretically in econonllc theory are often individualistic nllcro-econonllc
models. In drawing conclusions from these models for society as a whole, one
Hurley (1998) writes: 'The welfare economic framework ... rests squarely on notions of
individual utility or preference as the foundation for analysis'.

.3
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of the key assumptions underlying the aggregation of individual results is that
society's preference or utility is a perhaps weighted sum of individual's
preferences or utility. For instance Loomes and McKenzie (1989) write, in
response to Weinstein (1986):

'IlIIplicit ill Weillsteill's applVach ... SeetNS to be the vieIV that the valHes to be IIs,d ill
social decisioll-lIIakillg shollid b, SO"IC agg"gate of illdividllal's ,'alII,s. Bllt this is 1I0t
the Ollly possible vieIV:Jor exalllple, the sociopolitical systetJJ lIIay desigllate eedaill peopl,
to JJJake decisiolls 011 society's bebalf, aud tbe vaiJles tbese decisioll-JJJakers lise IJlqJ 1I0t
be SO"IC agg"gate of illdividllal's valfles, bllt lIIay reflect SOIll' other 1I0tiofi of IVhat
"preseJIts society's o/lerall best illt"uts. ' (page 94)
Also, strict application of welfarism makes it necessary to view QALYs as
utility llleasures. However, the practice of economic evaluation involves
interpersonal comparison and aggregation of these utilities in terms of

QALYs, to be able to conclude on a soeietallevel whether or not a program is
worthwhile. The question of whether such use of QALYs is fully in line with
welfare economics is not easily answered (see section 2.3). A possible solution
that does not require the interpretation of QALYs as utilities to be used for
aggregation and comparison is the use of contingent valuation, like WTP. This
implies performing cost-benefit analysis (CBA) in which health effects are
expressed in monetary terms. Pauly (1995) even argues that in general CBA is
more appropriate than CEA in the assessment of health care technologies.
\\lhile within CBA subsequent aggregation and comparison of results is
perhaps without problems, the fact that the results reflect ability to pay causes
lnany to be suspicious of the consequent allocation of health care resources,
especially since programs mal' yield health effects in speeific socio-economic
groups in society. Also, there are serious concerns about the reliability and
consistency of WTP-answers (e.g., Paull', 1995; Johannesson et ai., 1996;
Krabbe et aI., 1997). In addition, there is evidence that the monetary
willingness to pal' per QALY gained can vary depending on the distribution of
wealth and the size of risk-reduction (e.g. Jones-Lee, 1976; Viscusi, 1979; Pratt
and Zeckhauser, 1996). A more pragmatic point perhaps in favour of nonmonetary outcomes is that policymakers and clinieians may relate less to them
than to health outcome measures such as QALYs.
A recent example of an attempt to embed cost-effectiveness analysis in
welfare economic theory using a simple individualistic micro-economic utility
framework is given by Garber and Phelps (1997). One implication of the
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approach of Garber and Phelps is that individual optimality holds when 'at the
margin the wage rate is equal to the willingness to pay for an additional unit of
time ... '. This result implies a strict relationship between productive possibilities
and acquiring additional life-years. No explicit societal utility is derived from
the mere fact of being alive in the model, or the 'simple' things that make life
valuable, like social contact. This type of 'optimality' may be unsettling, both
for DMA-adherents and probably most welfarists, since the WTP for less
productive time, e.g. of severely handicapped, is consequently low. Tlus
demonstrates a gap between these models and real-life valuation of effects in
societal decision-making. From a societal perspective, etlllcal and perhaps also
efficiency considerations may lead to opposite conclusions, favoring the
health promotion of less fortunate and less productive persons in society.
Basing methodological conclusions on models like these should also be
perfortned with caution. It seems important to assess assumptions used in

welfare econonllc models in terms of their ability to reflect the values and
judgements endorsed by society or policymakers. In that respect it may be
more useful to use social welfare functions rather than individualistic models,
incorporating distributional considerations of wealth and health or utility (e.g.
Bleichrodt, 1997; Dolan, 1998)4.
EXlra-JVe(fmislJJ
The alternative view on CEA has been put forward by Culyer (1991) and
Williams (1993). Culyer calls the alternative view 'extra-welfarism' and
indicates that this view includes (or is able to include):

'all importallt class of ~xtra' we!fm? sOllrces ... th, lIoll-goods characteristics of
illdividllals (like whether thry a,. happy, Ollt ofpaiJl, ji.e to choose, pl!ysicalty mobile,
hOliest). Extra-we!fmism thlls trallScmds traditiollal we!fa,.: it does 1I0t exclllde
illdividllal we!fam jivm the jlldgemet/ls abollt the social state, bllt it does sllpplemellt

~ Note that such models do not fully faU within Culyer's definition of welfarism, as
indicated above. Equity weights may imply that individual utility may be 'corrected' or
weighted from a societal level. Classical utilitarianism which sets social welfare equal to the
sum of individual utilities is abandoned therefore. Also, one could also examine whether
other traditional welfare theoretic elements, such as the Pareto-criterion, or even the
'potential Pareto-criterion', may be violated in such models. !\,foreover, as pointed out by
Bleichrodt (1997) one needs an interpersonally comparable utility measure to determine
which groups or persons to give priority in allocation of health care resources. As discussed
in section 2.3 it is questionable whether QALYs may be interpreted as being such a
measure.
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Thus extra-welfarism 'transcends traditional welfare', and does not merely
focus on individual utilities. More precisely, within extra-welfarism one does
not necessarily have to translate all these aspects into utility-weights in order
to take them into consideration in the analysis. As Hurley (1998) notes, extrawelfarism rejects 'the conceptual foundations of the neoclassical framework,
particularly the exclusive focus on utility-based notions of welfare.' Referring
to Culyer he continues by stating that this framework 'replaces utility with
health as the primary outcome of interest for evaluation'.
Indeed, the extra-welfarist view is often interpreted as merely amung to
'maximize health from a given budget'. Culyer (1989) provides arguments for
seeing health outcomes or QALYs less as utilities and more as 'capabilities'
brought on by good health. When considering QALYs as representing health
capabilities rather than utilities and assigning an equal value to these capabilities
for all, one could conclude that maximization of these health outcomes or
'health' in general is an appropriate goal in the health care sector. Indeed, the
health care budget seems to be particularly aimed at providing individuals a
return to good health or to reduce suffering from bad health (while also
considering relevant resource changes in other parts of society). The emphasis
on health rather than utility may be justified by considering the utility of those
suffering from disabilities and diseases. These individuals may perhaps live a
life of fulfillment involving a level of utility higher than that of some healthy
persons, but still they are entitled to health care in order to minimize their
health problems. This demonstrates that the aim of providing health care may
at best indirectly be utility maximization.
However, extra-welfarism should not be defined as focusing exclusively on
health. Culyer (1991) states that the emphasis on health 'is not in principle
exclusive, and it seems unlikely that any extra-welfarist would assigu zero
weights to ". factors only remotely causally linked to health.' (page 96).
Therefore, non-health implications may also be incorporated in the analysis
and tl,e weights attached to the capabilities of different persons or groups in
society 'nay be differentiated for reasons of equity or efficiency. For instance,
health effects in elderly may be valued lower than those gained in children
(Williams, 1997). By using a broad notion of QALYs as a preference-based
health outcome measure that may be corrected for equity and efficiency
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considerations (see section 2.3), one might claim to try to oPlitJJiZ' the
production of health benefits from a given health care budget.
Besides more conceptual work like that of Culyer, the development of
practical methodological guidelines and instruments for CEA has probably
influenced our thinking about CEA as well. The way the field has developed
may to some extent be a result of attitudes of for instance policymakers and
researchers from different fields towards certain methodological choices. For
instance, the way in which quality of life instruments have been constructed,
focusing on certain aspects of human life and explicitly or implicitly excluding
others, e.g., income changes, probably reflects an existing opinion on what
should be measured in terms of quality of life and what not. Moreover, a
preference for CEA and non-monetary measures of health effects may be
seen as reflecting an implicit rejection of monetarizing health effects by
policymakers and analysts.
What we shall call DMA is therefore a pragmatic common sense approach
taking as its theoretical framework the aim of optimizing (weighted) health
benefits from a given budget. Also, in this approach the evaluation is aimed
at illfonllillg decision-makers rather than pmClibillg what decision should be
made or providing a strict ranking of all possible health care interventions.
Decision-makers are provided with all relevant information including JlOJ/h",/Ih information and then have to make a decision by considering all
different aspects. Implicit in the DlvlA is the general notion that society
wishes to maximize a social welfare function. In this respect it is not different
from traditional welfare economics. s In theory, welfarism may be able to
incorporate all relevant information by assigning utility impacts to all relevant
changes related to a health care program and specifying a complete and
acceptable social welfare function.' However, adherents to the DMA may
have reservations concerning the possibility to incorporate all relevant
information, ethical values and interactions present in society validly in a
formal societal welfare function. Also, DMA-adherents may feel heallh, for
instance captured in terms of QALYs, to be a better maximand than IIli/ity
with a given health care budget and considering other resource changes and
There may, however, be differences in hQw this social welfare function is defined and
which clements should be included in it.
6 Again note that this implies an important broadening of the concept ofwelfarism
compared to the definition of Culyer. For instance, it seems necessary to have
interpersonally comparable utilities, a complete set of societal valuations of individual
utilities, allowing possible violations of the (potential) Pareto-criterion et cetera,
5
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'non-utility' equity considerations, such as considerations of equal access. The
manner by which all aspects are weighted and by which a decision is reached
is considered to be the task of a policymaker, and weighting by analysts should
be aimed at representing societal values' and should be made explicit in any
economic evaluation. Society may have 'higher goals' than purely following the
individual preferences, for example by promoting health care for mentally
handicapped or attaching more weight to future effects than individuals do.
The inability to fully capture and weight all of these different aspects, their real
utility impact and their interactions in fully outlined and defined theoretical
terms and decision rules, does not lead to an inability to make decisions.
Rather, the policymaker will have to weight different aspects of a program,
aided by analysts.

Does it JJJatt,r wbicb side all' takes?
Of course, given the differences in both approaches, one has to ask oneself
whether it makes much difference which view on eEA one takes. We feel that
different starting points may indeed lead to different methods of analysis and
to different conclusions. In the next section, some of these difterences and
controversies are further discussed. Table 2.1 provides the reader with an
overview of some of the areas in which we feel that the difference 111
viewpoint may lead or has led to differences in methodological choices.

Hurley (1998) insists that' ... as a society we have a responsibility to assess systematically
the effects of policies in an attempt to ensure that they contribute towards social objectives
in ways that reflect social values.'
7
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Table 2.1: Melhodological isslles ill ecollolllie evallialiollllSillg Ihe lVe(fansl or Ihe decisiollmaker's appmach
Issue

Welfatist approach

Decision~maker's

approach

Operaliollalisalioll of socielal (Weighted) aggregation Societal preferences
perspectit1e
of individual preferences based on an implicit
in social welfare
function

Vailialioll

ofheallh dfects

social welfare function

Monetarisation (WTP or In principle natural units
a statistical value of a
or QALY's ~ess specific
interpretation)
life) or
QALYs as ntilities

Vailialioll of
li",e/ pmdllclivity cosls

\VTP for time gains/
Human capital method

Human capital method/
Friction costs method

Vailialioll of iJJjiJI7Jlal cm"

\VTP or wage rate
(shadow price)

Shadow price or
QALY?

Discol/lltiJlg costs

Long term interest rate

Long term interest rate

Discolllllillg health ffftcls

Average of individual
time preferences for
health

Societal/governmental
time preference for
health

Eqllity comideratiolls

Equity-efficiency tradeoff is possible, but is a
divergence from
unweighted individual
utility as maximand

May be explicated and
weighted separately

lf7eighlillg other cOllseqllellceJ Possible, but difficult to

May be explicated and
weighted separately

translate into utility or
'overruling' individual
utility
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2.3 Differences in methodology and viewpoint: some examples

QALYs
A fIrst difference between welfarism and the DMA is their view on QALYs.
Within the DMA QALYs may be interpreted as an imperfect, yet quite
appropriate tool to operationalize health effects. These health benefIts are
what ultimately should be maximized from a societal perspective using the
health care budget, while minding positive and adverse effects on other
sectors in society and equity considerations. Culyer (1989) suggests an
alternative way to interpret QALYs instead of as utilities. He feels that when
using QALYs we should focus more on capabilities that good health brings us
rather than on utility, a move away from strict weifarism. Drawing from Sen
(1980) Culyer states that

'Ibe idea of IIlility focllses 100 IlJllcb 011 IlJmlal alld 'llJoliollal IrSPOIISes 10 comllJodities
lIlId d}(lrllcterislics if cOlJJmodilies lIlId Ilot eJlollgb olllvhat Ihry enable ]01110 do', 8
QALYs as a measure of capabilities brought on by good health then in
principle are a good thing to maximize with a health budget. As Broome
(1993) states:

'1 am illJpressed 0' a poillt made 0' CIIIY,r tbat !lSillg QALYs does 1I0t coml"it olle to
a 1I11/7'OIV - be calls it 'IVe!farist' - cOllceptioll ofgood. QALYallalYsis assiglls vallles to
stales of bealtb {lIId leaves it opell Jvbetber tbese vallies are determilled 0' bolV people feel
IVbell ill tbese states, 0' their pre/mllces abolll them, or perbaps 0' sOI"e objective
pJillciples. '
However, some preference (or utility) indication or valuation is still needed to
see which health (or capability) gain is greater than another. How can we
otherwise choose between a program curing one person of hearing difflculties
or one person of blindness? Only with some kind of cardinal ranking order is
it possible to come to 'the maximand which is a cardinal "utility" index of
health' (Culyer, 1991). The fact that we see one health gain as greater than the
other shows some societal or other preference or a normative judgement,
One of the problems of focusing on these emotional responses is for instance adaptation
(e.g. Hurley, 1998).

8
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rather than anything else. The source of tlus preference does, however, not
necessarily have to be strict individual utility. In terms of Culyer: QALYs may
indicate the extent of people's deprivation and health care may be used to
retnove this.

If we look at the use and interpretation of QALYs within CEA, the attempt to
fully embed CEA in welfare econonUcs seems heroic and at tills point far
from accomplished. The interpretation ofQALYs as utilities, needed to firmly
embed CEA in welfare econonUcs, is not indisputable if we consider how
QALYs are used in CEA, i.e. not only comparing the valuation of health
states for one person, but comparing interpersonally and aggregating QALYs.
The comparability of utility between persons or groups of persons is
problematic, yet for societal decision-making unavoidable. One nUght
differentiate between different types of utility comparison (Sen, 1977b). As
indicated by Bleichrodt (1997), when comparing and aggregating QALYs and
weighting QALYs/utilities for considerations of equity, one needs to assume
cardinal full comparability. Many econonUsts, however, may consider full
interpersonal utility comparison off limits. People may rank their own
preferences, but since the underlying amount of absolute utility is unavailable,
comparing these ran kings cardinally between persons seems inappropriate.
Although rescaling preferences between 0 and 1 will lead to comparable
rankings, obviously this does not necessarily relate to absolute amounts of

utility.
Utility measurement for individuals is often based on the theory of expected
utility by Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944). Von Neumann and
lvlorgenstern themselves use utilities in their book as means for exchange and

comparison, which nUght tempt one to extrapolate tills possibility of
interpersonal comparison to QALYs. However, Von Neumann and
lVlorgenstern in several places in their book assure that tlley assume a
monetary notion of utility Ca quantitative and even monetary notion of
utility), facilitating comparisons and exchange ('substitutable and
unrestrictedly transferable between the various players). Such restrictive
assumptions do not apply for QALYs, since these are not interpersonally
comparable units in themselves, as the underlying absolute level of utility is
unknown. Indeed, Culyer (1989) is correct to assert that an optimistic arthritic
may obtain a higher utility level than a healthy Calvinist convinced he is not
among the chosen. Rescaling utility into numbers between zero and one hides
the absolute levels. Interpersonal comparison and aggregation of QALYs can
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therefore not be based solely on the work of Von Neumann and
Morgenstern. Interestingly, the monetary notion of utility used by Von
Neumann and Morgenstern seems more related to contingent valuation such
as willingness to pay and the use of CBA rather than to QALYs and CRA.
The use of two ftxed endpoints (death is 0, perfect health is 1) is sometimes
indicated as being a rationale for comparing between persons. If one asSllmes
that utility is equal for aU persons then one may compare the values given by
different persons between these two extremes (disregarding states worse than
death). One may also interpret this as meaning that the value of health is equal
for all in a DlvlA-like approach. Torrance (1986) for instance indicates that:

'Tbe celltral basis for tbis method is tbat the di!fmllce illlltili!J betweell belitg dead alld
beiltg bealtby is set eqllal aeIVss people. III tbis w'!Y, tbe lIIetbod is egalitaJiall witbill the
bealtb domaill; tbat is, eacb illdividllals healtb is cOllllted eqllally'.
By ill plillCiple attaching equal values to similar health changes across persons
or groups, one may add, compare and average scores. 9 Although this
procedure of assigning an equal value (in terms of utility) to every person may
be considered an ethical way of dealing with health, it effectively constitutes a
divergence from welfare economics. In terpersonal differences in the absolllte
amount of utility are ignored. Therefore, not real individual utility is the basis
of the analysis, but rather a normatively attached value of health, i.e. one equal
for all persons. Tlus may be considered inconsistent with for instance the
model of Garber and Phelps (1997) since productive possibilities and income
now may not determine the value of the QALY which is set equal for
everyone. Since it cannot be denied that certain persons or groups in society
or even in a certain health program IJ}'!Y have higher utility levels than others,
utility maximization is abandoned. In addition, both interpersonal differences
within 'the health domain' and societal preferences of improving one person's
health over that of another person are not considered in such an approach.
The difftculties in interpersonal comparison of QALYs by no means
dinUnishes the value of investigating individual trade-offs concerning health,
for example with standard gamble techniques. Still, it is most useful, not in the
least for policymakers, to see how individuals come to decisions on health
state changes and to ftnd good approximations of individual's preferences for

'J

Sec \"X'ilLiams (1993) for a discussion on using average scores
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health. It is the direct comparison of outcomes between persons and groups
that should be considered with caution and we should especially be careful
about how we interpret and present the results. At tIlls point, the concept of
QALYs and therewith the concept of cost-effectiveness analysis may better be
categorized as an imperfect measure of health related quality of life, especially
in the context of societal decision-making, but may be conveniently used as an
aid to decision-making. This health ou tcome may very well indicate the 'health
possibilities' for reaching the optimal amount of utilities, but should not be
oUstaken for cardinal, interpersonally comparable utilities.
In short, at this point completely embedding QALYs as utilities and therefore
CEA in welfare econooUc tlleory seems impossible for programs in wlllch
interpersonal utility comparisons are necessary. Tbis makes the criticism that
tl,e DMA is not fully embedded in welfare econooUc theory rather pointless.
Currently, there appears to be no complete economic foundation of costeffectiveness analysis that is applicable to tl,e practical use of CEA.

Eqllity
Society and policymakers may incorporate equity concerns in decisions on the
allocation of health care resources. One consequence in many western
European countries is tl,e existence of public health insurance, funded by
obligatory contributions which are at least partly based on income. This
should ensure equal access to basic health care for all members of a particular
counuy. Within the health care system, tl,e distribution of health benefits or
health care is mostly related to the need of a patient and not to ability to pay.
Indeed, as ability to pay therefore is often rejected as a method of distributing
health care, the use of theoretical models in which an individual trades off
health and wealth may be considered less appropriate to reflect real societal
decision-making.

Van Doorslaer et aJ. (1993) have investigated policy statements of several
countries on the subject of equitable finance and delivery of health care. Most
statements indicate that the financing of the health care sector should be on
the ba;is of ability to pay and should be unrelated to us~ of health care
services. For instance, for Denmark Van Doorslaer and colleagues quote:

'Expmses are 10 b, fi"a"ced ill Ih, sam, IV'!) as expmses Jar olh,rpllblic wvic,s are
}illaJlced, thaI is /Jy llleaJlS if laxes aJld dillies IVhich are ao/lfsl,d 10 each iJldividlfal's
ability 10 p'!). '
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The delivery of health care services should be based on need and access to the
health care services should be ensured for all. Van Doorslaer et al. quote the
policy statement of the United Kingdom:

Tbe gooel1lm",t ... wallis 10 "ISIII" Ibat ill Ibe jllllll" eoery mall, womall alld cMId call
rely 011 gellillg ... Ibe besl medical alld otb"facililies available; Ibat tbeirgellillg tbem
sballllot dep",d all wbelber tbey call P'iY jar tbeIJJ or (I/!y olberjaclor imlevallt 10 Iral
/ICed. '

These considerations clearly indicate the importance of equity considerations
in the allocation of health care setvices and the financing of those services.
They also suggest that modeling of individually optimal solutions, in which
the individual has to pay for his or her own consumption (trading off health
and wealth), is not in line with these policy statements, nor with the health
cate systems as implemented in many countries. On a societal level a trade-off
between health (care) and wealth must also be made, although this trade-off is
not directly related to individual income. The result of this trade-off may be
seen as captured in tl,e health care budget, which is supplemented in decisionmaking from a societal perspective with information on other resource
changes and budgets.
Also, in economic terms, distributing health care based on need implies that
the initial distribution of wealth does not determine the distribution of health
care and the latter is therefore implicitly rejected as a way of distributing
health care goods. Of course, this is a fundamental difference from the
Pareto-viewpoint, in which the initial distribution of wealth is not normatively
appraised. Also, the redistributive aspects of taking money from the rich and
healthy and giving health care to the poor and unhealthy may be interpreted as
a violation of the Pareto-criterion, because the rich and healthy may be worse
off because of this redistribution.
The strong conviction that health care should be distributed according to
need has led to much discussion in the Netherlands on the subject of waiting
lists. It can be argued that priority care for specific groups (employees) will
lead to a reduction in waiting time for all patients when waiting time is
reduced by extending normal capacity. If the costs of increasing effective
health care capacity are paid by employers who benefit from reduced
production losses, such a solution may be considered both efficient and
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equitable, using the Pareto-criterion and the justice theory of Rawls (1971)
(Brouwer and Schut, 1998). However, as this solution discriminates within the
health care system on other grounds than medical need, it has been
considered unacceptable and inequitable by policymakers and many social
parties in the Netherlands, despite the possible reduction in waiting time for
all. Tlus further demonstrates the strong influence of ethics in medical policy
and decision-making and how it tnay overnlle efficiency gains.
The trade-off between equity and efficiency in health care is important, both
on an aggregated level (e.g., Van Doorslaer et aI., 1997) and for specific health
care programs, for example for cervical cancer screening diminishing socioeconomic health differences (Koopmanschap et aI., 1990). Both welfarism and
the decision-maker's approach have difficulties in fully incorporating equity
considerations explicitly. Hurley (1998) even considers both welfarism and
extra-welfaristn to have a 'rather litnited scope for accomodating equity
concerns in the analysis.' One may feel that the scope for considering equity is
even more limited in welfarism in which the Pareto-criterion and the initial
distribution of weal til may be viewed as restricting the possibilities for
redistributing health effects considerably (e.g. Rice, 1998). Also witllin
welfaristn, where the emphasis is on utility, it is again necessary to compare
utility between persons and groups in order to assess which group should
receive more (or less) weight (Bleichrodt, 1997). Moreover, if the weightingprocess is not reflecting individual utility including altruistic preferences, some
may consider weighting health effects as having no foundation in welfare
econolnics Oohannesson, 1999).
If willingness to pay is used to value health effects, healtll care programs for
people with lugher socio-econonllc status would show higher benefits, ceteris
paribus. In the case of mortality prevention, using a monetary value of a life
saved may be considered equity neutral using an average value for all citizens,
but tlus can hardly be reconciled with utility maximization principles
underlying welfarism. A differentiation of the value by participation in paid
work (or income) or by utility level again may have adverse equity
implications. The US Panel on Cost-Effectiveness also encountered the
difficulties of incorporating equity implications in an evaluation from working
with welfarist models and principles. Weinstein and Manning (1997) for
instance mention some areas of discussion within the US Panel and state:
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'Ill each of these cases, thm Ivm eql/ity implicatiolls of the ecollomic we/fare view that
thry Ivm l/J11villillg to accept.'
Weighting results, i.e. health effects, for different persons or groups is
s01netilnes advocated as a nleans to incorporate equity considerations into the

analysis. An important example hereof is the fair innings principle used by
Williams (e.g. 1997), but others have also investigated the equity weights one
might attach to health gains in different groups and persons (e.g. Johannesson
and Gcrdtham, 1996; Dolan, 1998).
In the recent discussion in the lOl/mal of Health Eco11omics between Dolan
(1999) and J ohannesson (1999) again a strict welfarist approach to societal
decision-making versus a broader opinion about the nature of concepts of
fairness and how these tnay <shape the social welfare function' is encountered.

Johannesson essentially takes a classical utilitarian social welfarist viewpoint,
i.e., that social welfare is a sum of individual welfare. The additional element
compared with the definition of welfarism provided by Culyer is that
individuals are now allowed to be affected by the utility of others. On the
other hand, Dolan asserts: ' ... I hypothesise that people may have preferences
(for example, about social justice or fairness) that are extrinsic to individual
utility.' By claiming that fairness may be something more than merely being
affected by the utility levels of others in society, or extJi11sic to individual utility
as mentioned by Dolan, we move beyond strict welfarism. Moreover,
following an approach such as that of J ohannesson, one might feel to be
dealiog only with efficiency.'" Although one may therefore agree with
Johannesson that Dolan's approach of determining equity weights for gained
QALYs has no theoretical foundation in welfare economics, this may sooner
be the direct resuit of the narrow definition of social welfare used within strict
welfare economics than anything else.
In the social welfare function there may be different ways of assigning weights
to QALYs gained in different groups in society or to their relative opportunity
of gaining QALYs (see for instance Bleichrodt, 1997). It may, however, in
both views prove difficult to make all relevant weights and considerations
explicit. The equity weights may differ per program, as these may be aimed at
different groups in society. Furthermore, it involves not only distribution of
health effects withi11 one program, but also over different programs. In that
, 10

Dolan (1999) points out that (altruism is an efficiency consideration'
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context, besides age a ptiod quality adjusted life expectancy of recipients of
health effects from a certain program may influence equity weights as well
(Waugh and Scott, 1998; Brouwer and Van Hout, 1998). Obviously, these
different rationales for adjustments may interact and therefore it may prove
difficult to formulate one strict decision rule. As earlier mentioned, not all
equity concerns may he captured easily in utility terms or have a focus on
utility. If the health care sector is aiming at producing heallh rather than utility,
relevant equity considerations may also focus on health rather than on utility.
Moreover, some equity principles may prove to be irreconcilable with the
Pareto-criterion. In this respect the DMA provide analysts with more freedom
to incorporate societal equity considerations in the analysis and societal
preferences for health gains in certain groups that cannot be traced back to
altruism.

Time cosls alldplVdllctivity costs
There has been a lot of debate concerning time costs and productivity costs
related to absence from paid work in economic evaluations of health care. An
interesting discussion in the current context is that between advocates of the
human capital approach and those of the friction cost method. The former is
sometimes praised for being consistent with neo-classical economic theory
(e.g., Johannesson and Karlsson, 1997; Liljas, 1998). The latter however is
seen as reflecting real world possibilities for replacing ill and disabled persons
(e.g. Koopmanschap et aI., 1995; Koopmanschap et aI., 1997). Welfarists may
consider the human capital approach as being superior for its foundation in
welfare economics, but adherents to a more DMA-like approach may consider
the standard neo-classical models as being inappropriate to reflect economic
reality, especially from a societal perspective.

The US Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine (Gold et ai,
1996) also discussed this issue and advocated a new approach to incorporate
productivity costs in an economic evaluation, incorporating productivity
losses through income changes in terms of health benefits rather than in terms
of costs. Although the US Panel begins by advocating a broad societal
perspective in which CEA is an aid to decision-making rather than a full
prescription for social choice (\Veinstein and Manning, 1997), a view quite in
line with the DMA, a quite restrictive individualistic welfare economic model,
i.e. that of Garber and Phelps (1997), is used as a justification for their
recommendation on productivity costs (Gold et aI., 1996). Therefore, the
societal DMA is not followed consistently, but is sometimes substituted by
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individualistic welfarism, which may lead to conclusions that are difficult to
reconcile with the general DMA perspective on CEA. Garber and Phelps
show that in their model incorporation of production losses (which are
equivalent to income changes) as either effects or costs will lead to consistent
results. The US Panel subsequently recommends production losses to be
measured in terms of QALY s, through consideration of income by
respondents. To express productivity costs in monetary terms seems to be
viewed by the US Panel as a movement towards CBA (Gold et al., 1996, page
182), and since income depends partially on health income changes may be
seen as health effects.
The US Panel's rejection of a monetary incorporation of production losses
sometimes seems related to the question of whether productivity costs express
the value of life. In relation to mortality costs for instance, the Panel uses the
term 'monetary value of life' when discussing the calculation of time costs
related to mortality. Although the Panel rejects capturing these costs in
monetalY terms the terminology used is somewhat confusing. This confusion
might be brought on by simple individualistic utility models, such as the one
used by Garber and Phelps, in which the distinction between the va/", of
pmdllctivity and the va/II' of lift is thin or even nonexistent. However,
productivity costs due to morbidity or mortality are not necessarily equal to
the value of life, but merely to the value of the plVdllctiol/ lost. Life has an
intrinsic value (perhaps even more so on a societal level) which goes far
beyond any productive capacity. Also, double-counting of productivity costs,
as cautioned by the US Panel, will not occur when productivity costs are
calculated in monetary terms and health states are assessed without
consideration of income (e.g., Brouwer et aI., 1997a; Brouwer et aI., 1998).
Savings in terms of reduced productivity costs may have equity implications
for the results of an analysis. Inclusion of production losses and gains in
economic evaluation may favour health care programs directed at employed
persons over those affecting unemployed persons, since an equal reduction of
illness will save more productivity costs in the former group. This situation
could be easily avoided by excluding productivity costs from economic
evaluations. However, this would ignore the fact that production losses
influence the scarcity of resources and hence decrease the wealth of society.
To give a full picture of indirect costs one should also value lost production
related to unpaid work, dimirtishing adverse equity consequences.
Furthermore, it would be advisable to report direct and productivity costs
separately and to show the possible equity implications of including indirect
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costs. It is the responsibility of decision-makers to decide on the relative
weight that they want to attach to the equity considerations, separate from the
relative efficiency of interventions.

II/10m/a! erl/"
For many chronic and lethal diseases the role of informal care is substantial
and probably growing, as a consequence of the aging population. EconOlnists
agree on the fact that if informal care is a non negligible part of a specific
health care program, it should be incorporated into economic evaluation as it
involves the use of scarce resources. Regarding the valuation of informal care
health economists are often somewhat vague. However, it appears that
welfarists prefer to value informal care monetarily, using individual estimates
of the opportunity costs of time (paid work, unpaid work and leisure). Mostly,
tlus is approximated by the wage rate, assunting that the labour market is
capable of equalizing the marginal value of a unit of leisure time or unpaid
work and ti,e market wage rate. If informal caregivers do not have paid work,
a general age and sex specific wage rate is often used as an approximation.
Following the Dtv1A, some analysts would simply present the amount of
informal care, without a valuation, whereas others would use the actual wage
rate, a reservation wage rate for those currently not working or the market
wage for household work in case of unpaid work. A tllird possibility is
suggested by Brouwer et aJ. (1999). They propose to value informal care not
only monetarily. In valuing ti,e time input they suggest the friction cost
method for paid work and a market price for household services as a shadow
price for unpaid work. The positive or negative process utility related to the
caregiving process as such should be valued by quality of life measurement.
Quality of life of informal caregivers should be a separate result in econontic
evaluation, not to be summed simply with patients' quality of life. For leisure
time sacrificed Brouwer et a1. do not advocate a monetary value, since the end
of leisure time is not production but enjoying the pleasant dungs in life.
Hence, they propose to value lost/gained leisure time of informal caregivers
in terms of quality of life. In this way, also intangible effects like fatigue and
distress from seeing one's partner suffer may be captured in terms of quality
of life. Of course, following such a proposition again makes the result of a
CEA more extensive than a simple C/E-ratio, as it is not without difficulties
(if at all feasible) to combine both informal caregiver's and patient's quality of
life. On ti,e other hand, taking a societal viewpoint in econontic evaluation
does encompass considering all costs and health effects regardless of who
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bears these costs or who experiences those health effects. To confine this
broad definition to patients only may be considered inappropriate.

DiscoJIIJlilJg
Most economists seem to agree that future costs related to a health care
program should be aggregated over time using a discount rate which reflects
the average return on relatively low risk investments such as long term
goverrunent bonds (Drummond et al. 1997). Regarding time preference for
health effects the views are more divergent. Some welfarists feel that
individualistic preferences for current versus future health should be the basis
for discounting effects. The available research on elicited time preference
shows a wide variation in discount rates, but in general these rates turn out to
be quite high: for example 19-24% per year according to Cairns (1994). Using
these time preferences in economic evaluation would imply that health care
programs that have some delay in producing health effects turn out to be
quite unfavourable. This effect may be somewhat less when using a hyperbolic
discount function, discounting the near future more than the far future (e.g.
Cairns and Van der Pol, 1997).
Within DlvIA, analysts tend more towards a discount rate for health effects set
by the decision-maker, reflecting societal time preference for health effects,
probably correcting for myopic individual attitudes in a somewhat
paternalistic way (Krahn and Gafni, 1993). Many analysts seem to choose for
a 5% discount rate (equal to costs), because they are convinced by the
Weinstein and Stason (1977) argument that a lower discount rate for health
effects would lead to implausible results". Some may be convinced by Keeler
and Cretin (1983) that using different discount rates for costs and effects leads
to infinite postponing of programs. 12 However, one may question whether
this mathematically correct doom-scenario is relevant in the policy context of
fixed health care budgets which have to be assigned to different programs
each year. As an unfortunate consequence, analysts do not feel the need to
underpin the choice for a specific discount rate for health effects. However,
we expect that debate on this issue will continue in the nearby (undiscountedl)
future.
If and how costs and health effects which accrue to the next generation
should be discounted is a related issue. It may be the case that our concerns
II

12

For a discussion on the validity of this argument see van Hout, 1998
See also chapter 9
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for the health of our children and grandchildren are not adequately reflected
by standard discounting. Notwithstanding this, Johannesson and Johansson
(1996) ask people to elicit individual time preferences regarding health for
future generations. Using binary choices between saving lives in the current
generation versus saving lives in future generations, they estimate an annual
discount rate of 25% for a 20 year horizon, 12% for a 50 year horizon and 8%
for a 100 year horizon. Gyrd Hansen and S"gaard (1998) have recently tried
to reconcile the individual and the societal viewpoint in discounting,
proposing a two-stage discount model, as previously discussed by Lbscomb
(1989). Gyrd Hansen and S"gaard propose a measure of social interpersonal
time preference and individual time preference for discounting changes in life
expectancy; the social intertemporal time preference is then used for
discounting the health benefits from the moment of risk reduction to present
tUne, while the individual time preference is used from tl,e start of treatment
for all years in which health effects are gained. This combination may also be
considered related to the view that individuals may have a discount rate that
tlley 'use' in their private sphere, while they want policymakers to use another
discount rate for the decisions in the societal domain.
Here, again the general view on eEA may determine in which direction a
solution to the problem is sought. Where welfarists may strive to improve the
determination of the discount functions in individualistic behaviour, DMAadherents may leave the choice up to decision-makers or try to find some
more normative decision rules reflecting society's time preference or which
may be endorsed by society (but may be 'paternalistically' divergent from
individual discount behaviour). In the end, decision-makers have to decide
between different opinions on this matter and on equity between generations.

2.4 Discussion, conclusion and recommendation
After having discussed some differences in methodological choices between
welfarism and the DlvlA, in this section we want to address some related
questions and provide S01ne conclusions and reconunendations.

Mlllli- or lIJollodisciplifJ{//Y me{//rh?
Should economic evaluation be a task predominantly for health economists or
preferably carried out by a multidisciplinary research team? In strict welfarist
research one may feel that economists have a rather dominant position in
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research, leaving only restricted room for psychologists and physicians in
descrihing health effects. In the DMA the health economist may be seen to
inherently receive a more modest position. Health effects are not monetarised
or seen as strict utility and input from other scientific fields in assessing these
health effects are indispensable. For instance the burden of informal care can
be modeled taking non-economic and non-utility arguments into account.
Consequently, economic evaluation may get a somewhat multicriteria analysislike character, because not all important aspects of health care programs can
be fitted into a C/E-ratio.

Tbe IVle 'If tbe decisiol/-maker
It may be argued that DMA puts the decision-maker in a more difficult
position, as one does not dispose of a clear-cut net benefit figure as in CBA or
a simple CE-ratio involving utilities in CEA. However, one could argue that
providing the decision-maker with a systematic overview of societal costs,
health effects, together with equity implications, quality of life of informal care
and other important considerations, would provide the decision-maker with
the opportunity to give explicit weights to the relevant criteria. This may
enhance the transparency of the decision-making process. It should be
admitted that tlus requires the decision-maker to have better insight in the
strengths and weaknesses of economic evaluation, its inherent normative
value judgements and the limitations of its use. In our opinion tills approach
has the advantage that the primary responsibility for health care decisionmaking is put where it belongs: in the political arena, with a minimum of value
judgements (if so tl,en explicitly mentioned) made by the researchers
themselves.
COI/c1miollS alld recolJIlllClldaliofJs

First of all, perhaps we should acknowledge that weifarists and DMAadherents have different aims with CEA. Whereas adherents of the DMA
want to make the process of decision-making in the health care sector more
uniform and rational, without focusing on strict compliance with welfare
economics, welfarists may consider the latter to be more important. This
implies a difference in focus and, in the end, a choice between either side
probably depends on the purpose of the researcher. We do feel that for
practical purposes at this point the DMA may be more appropriate, because
no full applicable welfare economic framework for decision-making exists and
because the goal of policymakers in health care may be inherently different
from maximizing utility.
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Secondly, depending on the general viewpoint taken on CEA, different
methodological choices will prevail. It is good to keep this in mind and where
possible try to specify the viewpoint chosen. WeIfarists may wish to
reconsider the validity of interpreting QALY s as utilities ill a seffillg of societal
decisioll-makillg. If CBA is chosen as the mode of analysis the monetarisation of
health benefits (through willingness ta pay) has ta be investigated for equity
implicatians. In general, it should be examined whether using a societal
perspective in economic evaluation can be reconciled (also in practice) with
the fqcus on (individual) utility in weIfarism and basing methodological
recommendations on individualistic models. Analysts following the DMA
should recognize that the results of CEA/ CUA contain much more than a
cost effectiveness-ratia, and also may have the form of a multicriteria analysis.
If the aim is to take a societal perspective, this starting point should be
pursued in all aspects of the analysis, especially those concerning time and
productivity costs, quality of life and discounting. There should be closer cooperation between researchers and decision-makers, in order to outline the
reporting format of economic evaluations, paying attention to explicating the
value judgements underlying the results.
Finally, in this chapter we may have overstated the differences between the
welfarist view and tI,e DlvIA in order to clarify our arguments. Of course, not
all differences in opinion are consequences of these divergent views on CEA.
In addition, the aim of both lines of thought may not be that different, but it
Inay be lnore a difference in the way in which matters are operationalized and
interpreted. However, we do hope that tills overview of concepts used sheds
more light on the contents and origins of current controversies and disputes
between health economists involved in economic evaluation of health care. In
addition, we hope that this chapter contributes to constructive discussions on
some of the issues raised and may help ta attain a more unifarm methodology
in CEA, so that our choices in healtIl care may be increasingly based on a
sound decision-making procedure and reasoning. As Sen (1995) writes

'Wbile Alistolle agmd with Agalholl that evell Cod cOllld 1101 challge the past, he did
tbillk Ihat the jtltlllv IVas 0111>' to lJJake - /;y basillg ollr choices 011 reasollillg. '
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Pati",t time ill cost-effictivellw al/afysis
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Patient time in cost-effectiveness analysis

Summary
The time illvested by patiellts ill tlMtllJellt alld rehabilitatioll shollld be vallied ill a costffjectiv",css allafysis. The U.S. Pa/leloll Cost-Effectivelless il1 Health alld Medicine gives
recolJJJJJelldaliolls 011 ilJcOIporalioll oj tilJJe costs tbatlead 10 a misrepresefJtatioll if the Irlle
societal costs. This chapter plVvides altemative mOllJlJJelldatiollS for illcOlporatillg cosls of
time ill CEA. FollO/villg all opportflllity costs approach time is separated illto thm Palts,
each lVith its OIVII valllalioll IJJethods: time spelll all paid work, III/paid 1V00k alld leislll'.

3.1 Introduction
Time is an important resource input in health care. Not only do doctors and
nurses spend time treating and caring for patients, but patients themselves
also invest a considerable amount of time in assessment, treatment and
rehabilitation. The time invested by patients can be seen as a direct cost
(Drummond et ai., 1995), but appears rather difficult to value. As yet there is
no clear consensus on onc or the other method. The relevance of carefully

valuing this type of resource-use in cost-effectiveness analysis differs from
one study to another, since the amount of patient time spent ill, in treatment
and in rehabilitation vary substantially across different diseases and
interventions.
The main question to be answered in this chapter, is how to value patients'
time from a societal perspective, when they fall ill, are being treated or are
recuperating. The opportunity cost method is often used to value time from
the patient's perspective. In the recently published guidelines of the U.S. Panel
on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine (Gold et al., 1996) attention is
paid to the problem of time costs of patients. The U.S. Panel has taken on the
difficult task of finding a way to value time of patients in a cost-effectiveness
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analysis. However, other recommendations for incorporating these time costs
in CEA may be put forward, as will be explained below.
In section 3.2 the relevance of the concept of patient time as input is
discussed. Then sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 discuss patient time otherwise
invested in paid work, unpaid work and leisure respectively. Each of these
sections discusses the opinion of the U.S. Panel, presents our comments and
provides alternative suggestions for incorporation of patient time costs in a
cost-effectiveness analysis. Section 3.6 considers time of children, elderly and
disabled persons. Section 3.7 concludes this chapter.

3.2 Patient time as input from a societal perspective
Patient time is recognized by the Panel as a distinct resource in costeffectiveness analysis. Patients must give up alternative uses of their time
because of treatment or just being ill. Although there is no direct
compensation for tlus time, it is not free in the econotnic sense of being
without value. The activity in which one would normally have been engaged
during the time of illness and/or seeking, undergoing and recovering from
treatment is considered the best alternative use of time and the value of that
activity is equal to the opportunity cost.

The Panel makes a distinction between patient time that is invested in the
treatment (time costs) and other time (morbidity costs) and suggests different
approaches for their valuation. The selected approach is dependent on
'somewhat arbitrary' (Gold et aI., 1996, page 182) decisions on what time can
still be seen as investment and what time cannot (for example, waiting for
treatment, rehabilitation, etc). Morbidity costs, the costs associated with the
time that is not invested in the treatment, like time spent ill or recuperating,
can be seen as indirect non-tnedical costs, or 'productivity costs', which the
Panel suggests as a new term for these costs. These costs are normally
estimated with the friction cost method or the human capital method. The
Panel defInes these costs as the

'costs associated Ivitb lost or itJIpaiJ.d ability to work or to efJgage ifJ leisllJ" activities d/le to
I/Jorbidity, sHcb as time for "'HperatiofJ afJd cOfJvalescmee' (Gold et aI., 1996, page
181).
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The Panel contends that these costs should be incorporated in d,e
denominator of the cost-effectiveness ratio. The main reason for tlus
recommendation is that respondents to questionnaires used in QALY
measurement will take into account lost earnings due to inlpaired ability to
work if these insuuments used 'are silent concerning the consideration of lost
income' (Weinstein et aI., 1996). The Panel makes an exception only for
instruments that explicitly exclude the consideration of lost income and
excludes these instruments from their 'reference case analysis', It is

questionable whether the recommendation of the Panel on tlus point will lead
to good estimations of productivity costs from a societal perspective (Brouwer
et aI., 1997a; Brouwer et aI., 1997b; Weinstein et aI., 1997).
Since the main concerns about the recommendations related to morbidity
costs arc discussed in chapter 4 and 5, the focus in dus chapter is on the
valuation of patient time costs, the costs associated with time invested in the
treattnent. However, it is stressed here, that the presented recommendations

on the incorporation of patient time may be used for all patient time in the
analysis, since it is irrelevant in our opinion whether the patient's time is
invested in treatment. From the societal point of view it only matters what

would have heen produced, or what pleasant activities a person would have
engaged in, if the illness could have been prevented, shortened or limited. The
resource involved is time of the patient, the value of which should be
determined regardless of how it is used in case of illness. How it would have
been spent otherwise (following an opportunity cost method) is the relevant
question here.
Time spent in treatment is valued differendy from other time in the
recommendations of the Panel. We believe that it is useful and inlportant to
value all time of patients in one uniform way, because it may be difficult to
disentangle treatment and nontreatment time (e.g. in case if kidney dialysis,
where treatment becomes part of 'normal' life almost). In addition, some
types of treaUnent, such as chemotherapy or radiotherapy, may have
additional inlpact on quality of life. These effects on quality of life, although
perhaps temporary, may have a substantial inlpact on the patient and his or
her envirorunent, and also on treatment compliance. The Panel argues that

these quality of life effects should be additionally measured in terms of quality
of life (Gold et aI., 1996). Our ainl is to provide one uniform set of
recommendations that guides the valuation of patient time. Quality of life
d,en is an integral part of the valuation of patient time.
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DeJilliliollS
Changes in time use will have two impacts. First, productivity costs may occur
due to reduced ability to perform paid or unpaid work. These productivity
costs may be defined as follows:
Pmdllclivity cosls a" cosls associaled wilh plvdllClioll loss alld '"place",,"1 dlle 10 il/lless,
disability alld dealh ifprodllclive pmolls, bolh paid alld IIl1paid
Besides productivity costs d,ere may also be direct impacts on quality of life.
For instance, impaired role functioning or the lost ability to engage in leisure
activities may affect quality of life directly. These quality of life aspects of the
changed time use should also be incorporated into the analysis. Together with
productivity costs these costs are the total impact of changed time use. These
'time costs' may be defined as follows:

The paliell/~ 'lime cosls' (11? eqllival"'llo pmdllclitlity cosls pillS Ihe impact if challges ill
IiI'" lise Oil heallh-Idaled qllality if lift, as a mllit if il/lless alld disability.

3.3 Paid work
When considering a patient who is absent from a paid job, the wage rate is
seen as the relevant opportunity costs by the U.S. Panel. If d,e illness had not
occurred, the patient could and probably would have worked for a wage and
therefore the opportunity costs per hour are equal to the wage rate per hour.
Thus, the value of time is valued by multiplying the wage rate per hour (day)
widl the relevant number of hours (or days). Tlus is, in fact, similar to the
human capital method, although after undergoing treatment the change in
income due to changed productivity is recommended to be incorporated in
terms of quality of life by the Panel, as mentioned. However, as critics of the
human capital method have indicated (e.g. Koopmanschap et aI., 1996), this
valuation medlOd may not hold from a societal viewpoint, because of the
possibility of replacement. Since cost-effectiveness anaiysis is to be
performed from a societal perspective all significant impacts should be
incorporated in the analysis. With respect to disability to work two parties are
especially importaQI:: the person falling ill and the person replacing him or
her, here assumed to be a formerly unemployed person. The first will incur a
labor-income decrease, while the latter will incur an income increase. The
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Panel clearly states that the societal perspective 'is the only perspective that
never counts as a gain what is really someone else's loss' (Gold et aI., 1996,
page 7). Similarly, we should also not count as a loss the lost wage of the
patient, what is really someone else's gain, i.e. the gained wage of the person
replacing the patient. For instance, if a patient is absent from a paid job to
receive intensive treatment and rehabilitates during one year, it does not
necessarily mean that society incurs production losses during the total period
of one year. In most economies a person may be replaced after some time,
possibly by a formerly unemployed person. The costs for society in the case
of replacement after a certain period are the lost value added because of lost
productivity caused by absence of the patient and the replacement costs. The
production level may return to its original level after replacement, but the
selection and hiring processes take some time. During this /tic/ioll p,dod
society incurs productivity costs that are measured by the friction cost
method. The human capital method measures the potential rather than the
actual production losses. The outcomes using the friction cost method are
therefore lower than with traditional human capital estimations
(Koopmanschap et aI., 1995). This is illustrated in Table 3.1.

~~

................ ..
~
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__~()S.t~""tegory
Absence from work
Disability
Mortality
Total indirect costs

Human capital method
23.8
49.1
8.0
80.9 (18%)

Friction cost method
9.2
0.15
0.15
9.5 (2.1%)

~'Table 3~i.:-Il1d;'rct fosls of disease illlhe Nelheriallds for 1988 ill billiollJ ofDllkh guilders (as pm"tIJlage
ofNNI).

(Source: Koopmanschap, 1994)

Since the friction period starts from the incidence of absence from work, the
uniform treatment of all patient time in cost-effectiveness analysis facilitates
the use of the friction cost method, because there is no distinction between
time in treatment and other time. For a more fundamental discussion of the
friction cost method we refer to the recent discussion on this subject
(Koopmanschap et aI., 1995; Johannesson and Karlsson, 1997;
Koopmanschap et aI., 1997).
Above mentioned productivity costs are not the only impact from a societal
perspective. Not being able to perform a paid job anymore is also associated
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with a reduced quality of life because of impaired role functioning. The
reduction in quality of life due to the impaired ability to function in society is
clearly health-related. Tlus illability of functiolling in a paid job should
therefore be measured as reduced health-related quality of life of the patient
and be incorporated in the denominator of the cost-effectiveness ratio.
These arguments lead to the following two recommendations.

Recollllllelldalioll 1: The lillie spellt less 011 paid Jvork by Ihe pali"'l call best be valmd
wilh Ihe jiictioll (osllllelhod These rII' prodJletivity eosls.
Ret'OIlI/Jlmdalioll 2: The "dllced heallh-"Iated qllality of lifo ofpalieJIls dJle 10 ill/paired
ability 10 jimelioll ill society call besl be lJJeasJJJd by meallS of a gelleral alld validaled
qaality of lifo qJleslioJJlJai".

3.4 Unpaid work
Many persons do not have a paid job, yet are engaged in productive activities
at home, like preparing meals and taking care of children. The U.S. Panel
recommends that

'wheJI a pmoll is of workillg age bal does 1101 work for pqy ... olle oplioll is 10 lISe the
hOJirly Jvage rale of illdividllals wilh Ihe silllilar eharacleJislies ... Jvho do work for pqy.'
(Gold et aI., 1996, page 202)
The Panel contends that since the person chooses to work at home rather
than for a wage, the wage rate is a lower bound estimate that 'mal' be close
enough to the real opportullity costs of time'. The characteristics of the
patient are used to establish the wage rate that a similar person with a paid
job receives, and tIus wage rate is used as a proxy for the costs of lost home
production.
One objection to taking representative wages that one could have earned on
the labor market as a proxy for opportullity costs is the difficulty of capturing
monetarily the real opportullity costs of home production. The choice
between a paid job. or working at home (supposing there is such a choice in
case of considerable unemployment) is not merely a trade-off between the
value (in money) of the home-production and the wage one would earn as
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employee. The direct utility from caring for one's children, making one's
home more comfortable, etc. (process-utility), added to the value of the home
production itself (outcome-utility or product-utility) form the total gain from
working at home. The Panel acknowledges that 'if someone enjoys helping
others or caring for children ". the wage rate used should be revised
appropriately' (page 202). However, this process-utility from caring for one's
children, etc., is not believed to be easily expressed in monetary terms, and
therefore the appropriate revision of wage rates may prove to be extremely
difficult, if not impossible. Taking the unadjusted wage as proxy for the value
of the home production including this process utility may not be that close to
the real opportunity costs of time. Especially for people engaged in homeproduction, who would earn very little in a paid job (for instance because of a
low educational level) it is not clear why caring for children should be valued
relatively low according to their potential wage rate, while for others, who
may have greater opportunities in a paid job, this should be valued higher.
Furthermore, looking at outcome, it is hard to tnaintain that, for instance a
home-cooked meal prepared by a health economist is itself worth more tI,an
tI,at of a person with no education. Wages cannot always reflect one's ability
to perform activities at home in a valid way. Taking the wage of a
professional housekeeper as an approximation of the value added of home
production as such seems the most appealing metllOd to measure the value
added of a person engaged in home-production.

In sum, the outcome utility of home-production can best be valued equal to
the wage rate of a professional housekeeper. This monetary value of homeproduction as such is, as mentioned, not the only quantity lost when someone
can no longer engage in home-production anymore. The reduction in quality
of life from not being able to engage in these activities, ti,e lost processutility, may be measured meaningfully in terms of quality of life, since it does
not necessarily correspond well with potential wage rates. This impact on the
quality of life of a patient may be seen as "home role-functioning" and thus
be treated like other forms of role functioning, i.e. valuation through quality
of life measurement. To some extent this decrease in quality of life is already
measured in quality of life questionnaires. For instance, EuroQol/EQ-SD
and SF 36 ask about the effect of illness on performing housework. This
implies that the approach of the Panel may lead to double-counting, when
additional quality of life measurement is required.
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Reco!IJIJlClldalioll 3: The vallie ofhOtJJePlVdllClioll call besl be eslimaled by lakillg /he /Vage
rale ofa plVfissiollal hOllsekeeper. These 11/" PIVdllClivity cosls.
RecotJJI}}eJldalioll 4: The ,.dllClioll ill qllality of lift jiVtJI beillg less able or IIl1able 10 ellgage
ill home plVdllClioll activilies that cOIl/dbllle posilivelY 10 olle's qllality of lift call best be
!JlCaSlfred ill l'mlS of qllality of lift·

3.5 Leisure time
Leisure time is a third major time use. The Panel states that the wage rate of a
person with similar characteristics working for a pay 'generally does not
reflect the value of time for persons primarily engaged in leisure'. Therefore,

'Jor illdillidllals 1I0t "'gaged ill compemaled "''PI,!),!}},"1 /Vages JIS,d as plvxies !}}JlSt be
adjllsled 10 reflect the jiliioPP0/1J/11ity cos/ oflime.' (Gold et aI., 1996, page 210)
Similar approaches to that of the Panel can be found in transport appraisals,
where travel time must be valued (Smith and Wright, 1994). Also, from a
neo-dassical viewpoint, the wage rate in some cases may be used as a proxy
for costs of forgone leisure time (posnett and Jan, 1996). It should be noted
that the Panel requests more research on how to implement this approach
rather than pointing out how to place a monetary value on leisure time.
In our opinion, leisure time may best be treated as time in which one can do
the things that make life valuable: sporting, hobbies, socializing, etc. The loss
of leisure time can be captured most meaningfully by measuring the reduction
of quality of life from lost leisure time, now spent ill, in treatment or
recuperating. The lost ability to engage in leisure activities can be captured in
terms of health-related quality of life and thus be incorporated in the
denominator of the C/E ratio. Johannesson recently expressed a similar
opinion Oohannesson, 1997). In this way, lost leisure time.does not have to
be calculated in monetary terms, which obviously is not easily done.
Furthermore, EuroQol/EQ-SD and SF-36 explicitly ask about problems in
performing leisure activities or social activities. To count the loss of leisure in
monetaty terms in the numerator as well may lead to a double count, which
should be avoided. However, in additional quality of life measurement, as
proposed by the Panel, it will be difficult to avoid these problems.
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RecOllllllBlldalioll 5: Patiellis' lost leisllre lime call besl be vallied IhlVlIgh qllality of life alld
hBllce sholiid 1I0t be Ilallied ill mOlletary lemJS.

3.6 Time of children, elderly and disabled persons
The valuation of time of children, elderly and people that are unable to work
proves to be just as difficult as the valuation of leisure time. Since people in
these groups normally are not engaged in paid work, an (adjusted) wage rate
again is not easily found. The Panel encourages research on tlus subject and
provides some suggestions for monetary valuation of the time of these three
groups. The Panel argues that for teenagers it may be possible to
provisionally base 'the wage rate on teens in the labor force and adjusting as
necessaty for the selection bias of using observed market wages for teens not
in the labor force' (Gold et ai., 1996, page 202). The approach of the Panel is
aimed at attaching monetary values to all types of time use in order to capture
the full opportunity costs of time of children, elderly and people who are
unable to work.
In our opinion, the time of children and people who are permanently disabled
is difficult to capture in a monetary value, especially when wages should
provide a basis for valuation. Time of the elderly, who no longer work for a
pay, may be valued by a combination of valuation methods as described in
sections 3.4 and 3.5, since they may still be engaged in leisure and home
production.
Children's time cannot be valued meaningfully based on their current
productive activities, since they normally do not have a productive task in
developed societies. The provisional solution of the Panel to value time of
teenagers according to the wage rate of working teens may not be valid since
tlus approach does not capture the full opportunity costs of children's time.
Such a method would imply that time of children would be worth close to
nothing in comparison to adults' time. In our opinion, children's time can
best be valued in terms of quality of life. The same holds for disabled
persons. \'\Ihen these persons are normally (and significantly) engaged in
unpaid work, tills time nlight also be valued with the method as described in
section 3.4.
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A noteworthy aspect of children's time is education. If a child has to undergo
treatment and has to postpone or even cancel his or her education, tills may
limit his or her future productive capacities. TIllS aspect is hard to capture in
quality of life measurement or to quantify monetarily, yet it may cause societal
costs and should in principle be incorporated in the analysis.

ReCOJlJllIeJldalioll 6: The liJlJe of Ihe elderly Jvho do 1101 work for a P'!Y call best be vallled
IhlVlIgh qllality of lift IlJeaSll"'JJe/JI, excepl for lost Olltpllt jivm home pJvd/JClio/J, which
shollld be val/Jed as desClibed i/J J?CoIIJlJJelldalio/J 3.
RecolllJlJeJldalioll 7: The tiJlJe of child,," alld Ihose /IImble 10 work ca/J best be vallied
IhlVlIgh qllality of lift llJeaSllretllelll.

3.7 Discussiou
A noteworthy aspect in this chapter is the separation of quality of life aspects
related to time from the costs related to time. Together these two parts
should measure the full impact of changes in time use. Because the
recommendations in tills chapter aim at making quality of life measurement
and costs measurement complementary, it is necessary to carefully choose a
quality of life instrument that indeed fully captures the quality of life
implications of changes in the different types of time use, such as the
EuroQoI/EQ-5D. In this way, one ensures the incorporation of the total
impact of changes in time use. For the operationalization of the costmeasurement, the practical guide for using the friction cost method may be
useful (Koopmanschap and Rutten, 1996a).
A number of areas remain open for future research. One important research
area is the pl'ocess of replacement when someone engaged in home
production activities is unable to continue normal activities. \Vhen a person
engaged in home production activities is replaced by an unpaid person, such
as a family member, this person must invest time to perform these homeproduction activities, causing opportunity costs such as lost leisure time.
Exactly how home production is continued when a homemaker falls ill and at
what costs should be investigated further.
Further research may also be aimed at finding or (further) constructing quality
of life questionnaires and costing principles to be used in cost-effectiveness
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analysis, that avoid double-counting and are sensitive enough to measure the
impact of changed time use. Finally, the effect on future productive capacities
of children who miss out on education due to illness and treatment should be
investigated further.
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Productivity costs measurement through quality of
life?

Sl1mmary

This cbapter (OIIJmellts all the r,cClltly pllblished gllidelilles '!f the U.S. Pallel Otl CostP,fpetiveJless ill Health alld Medicill' all itlCOIporatioll '!f illdil"t lIoll-medical (osts, or
pmdllctivity costs, ill ecotlomic evaillatiolls '!f health cat". Traditiollally the hlltllall capital or
mal? meJItly the fiietiotl cost method is //Sed to lJ"asl,," these costs. Th, Patle/, howevC!;
I?COmIJIClids to illcOIporat, pmdllctivity costs as health fffects itl the dCllomillator '!f the
C/E-ratio. TNs chapt,r argllCs that itlcOIporaliotl '!f pmdlletivity cosls itl cost-effeclivClless
allalysis expmsed as health effects is IIOt comet. Otlly diml heallh Itlated effecls Otl qllality
'!f lift that cali/lOt be meatlitlgjit/Iy Illolletmized shollid be eOllSid",d as health ejJeets.
FIII/hemlolt, measllliltg pmdllclivity costs ill tmm '!f qllality '!f lift IIJ'fY lead to
mimpresClltaliotl '!f these cosls fivlJJ a societal vielVpoitlt. This mimpmClltalioll OCCIII"
becallse '!f the existetlce '!f social seell/ity syslems alld private itlslllvtlce compCllsatittg for
illcome Itdllctiotls fivm disease. FIII/hemlore, Ihe palietll's viewpoillt is IIseflll for qllality '!f
lift IlJeaSJ/mJJeIlI, bllt 110t for measllliltg prod/fc/ivity costs fivm a socielal perspective.
Filially, altemalive mOIJltIJCI/datiotls {/IV fomlllialed for itlcolporalittg socielal pmdllclivity
costs ill ecol/omic eva/llatiofls ojhealt" care.

4.1 Introduction
In recent years there has been much debate about if and how indirect nonmedical costs should be included in a cost-effectiveness analysis. The size of
these costs may be considerable and since they constitute a cost to society
they should be incorporated in an analysis taking the societal perspective.
Although the inclusion of these costs is debated, the consensus on
incorporating these costs seems to be growing. Canadian, French, German
and British guidelines are in favor of including the indirect non-medical costs,
as is the u.s. Panel in its recently published guidelines (Gold et aI., 1996).
How to value the indirect non-medical costs is more difficult. Traditionally
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the human capital method was used in calculations, but more recently the
friction cost method (I<:oopmanschap et aI., 1995) has gained attention and is
increasingly mentioned in guidelines as the proper method to use.
In this chapter ftrst indirect non-medical costs are deftned and described, after
which the human capital method is compared briefly with the friction cost
method. Then, in response to the recently published guidelines for economic
evaluations of health care interventions by the Panel on Cost Effectiveness in
Health and l'l'fedicine (Gold et aI., 1996), the best way to incorporate
pmdllctivity costs into cost-effectiveness analysis is discussed. Productivity costs
is recommended by the U.S. Panel as an alternative term for indirect nonmedical costs. We support this new term, which shows clearer what is
incorporated in these costs, although the term 'costs of lost productivity'
would be less of a cOlJtradictio ill termilJis.
The important question in this chapter is how to meaSure productivity costs
from a societal point of view and how to incorporate these costs in cost-

effectiveness analysis. Taking the societal viewpoint implies that all costs and
benefits relevant to society should be taken into account, regardless of who
bears those costs or who receives those benefits) in contrast to merely looking

at costs and beneftts from the perspective of a single actor. The main focus in
tlus chapter will be on societal productivity costs in relation to paid labor,
since measuring and valuing productivity costs related to unpaid labor is a
different subject with very specific problems requiring special attention (see
chapter 3).

4.2 Productivity costs: definitions and measurement
First a proper definition of productivity costs should be formulated. The U.S.
Panel gives the following:
~ .. costs associated Ivith lost or impah?d ability to 1V0rk or to ellgage ill I,islll" activities dlle
to morbidity alld lost ecollomic pmdllctivity dlle to death.' (Gold et a!., 1996, page 181)

We propose another definition of productivity costs:

Costs associated Ivith pmdllctioll loss alld replac,ment costs d", to il/lless, disability alld
death ifprodllctive pmolls, both paid alld IIl1paid.
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Both definitions allow for productivity costs to occur while working, but
being less productive. This type of productivity costs is often not discussed,
but may be quite relevant for some diseases such as migraine (Van Roijen et
a!., 1995a; Osterhaus et al., 1992).
Both definitions of productivity costs suggest that when people's productivity
is affected by morbidity or mortality, society may incur costs. If a paid
employee is ill and has to stay at home, his employer may experience a
production loss. The value of this production loss is a cost to society.
Replacement costs in case of longer absence spells (such as advertisement
costs, costs of selection and costs of training of a new employee) should be
seen as productivity costs as well.

The U.S. Panel includes the lost or impaired ability to engage in leisure
activities in their definition of productivity costs. We would like to argue that
these 'costs' affect quality of life and should be counted as health effects, and
should not be seen as productivity costs, since engaging in leisure is
consumption rather than production following the third person criterion as
introduced by Reid (1934) .
Traditionally, the human capital method was used for measuring productivity
costs. It is a rather simple and straightforward method in which lost
production is measured using gross income on the individualleve!. Regardless
of the length of the period of absence, the gross wage that a person would
have earned during absence, is taken as an approximation of lost production.
For example, if a person would suddenly die or become disabled at age 28
earning $50,000 a year at that moment, the human capital method counts his
wage" of $50,000 times the number of years that he would have worked if he
were still alive. Aggregation of these individual figures yields the productivity
costs at the national level.
The argument for using the wage rate to value lost production is based on d,e
neo-classical viewpoint that wage rates are the equivalent of the value of
marginal productivity. Therefore, all earned income can be taken as ilie
monetary value of all production lost. TIus also holds for an analysis from a
societal point of view in the textbook situation under strict assumptions.
B Sometimes a prediction of average wage (since wages tend to increase during oncs career)
is used to make the lost income estlmation more realistic.
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A major textbook assumption IS that of full employment. If the
unemployment rate in an economy is higher than the frictional
unemployment, then it will often be possible to replace a person (after a
while). However, in a textbook analysis as described above replacement is
impossible and hence production losses continue until the retirement age. The
friction cost tnethod, however, does allow for unemployment and other
realistic circumstances to exist in its productivity costs calculations as it
distinguishes between a friction period, in which productivity loss occurs, and
a further period where a sick worker has been replaced.
From a societal point of view only the value of production that is lost until the
return of the absentee or until someone replaces the absentee plus the
possible replacement costs may be counted as productivity costs. If, for
instance, a person becomes disabled and his employer fInds replacement for
him after 6 months by hiring a qualifIed unemployed person, from a societal
point of view production then returns to its initial level and no additional
productivity costs after replacement are incurred. The only period that
productivity costs may occur is within the flicfioll petiod, that is the period
between the absenteeism and replacement. Within this period replacement
costs are incurred and/or production losses are suffered. These friction costs
represent the only costs from a societal point of view. The lost income of the
disabled person is now being earned by the formerly unemployed person (if
the wage rates are comparable) and there is no lost production or lost income
from a societal viewpoint. Fr01n a societal point of view it makes no
difference whether person A carns nothing and B does or vice versa. If there
is a difference in the level of social benefIts between person A (unemployed)
and B (disabled), then this difference can cause some medium term macroeconomic consequences which may be estimated through a macroeconometric model (I<:oopmanschap et ai., 1995).
The friction cost method is to be preferred over the human capital method
since it allows for disequilibria in economies, such as unemployment. The
total indirect costs due to disease, disability and death for the Netherlands for
1988 with the human capital method was calculated at 80.9 billion guilders,
whereas the friction cost method estimated these costs at 'only' 9.5 billion
guilders (I<:oopmanschap et ai., 1995), implying a difference in results of more
than a factor 8. The importance of estimating the productivity costs
realistically is also demonstrated by the fact that indirect costs may constitute
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a large fraction of total costs e.g. in certain disease categories, such as migraine
(Van Roijen et aI., 1995b). Differences in unemployment rates between
countries may influence the outcome of the friction cost method. These
differences should be detected and presented and may possibly be corrected
for in international comparative studies, just as for differences in direct costs,
which are often considerable.

4.3 Recommendations of the U.S. Panel
In their recendy published guidelines, the U.S. Panel also pays attention to the
proper way of calculating productivity costs. Although some of its
recommendations are very useful, the approach chosen by the U.S. Panel on
how to incorporate productivity costs in CEA ~.e. in terms of health effects)
is not correct in our opinion. In this section we will briefly discuss the
recommendations of the U.S. Panel and in the next section we will provide
our arguments for recommending a different approach.
The U.S. Panel recommends measuring most of the productivity costs
through quality of life measurement in the detlolJliflalor of the C/E ratio in
terms of health effects, combined with extra fricliofl cosls, which they only
seem to define as replacement costs, such as training costs and t ... if substitute
labor is never quite as productive as the labor it replaces and the difference is
not fully captured by wage rates, then the discrepancy is a cost' (Gold et aI.,
1996, page 183).
These replacement costs are calculated in monetary terms and included in the
1II11I"ralor of d,e C/E ratio.
On the health effect side, the Panel distinguishes between two different types
of impacts from reduced productivity: impaired role functioning and income
reduction. The flrst has always been included on the effect-side, but both the
human capital method and the friction cost method measure productivity
costs related to production loss or income reduction in monetary terms. This
implies that they should be incorporated fully in the costs of an intervention
(in the numerator ';f the C/E ratio), thus the U.S. Panel proposes a rather new
approach.
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The U.S. Panel states that a choice between inclusion of the productivity costs
in the numerator or the denominator should be made, because to count both
quality of life-effects of decreased productivity and all costs normally
measured with the friction cost or the human capital method would lead to a
form of double counting which obviously should be avoided. The Panel goes
on by stating its preference to include these costs in the denominator, in terms
of health related effects. An important consideration in the U.S. Panel's
recommendation is that the loss of income is assumed to be incorporated by
the respondents in a quality of life measurement, when the instruments used
do not explicitly exclude the consideration of lost income. Thus, people are
assumed to assess quality of life as compared with what used to be normal,
including the change in quality of life tllat originates from income losses due
to being unable to work. Also, the U.S. Panel feels that inclucting productivity
costs expressed in terms of quality of life on the effect side, therefore in the
denominator of the C/E ratio, '".conforms more closely to the principle of
cost-effectiveness analysis - namely that 'effects' are included in a
nonmonetarized form in the denominator' (Gold et aI., 1996, page 181-182).
Quality of life of persons is believed to depend, in part, on role functioning, as
mentioned. Persons tend to incticate a higher quality of life when they can
function well in their social setting, in their job for instance. The U.S. Panel
recommends that impacts on role functioning should be measured as health
related quality of life-effects in a cost-effectiveness analysis and thus be
incorporated in the dellollJillotOl:
The impact of an income reduction on quality of life will be included in the
denomillator of the C/E ratio as well. This relationship between productivity,
income and quality of life implicitly assumed in the reasoning of the U.S.
Panel is presented in figure 4.1.

Productivity ..L

----l>.

In_C_O_ffi_e_t-,

LI_ _

•

Quatity of tife

t

Figllre 4.1: The re/atiomhip betweell prodllctil'/fy, illcollle al1d q/(allfy of lift.

Figure 4.1 shows that the relationship between productivity and quality of life
runs partially through the patient's income. From this figure it becomes
obvious that a productivity reduction causing a decrease in income in turn will
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lead to a reduction of quality of life. The patients will base their estimated
quality of life reduction on the loss of income rather than directly on the loss
of productivity. Therefore, the link between productivity and income becomes
crucial in the measurement of productivity costs as recommended by the
Panel.

4.4 Productivity costs incorporated in quality of life measurement: some
objections
The approach as recommended by tile U.S. Panel does not lead to an accurate
estimation of the productivity costs from a societal point of view. First, we
will address the choice between numerator and denominator as the
appropriate place to capture productivity costs. Then, tile way the patient will
value 'his productivity costs' in quality of life measurement, if asked to do so,
is discussed and finally, the question how these inclividual quality of life
measurements and costs as proposed by the U.S. Panel relate to the societal
productivity costs is discussed.
"f\lllllJeralor lJe/'SIIS deJIo!JJill%r

The U.S. Panel holds the oplrlron that including the productivity costs in
quality of life and thus in the denominator of tile C/E ratio is acceptable,
since theoretically it does not Inatter whether one incorporates all "relevant
impacts as costs or effects as long as all impacts are captured in the analysis
and double counting is avoided. However, if we look at the reason why costeffectiveness analysis has become such an important instrument, it is clear that
we should not incorporate quantities that can be valued monetarily into the
health effect-side of the analysis too easily.
It is obvious that the health effects became a part of the analyses performed
because of the consensus that not all effects may be valued in monetary terms,
thus making cost-benefit analysis clifficult if not impossible. TIlings like pain,
disablement and poor health are not easily captured in monetary terms. Most
economists would agree that some tlungs are better left unmonetarized, like
life as such. We support the opinion tllat healtll effects in the denominator of
the C/E ratio should exclusively incorporate changes in health status from the
perspective of the patient. Thus CEA implies the comparison of all relevant
costs with the unmonetarized direct health related effects on quality of life
they 'buy'. Loss of income or other non-health related events may affect
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general wellbeing, but the objective of beallb ,daled qllalifY of life measurement
in economic evaluation of health care is not to capture such effects on
wellbeing. Therefore, the opinion of the Panel, that productivity costs should
be included in the denominator, along with intrinsic health effects, is not
shared by us. The effect-side of the C/E-ratio should be for intrinsic health
effects only and income is not believed to be part of health related quality of
life.
Also, practice of CEA clearly shows that there seems to be consensus not to
include income in quality of life measurement. Generic quality of life
questionnaires like SF-36, NHP and EuroQol/EQ-SD avoid questions which
allude to effects on wellbeing related to changes in income. The Panel does
have a point when arguing that income losses IIJ'!Y creep in when quality of life
valuations are assigned to (different levels of) clisability, since such income
effects arc not explicitly excluded. However, to what extent this effect is
measured remains unclear. The implicit exclusion of the influence of income
changes may suggest that tlus influence is small or may even not exist.
However, explicit exclusion of income-related effects would be preferable to
assure measuring only health related quality of life.
The next two sections are aimed at demonstrating that even if one would want
to measure productivity costs through quality of life measurement this will
lead to inconsistencies.

PIVdllclivifY, il1come al1d qllalifY oflife cbange jiVI/J Ibe paliCllt's viell/poil1t
First, it is clear that a person estimating a change in income will compare
income before productivity decrease with income after productivity decrease.
What is measured in a quality of life measurement in relation to a decrease in
productivity is presented in figure 4.2.
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Ability to function
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Productivity
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•
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Fig"re 4.2: Re/tJfiollship bebJJeeJl PIVdlfctivi(y aJ/d quality oj lift palitIJl.

It is rather obvious that in a quality of life measurement only the effect of
total income changes may creep in, while those total income changes may not
be related with productivity changes at all. This holds because the increase in
social benefits received may partially or totally compensate for d,e reduction
in labor income. This points to a very important role for the level of social
benefits in a country when estimating productivity costs this way. If income
influences the process of valuation of disability in terms of quality of life, its
influence will be highly dependent on social security systems.
From figure 4.2 it may be clear that the results of measurement may differ
between countries and even between persons, because of differences in the

level of social benefits between those countries or the level of private
insurance between persons. International and interpersonal comparisons of

cost-effectiveness analyses become much more difficult if we allow social
benefits and private insurance to influence the results. It would imply, that all
results would have to be reconsidered in the light of social security benefits
and private insurance benefits received by the respondents in the sample and
that the influence of those aspects would have to be made explicit.
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The relationship as presented in figure 4.2 makes the possibility to measure
productivity costs through quality of life in a reliable way rather questionable.
If we would consider reduced productivity at work it becomes even more
obvious that the relationship between productivity loss and quality of life is
not that clear. In tlus case consequent productivity loss would generally not
induce an income change and will therefore not be picked up in quality of life
measurement at all.
Overall it may be concluded that productivity costs seen from the patient's
perspective cannot be measured tlll'ough quality of life measurement in a
reliable way. The latter should only capture the healtll related effect of not
being able to be as productive as before the incidence of illness.
ObjeeliollS jiVIJ/ a sociela!point 'If [)ielV
First of all, if we agree that a reduction in inc01ne may lead to a reduction in

quality of life, then it is likely that an increase in income will lead to an
increase in quality of life I'. The Panel clearly states that the societal
perspective 'is the only perspective that never counts as a gain what is really
someone else's loss' (Gold et aI., 1996, page 7). One might also say that we
should not count as a loss what is really S01neone else's gain. In case of
replacement of sick workers, if one person endures an income reduction and
another person gains a similar amount as his income increases, it will be safe
to say tI,at part (or perhaps all) of tile quality of life reduction of the first
person will be compensated for by a quality of life increase of the second
person. From a societal point of view tlus counter-effect (of someone gaining
income and therefore quality of life) should also be taken into consideration.
It is much like a zero-sum game, although we do adnilt that the increase in
quality of life does not necessarily have to equal the decrease in quality of life
due to income loss. To make the U.S. Panel approach methodologically
correct, it would be necessary to measure the gain in quality of life of the
person replacing the absentee. Effects of income changes on quality of life
should therefore be excluded from health related quality of life measurement.
Only the lost ability to work, ti,e true intrinsic health-component, cannot be
transfe~red from the disabled to the person replacing him, since the latter was
already able to work. This ability to work or to function in society, or in short
to live life like one would want to, should be focused on in health related
quality of life.
14 \VIe would prefer the term 'wellbeing' in stead of quality of life in relation to income,
however, we follow the Panel's terminology on this subject in order to avoid confusion.
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Secondly, focusing on income from the patient's point of view rather than
considering the gains and losses to society leads to problems when
considering the tilne-span over which the reduction in income is incorporated
in cost-effectiveness analysis. From a societal perspective only production
losses that occur within the friction period should be considered. However,
patients will consider the time-span over which income losses are incurred
relevant to Ihem as opposed to what is relevant to society, thus making the
outcomes of productivity costs measurement through quality of life even
lnore questionable.

4.5 Conclusions and recommendations

From a societal point of view it is important to analyze the actual production
losses due to illness, disability and death and the possible replacement costs.
In order to value those production losses it is necessary to calculate the lost
value added due to reduced productivity. If after a period of production
losses) production again increases to the original level because of recovery or
replacement of the sick person, direct productivity costs are no longer
incurred. The longer term eCOnOllllC consequences of higher social security
premiums, changed wage-productivity ratio's et cetera may be accounted for
in a macro-econometric model. The production costs can therefore best be
calculated with the friction cost method (I<oopmanschap and Van Ineveld,
1992).
From a societal perspective it is necessary to avoid taking into account
individual losses compensated by similar gains for other individuals. However,
for impacts on health and the ability for role-functioning this is not the case.

Measurement of productivity costs through quality of life will not lead to valid
estimations of the real societal costs involved. Therefore in our opinion the
recommendations of the U.S. Panel on this subject should not be followed.
Finally, alternative recommendations are presented for including productivity
costs in cost-effectiveness analysis, that follow the arguments provided in this
chapter. First, productivity costs should be measured from a societal
viewpoint rather than an individual one. Only in case of pure health effects,
the individual and societal viewpoint lead to the same result. Second, reduced
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quality of life because of not being able to engage in work or leisure activities
should be counted as health effects rather than as productivity costs. The term
productivity costs suggests that these are costs, expressed in monetary terms
and not health-effects, expressed in nonmonetary terms. Third, costs of lost
productivity have to be calculated with methods taking into account the
scarcity of labor and the possibility of replacement, like the friction cost
method. Productivity costs should reflect the full costs of lost production
from a societal perspective, which cannot be captured in the quality of life
measure in the denominator of a C/E ratio as suggested by the Panel.
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Debate on the valuation of productivity costs

Summaty

This cbaplerpmeJ/ls SO/lIC qf Ibe debale follolViJ/g 0111' respoJ/se to Ibe mOlllllJCJ/dalioJ/s qf Ibe
US PaJ/el OJ/ CosI-EjfocliveJ1ess iJ/ Heallb aJ/d MediciJ/e. IJ/ Ibis cbapler IVe ptilJlmify
cOJ/ceJ/lrale OJ/ Ivbal IIVeiJ/sleiJ/ el al (1997) caillbe 'major disagreemCJ1I' belIVeeJ/ Ibe
Erasmlls gIVIIP aJ/d Ibe U.S. PaJ/'/, IVbicb cOJ/cems Ib, /lleaSllrelllCJ/t qfPIVdllclivity losses
dmiJ/g illJ/ess. IJ/ tbis cbapter Ibe cOJ/seqll",ces for Ibe iJ/dividlla/, for Ibe elJlpl'!Yer aJ/d for
Ibe mt qf society are cOJ/sidered aJ/d it is mglled Ibat IvbeJ/ follolViJ/g tbe PaJ/el's proposilioJ/s
for merlSllliJ/g Ibese comeqlleJ/ces major Ib,"!?lical aJ/d praclical d!fftcllilies are et1colIJ/lmd.
Also, Ibis d}apler IVill filltber discllss Ibe CJilic;slJJ qf Uljas (1998) OJ/ Ihe fiiclioJ/ cost
lJIelbod IVbid} is advocaled as aJ/ allemati)!e for bllmaJ/ capilal aJ/d QALY-eslilJlatioJ/s qf
pIVdllclivity cosls.

5.1 Introduction
In chapters 3 and 4 our recommendations for estimating productivity and
patient time costs within economic evaluations of health care were discussed.
These recommendations have been criticized, especially the recommendation
on using the friction cost method for estimating productivity costs. Weinstein
et al. (1997) responded on behalf of the US Panel for Cost-Effectiveness in
Health and Medicine to chapter 4, claiming that following our approach
would lead to omissions and double-counting of relevant costs. \Y/e would
omit costs related to changes in leisure time by individuals who are ill and by
individuals who are recruited out of the unemployed labor pool. The
individual whose health is affected would not be included as a full member of
society in our approach and the effects on consumption of others in society
would be neglected.
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Liljas (1998) also criticizes the friction cost method, but not entirely for the
same reason as Weinstein et al. (1997). Liljas argues that the human capital
method is the best available method for estimating productivity losses due to
illness from a societal perspective. However, as explained below, using the
human capital method is not recommendable, especially for longer absence
spells. The human capital method serves well to represent ideal individualistic
behaviour, but is not intended nor useful to estimate the real value of
production losses from a societal viewpoillt.
TIlls chapter presents adapted versions of our replies to Weinstein et al. and
Liljas. In section 5.2 the response to \V'einsteio et al. is presented focusing on
the consequences for the individual patient of productivity losses as well as
the consequences for other consumers and the employer. Section 5.3 presents
our response to Liljas in which we further explain the friction cost method
and give some points of concern on using the human capital method 1n
econonllc evaluations of health care. Section 5.4 concludes this chapter.

5.2 Response to Weinstein and colleagues
In their response, Weinstein et al. (1997) point out that there is one major
difference between the Panel's and our approach which concerns productivity
losses during an illness. The effects of productivity losses are segregated into
three parts: consequences for the individual patient, consequences for other
consumers and consequences for the employer. In this response, we follow
tills segregation to further explain our recommendations on the subject of
productivity costs.
PlVdllclivity costs
When discussing the measurement of productivity costs, It IS ltnportant to
understand that production and income are related quantities, both in theory
reflecting the value added of productive persons, or tI,eir contribution to
overall wealth. Our approach is to measure this quantity from the production
side, calculating lost production andlor increased production costs and
medium term macro-economic consequences due to disease (Koopmanschap,
1995), wIllie the Panel takes income measured waugh quality of life as a
proxy for tills quantity. However, as demonstrated in our original response,
individual income may only have a weak link with production change,
particularly due to social or private insurance. By taking the production side as
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starting point, we are by no means failing to incorporate the patient as a full
member of society, but we attempt to balance the production loss due to the
absence of the patient with the production 'gain' of the previously
unemployed, replacing the former after a friction period and other changes in
society (including costs to the employer).
Patiellt as tllJJeIJJber r!f society.
If the lost value added as a consequence of disease is measured from the
production side, the only remaining impact on the patient is the change in
wellbeing of the patient due to his or her lost ability to work, which is
generally measured in health status questionnaires. The problems with
incorporating incolne changes in quality of life measurement have been
discussed extensively in our original response (Brouwer et aI., 1997a) and
recently Johannesson also expressed some doubts on incorporating income in
quality of life (Johannes son, 1997). These arguments are not discussed by
Weinstein et al. (1997) but strongly suggest that when income is used as a
proA)' for added value and measured in terms of quality of life, there are
numerous theoretical and practical problems to overcome. Most notably,
income tnay only have a weak link with productivity, which makes the
incorporation of income in QALY measurement as proxy for productivity
losses rather dubious. Some productivity changes may occur completely
without any change of individual income, as social insurances and sickness
benefits often will keep individual income on the original level. Also, after a
jiic/ioll peJiod society may have adapted to the absence of a person by
redistributing the original workload over others in society, e.g. formerly
unemployed. After this, society will no longer incur production losses
(Koopmanschap, 1995), however, at that moment in time, the affected patient
tna), still experience a lower income. Taking this into account for as long as
the patient experiences this, without also incorporating counter-changes in
society (e.g. income increase and thus QALY-increase of a formerly
unemployed) may lead to a serious misrepresentation of societal production
losses.

The elllployer
Secondly, Weinstein et al. (1997) mention the impact of longer absence of an
employee on the employer. As indicated, the transient costs of replacing a
worker should not be forgotten. Costs related to advertising, training, etcetera
are indeed all real societal costs which fall on the employer and we agree that
these additional replacement costs should be incorporated. To define only
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these costs as friction costs makes friction costs a very limited concept. The
friction cost ",,'bod as proposed does not merely capture these additional costs
to the employer but also the lost production during the friction period itself as
a consequence of absence or disability. We feel that measuring production
loss in an integrated way together with these additional costs of selection and
training is more reliable than using 'transient costs' and income to the
individual as constituting total production loss.

GIbers ill society
Weinstein et al. (1997) argue that costs for other consumers in society should
not be neglected, although they do not offer a method for measuring these
costs. \X1e calculated the medium term macro-economic consequences of
productivity changes in society induced by disease in terms of changes in
national income (Koopmanschap, 1995). These concern changes in the
redistributive system, i.e. higher premiums for sickness benefits and disability
benefits, and a lower labor supply. These changes will subsequently influence
labor costs per unit of output and therefore the competitiveness in the sector
exposed to international competition and through tillS again the economy's
production. These multiplier effects can only be calculated using an
econometric model of a nation's economy and for the Netherlands they were
estimated to be 0.8% of GDP in case of total eradication of illness
(Koopmanschap, 1995). Since short-term friction costs account for the major
part of total costs and since tuedium term macro-economic consequences are
difficult to calculate and may be subject to changes in social security system,
one may neglect these costs when considering single health care interventions
with a relatively minor effect on total productivity in a country. In a sensitivity
analysis the possible importance of medium-term productivity costs may be
further investigated.
Leisllre tilJle
Another point Weinstein et al. (1997) raise is leisure time. Although we did
not discuss changes in leisure time in our original paper, where we focused on
productivity costs related to paid labor, we agree that leisure time indeed
should not be forgotten in a cost-effectiveness analysis. In our opinion in
cost-effectiveness analysis the use of QALYs provides us with an ideal
instrument to incorporate leisure time. When respondents assess quality of
life, it is recommendable to also let them consider the influence of reduced
possibilities to engage in leisure-activities. Johannesson recently expressed a
similar opinion Gohannesson, 1997). Weinstein et al. argue that we would
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leave out the costs of reduced leisure of the previously unemployed who
replaces the ill individual. If a patient becomes unemployed because of illness
and another person takes his job after the friction period, the absolute amount
of leisure time remains the same) since the patient now has more leisure time
and the newly employed has less. The obvious difference in the capability to
fully enjoy this leisure time is captUred in the QALY-measure as a QoL-loss.
Secondly, the definition of unemployment in many countries involves
illvo/lll1lol)' 1I//et)IjJ/'!YIJJelil. This indicates that unemployed may be more than
willing to sacrifice some of their leisure time in order to work for a pay. The
valuation of the sacrificed leisure time therefore may not be that high. Microeconomic approaches showing that leisure is only engaged until the point
where its marginal utility is equal to the wage rate obviously do not fully apply
when the person involved is externally restricted in his choice. The desire to
work of many unemployed seems to indicate that the difference in valuation
of leisure and working time is rather significant.

COllelllsioll
In chapter 4 (Brouwer et aI., 1997a) we tried to demonstrate that if one would
want to incorporate income in QALYs as a proxy for productivity costs, the
results from such measurement would most probably misrepresent the
quantity one would want to measure, which is the lost value added to society.
So, in contrast to the assertion of Weinstein et al. (1997), we do not accuse the
Panel of ignoring 'indirect costs' or productivity costs (we support this new
term). Our main concerns with measuring productivity costs through quality
of life are the following:
1. Income should not enter quality of life measurement and current practice
shows a consensus to avoid questions alluding to income. Real costs should
be incorporated exclusively in the numerator of the C/E-ratio and pure
health effects should exclusively be incorporated in the denominator of the
C/E-ratio.
2. Individual income may only have a weak link with production change,
which can be measured more reliably at the production side.
3. Point 2 is even more noticeable in case of reduced productivity at work.
This may not induce any income change at all, while it does constitute a real
societal loss. These losses should not go unmeasured as they would
following the Panel's approach.
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4. The income increase of the previously unemployed replacing the sick
individual is not considered by the Panel. Therefore, the Panel abandons
the societal perspective by not incorporating tlus individual as a full
member of society. Yet, if income decrease will induce a QALY-loss, tI,en
an income increase will obviously induce a QALY-gain.
5. Related to the previous point, one can sal' that patients will consider
income losses (if asked to do so) as long as these affect them, while on a
societal level, total income (or rather production) may be restored after
replacement. The last two points indicate why we categorized the Panel's
approach as taking an individual rather than the societal viewpoint.

5.3. A reply to Liljas (1998)
In this section Liljas' criticism of the friction cost method is considered and
his alternative, i.e. using the traditional human capital methos, is critically
discussed.
Ctitiq'" 011 fiictioll-cost method
Liljas (1998) discusses the friction cost method at length in an attempt to
demonstrate flaws in this method. His main argument is that the friction cost
method is not embedded in neo-classical welfare econonllcs. We will discuss
some of Liljas' specific arguments below.
ShoJi-ler/J1 absellce

Liljas points out tllat using ti,e friction cost method would violate one of the
'fundamental' axioms of neo-classical theory, i.e. that firms will employ labor
up to the point that marginal costs equal marginal benefits. Several responses
are possible to tills criticism. First, reality does not coincide with neo-classical
models of behavior. There is no perfect competition between firms in the
marketplace and all kinds of managerial objectives may be incorporated in the
optimalisation behavior of ti,e firm that will yield results not in line with
standard textbook situations. Secondly, the friction cost method does not
correct the wage rate for the elasticity of time versus output, but it corrects the
average value added per worker (as it focuses on productivity), reflecting the
value of commodities and services produced (Koopmanschap et aI., 1995). It
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is not unreasonable to assume that 80% of average value added would be
close to marginal labor costs.
Liljas does not separate some of our remarks about internal labor supply in
relation to high transaction costs from our fmal calculations. In the base case
calculations of Koopmanschap et aJ. (1995) all costs of short-term absence
from work were counted. Hence, in the base case we did 110/ conul for internal
labor supplies, nor for making up for lost work after illness nor for canceling
less important work, because we did not dispose of reliable estimates of the
magnitude of these phenomena. However, these phenomena may prove to be
substantial (e.g., Severens et aI., 1998), although more research is needed.
Longer terlll abseJlce
For longer absence spells Liljas seems to imply that the permanent absence of
one person will induce a series of friction periods. However, Liljas seems to
forget that when somebody is already employed, he normally has to give his
employer notice through which the latter may arrange replacement in the
meanwhile. If replacement is then still not possible according to Liljas, then it
is strange why even the human capital rnethod stops counting at retirement,
since even retirclnent would induce an inftnite series of replacement friction
periods in such reasoning. Furthermore, it is not claimed that aU workers are

replaced by formerly unemployed, and friction cost estimations do rise with a
lower unemployment. It may be true that in case of a chain of replacements
the production loss and training costs may be somewhat larger than in case of
one replacement, but it is probably not proportional to the number of changes
in the chain. Also, when unemployment is very low perhaps all absence
should be considered to lead to productivity costs, but not permanent
disability and premature death (Koopmanschap and Rutten, 1996b).
Liljas presents the human capital method as the alternative for the friction
cost method. This method is embedded in neo-classical economics, which
should imply theoretical superiority, according to Liljas. It should be noted,
that the micro-economic oriented human capital method serves well to
represent ideal illdividllalislic bebaviollr, but is not intended to estimate
production losses from a socielal vielVpoilit. In our opinion it is undeniable that
replacement mechanisms do in fact occur and that there is involuntary
unemployment.
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For long term absence from work, disability and mortality the human capital
method still overestimates the true productivity costs of illness, by denying
any adaptation mechanism for organisations as a response to absence of

workers. Consequently, this method only estimates potential, but not realistic
productivity costs, continuing for decades, denying the dynamics in the real
economy of labor substituting labor and capital substituting labor. Is it
realistic to claim tl,at if a paid employee dies at age 30 in an accident, society
will suffer production losses up till his retirement age of 65, i.e. 35 years? And
if someone aged 45 becomes permanently disabled, is it realistic to claim that
society will suffer production losses for 20 years? In fact, with this reasoning
Liljas implies that there is permanent full employment all over the world and
absolutely no possibility of replacing sick workers. Granted, unemployment
may be low at some points in time, but it is highly implausible to assume a
state of permanent full employment.
Liljas states that the friction cost method implies 'that it would be possible to
solve the problems of unemployment in society by reducing the number of
hours worked by employed and having unemployed workers work these hours
instead ... something that seems very unrealistic'. (Liljas, 1998) First of all, this
is a clearly misuse of the friction cost method which is not intended at solving
unemployment but at estimating indirect costs. Secondly, there is an obvious
difference between assessing the indirect costs (and benefits) of a certain
marginal health care program and assessing ways to totally eradicate
unemployment. Of course, there are many institutional problems that
interfere with such a mechanism to fully work, but for marginal changes
indeed such replacement will take place. Unemployed workers are not unable
to replace 'normal' workers. Indeed, Liljas seems to imply that the market
selects the best workers and leaves 'second grade workers' unemployed and
therefore, a reduction in the working hours of employed cannot be made up
for by hiring unemployed persons. \Vle would not generally classify the
unemployed as being inferior in a productive or any other sense. Indeed there
are institutional barriers, educational barriers, and perhaps even social barriers

that prevent the labor market to function perfectly flexible, but it is denied
tl,at (at tl,e margin) unemployed persons cannot replace employees who fall
ill.

Leisllre time
Liljas' correctly remarks that leisure time should not be neglected in economic
evaluation of health care. However, this issue has already been discussed on
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several occasions and it needs to be stressed that it seems the most
appropriate to incorporate the reduced ability to enjoy one's leisure time to
the fullest in an economic evaluation in terms of QALYs (see chapters 3 and
4). This point of view is also advocated by Johannesson (1997). Although this
solution is not without problems it is considered to be the best available. Also,
it means that the friction cost method does not have to deal with leisure time
and a jo/tiOli should not deal with it to avoid double-counting.

Direcl labor cosls
Liljas reaches the conclusion that the opportunity costs of replacing an ill
employee are close to zero in the friction cost method. This would be the
case, because no costs are attached to the fact that a formerly unemployed
substitutes leisure time for time spent on working for pay. Liljas goes on by
stating that if the opportunity costs of working are indeed close to zero, as he
suggests is the case in the friction cost method, then one should value labor
needed for a health care intervention quite (close to zero' as well. Since the
latter is obviously unacceptable for most economists, this should demonstrate
the inappropriateness of the friction costs method.
It is noted here that the friction cost method is not a full economic evaluation
method in itself, but merely part of a complete analysis. Another part of the
analysis is QALYs and it is stressed that it is in terms of QALYs that leisure
time is captured. When a formerly unemployed gives up labor to replace an ill
employee, it should be noted that in principle the full amount of leisure time
remains the same on a societal level, only it is the previously working patient
that now has more leisure and the formerly unemployed less. The difference
in the possibility to enjoy leisure is assumed to be fully captured in the QALYmeasure.

The equaling out of leisure time is a specific feature when dealing with
replacement (due to illness) and therefore, it should not be used for additional
work as done by Liljas.
COJlc/miolls
Liljas has tried to advocate the use of the human capital method for
estimating indirect costs instead of the friction cost method. It needs to be
stressed that neither method is perfect or captures all indirect costs in a
straightforward manner. The human capital method serves well to represent
ideal individualistic behaviour, but not to estimate societal production losses.
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The claim that the human capital method is better because it is embedded in
neo-classical theory may be easily countered by stating that the real economy
clearly does not resemble the neo-classical model. Since we probably do not
disagree on that, we should find ways to come up with methods that. estimate
indirect costs in a more realistic way. The friction cost method, though not
perfect, intends to do just that.

5.4 Concluding remarks
The area of productivity costs measurement and time costs remains a
controversial one. However, hopefully, discussions like the ones presented in

this chapter contribute to a better understanding of each other's viewpoint
and ultimately to a more uniform methodology on the estimation of
productivity costs in economic evaluations of health care.
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Productivity losses without absence:
measurement validation and empirical evidence

Summary

PIVdllctivity losses lVitbolll absellce ai, sCrlmfy dismssed ill tbe literallin. III tbis cbaptel'lbe
cOllstmel validity of Ibm d!ffomllllJeasllmllelll illsll1l1","ls fll'plvdllctivity losses lVitbollt
absellc, is illvestigated. Tbe data IVas collecled IIl1del' emplq)'ees of a Dlllcb lradefinll, 1101 ill
specific paliellls gmllps. 011 (11/ average df!)', over 7% of tbe /¥spolldet/IS IV'" IVol'killg IVilb
beallb pmb/ems, illdiMlillg Ibal pmdllclivity loms IVilbollt absellce is a qllile COIJJII/OII
pmb/em. Tbe (1/11011111 of pmdllctioll losses /¥Ialed to Ibese bea/lb problems aI? /¥Ialivefy
sll/a/1. HOIvev,,; for specific palielll glVlIPS Ibe cosls Iv/aled 10 Ibese PlVdllclivity losses 1I1f!)' be
JllbJlaJJlial.

6.1 Introduction
In econonuc evaluations of health care interventions indirect non-medical
costs or productivity costs often play an important role when the prevalence
of the illness involved concerns people with paid or unpaid work. The
incorporation of these costs in econontic evaluations has been much debated.
Both questions whether they should be counted (e.g. Russell, 1986; Gerard
and },ofooney, 1993) and if so how they should be estimated (e.g.
Koopmanschap et aI., 1995; Gold et aI., 1996; Brouwer et aI., 1997a) have
been extensively discussed in the literature. Recently the consensus for
incorporating these societal costs seems to be growing (e.g. Gold et aI., 1996;
Drummond et aI., 1997). Attention is usually focused on costs related to
absence from paid work. However, it is obvious tI,at absence from paid work
is not the only situation causing production losses related to disease. Besides
impaired ability to perform unpaid work people may be at work while not
being in optimal health. Mild (chrortic) diseases or the onset of acute
infectious diseases are examples of situations in which people may not
function to tI,eir normal ability, yet are not impaired 'enough' to stay at home.
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These productivity losses without absence are potentially important, yet
almost neglected in economic evaluations of health care.
Only two attempts to estimate the costs related to tills productivity drop were
found in the literature. One was developed by Osterhaus et al. (1992) and later
adapted by Van Roijen et al. (1996) and the other was developed by Van
Roijen et al. (1995a). The adapted Osterhaus method (a-method) and that of
Van Roijen (VR-method) were compared in estimating productivity costs
witilOut absence due to migraine and showed substantially different estimates,
i.e. 968 versus 277 million Dutch guilders respectively (1995). This shows
these costs can be substantial for certain diseases and that more investigation
is needed on how to realistically estimate these costs.
In tills chapter, we compare the a-method, the VR-metilOd and an alternative
experimental method, which aims at measuring the Quantity alld Qllali(y of
work performed on a daily basis, the QQ-method. We investigate the
construct validity of tI,ese methods using data of employees of a Dutch trade
ftrm. Section 6.2 presents a brief introduction of the three methods. In section
6.3 the instruments and data used in tills study are discussed. Section 6.4
discusses the results of the three methods, while section 6.5 concludes tills
chapter.

6.2 Brief introduction of the three measurement methods 15
The adapted a-method for determining the efftciency losses due to illness, as
used in the Dutch Health and Labor-questionnaire, consists of two questions.
We have chosen to use tills 'adjusted a-method' to be able to compare ti,e
outcomes with the earlier comparisons (Van Roijen et aI., 1995a; Van Roijen
et aI., 1996). The a-method asks how many days during the last two weeks one
went to work while suffering from health problems and on a VAS-scale the
average ifjiciemy on these days. A difftculty in this method is that the efftciency
indicati?n may not necessarily be interpreted as the amount of work
respondents did compared with normal, but rather what they cOllld do
compared with normal, altilOugh it is not clear how subtle tills difference is. If
full utilization of labor time is not required on average (i.e. one does not work
at full capacity at all times), using the average efftciency-score may
overestimate production losses. Overestimating production losses may
15

TIle three measurement methods as used in the study are fully printed in appendix A.
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additionally occur since the possibility of making up for lost work during
regular hours without creating new production losses is ignored. The term
efficiency may induce respondents to consider quality losses as well, but it is
unsure to what extent these contribute to the final score.
The VR-method also asks people to indicate on how many days they were less
able to perform their work over the lasl IIVO weeks and how many extra hours
they would have had to work to make up for the work they lost during the
days feeling ill at work. This should provide an indication about how much
production was actually lost. The indicated number of hours needed to make
up for lost production enables a monetary valuation Creplacement-value,).
Here productivity losses that can be recovered during normal working hours
do not count as production losses, since only extra hours are asked for here.
Shifting production from one day (with health problems) to another day
(without or with less health problems) is thus seen as costless recovering of
lost work. The VR-method may underestimate production losses, however, if
not all work can be made up for later on. E.g., redistribution of work over
colleagues ensures that tl,e collective workload is finished on time because
colleagues make up for lost work duriog regular hours and some types of
work cannot be made up for, for iostance in a production line. Still, these two
situations do not have to be costless. Redistribution of work reveals some
slack in the organization or working extra time of some employees (not
necessarily the person less productive) which is not without costs and neither
are unrecoverable production losses. These situations may cause missing
values or zero-answers in the VR-method, while they do indicate impaired
productivity on the O-method. An additional problem in interpreting VRanswers is that it is unclear if these extra hours indicated represent hours
worked at normal performance level or the reduced level that respondents
tna)' be still experiencing. Consequently, the answer is a conservative
estimation of production losses, but still difficult to interpret exactly.
The QQ-method was developed in an attempt to more precisely measure the
consequences of illness while working. First, on a dailY basis respondents are
asked to indicate on a VAS-scale from 1 to 10 how much work they actually
performed during regular hours compared with normal (Quantity scale). It is a
question about output rather than efficiency, indicating how much work had
to be made up for dlllitlg oVe/tilJJ, 01' '.glllor Ivol'k lilJJ' or was lost. Translating the
answer into costs again has the possibility of overestimating true costs
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involved if it is possible to make up for lost work during regular hours.
Fluctuations in daily performance level are explicit in this method.
Second, the quality of the work performed on a day is indicated on a VASscale from 1 to 10 (Quality-scale). One can imagine that not all losses are
quantitatively expressible and a quality indication therefore may provide
valuable additional information. However, the quality scale raises new
questions as well, especially on how to treat answers on this scale.
Straightforward multiplication of the quantity and quality components may
provide an indication of total performance, translating qualitative into
quantitative losses. However, although this cOlnbination seems adequate as a
first attempt to cOlnbine qualitative and quantitative losses, it remains unclear
whether it is the correct way. Still, it should be noted that, for some types of
work, qualitative production losses seem more relevant than quantitative
losses, e.g. for school teaching.
Comparing the three methods described above, it seems that the O-method
measures the production capacity of the respondent, leading to a maximum
indication of production losses. The VR-method measures the amount of
recoverable lost production, that has not yet been made up for. This appears
to provide a minimum estimate of production losses. The quantity-scale of the
QQ-method is expected to yield estimates in between that of the 0- and VRmethod.

6.3 Methods
Wie aimed at establishing construct validity of the three measurement
methods, basing our hypothesis on the expectations derived from section 6.2
and previous experience. Construct validation is tested by examining whether
different methods measure the underlying quantity (production losses) in
expected ways. Here, it is expected that the VR-method will yield the lowest
results in terms of hours lost (with a relatively high number of 'zero'-answers),
the O-method would yield the highest results and the results from the
quantity scale of the QQ method would lie in between these two estimates,
more close perhaps to O-results than to VR-results. Furthermore, the quality
scale of the QQ-method was used to estimate qualitative losses due to illness
at work.
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The data were collected in a Dutch trade fIrm. The questionnaire
'Consequences of Illness' was sent to all employees of tllis fIrm. In tllis diary
people were asked to indicate for each day of one week whether they had
been less productive at work due to health complaints. Respondents could
indicate on two different scales how the quantity of work performed related
to normal and how the quality of the work performed related to normal (QQmethod). At the end of the week people were asked to answer the questions
of the O-method and the \/R-method (see Appendix A). The latter questions
allude to the period of one week only, to make the answers comparable to the
daily answers. A gold standard, i.e. individual data on daily production, to
compare the different answers with, was unavailable due to anonynlity of
respondents. This is why validation on the basis of construct validity was
chosen.

The total number of employees was 216. The relevant questions were sent to
all employees 5 times. The diaries were sent 4 times in the montlls June and
July 1997 with on~ week in between each weekly diary. The fIfth diary was
sent approximately three weeks later in August 1997. The total number of
returned diaries was 543, implying an overall response rate of 50%. Due to the
anonynlity of respondents we could not further investigate the non-response.
One of the primary aims was to establish how many people indicated that they
were less productive at work on an average day. This should give some
indication of the importance of the phenomenon productivity losses without
absence. Since all employees were potential respondents, all types of work
were included in the study, however, most of the respondents were engaged in
work that was automatically replaced by colleagues and could not be made up
for the next day. In Table 6.1 some characteristics of the respondents of the
diary are presented.
Consequences of Illness:

Male respondents: 117
Female respondents: 416
Blanks: 10
Average age males: 35.0 years
Average age females: 40.0 years
Table 6. 1,' Main (haractenJ/irs of/he npolJdenls.
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6.4 Results from the diary 'Consequences of Illness'
Of the 543 diaries 'Consequences of Illness' returned, there were 57 in which
it was indicated that at least one day during the week the respondent was
feeling ill while being at work. This means 10.5% of the diaries were (in
principle) useful for this study. After investigation it was concluded that 53
diaries were consistently completed and could therefore be used in the analysis
below. Analyzing this subgroup of 53 diaries, it turned out that the average
age (42.2 years) was significantly higher than that of the other respondents
(those not ill), which was 38.5 years (p=0.0008) and that the group had a
significantly higher proportion of women (p=0.0278); 87% versus 77% .
Analyzing all 543 questionnaires it could be concluded that on an average
working day 7.35% of the respondents indicated that they felt ill while being
at work (minimum over 5 measurement moments 5.43%; maximum 9.49%).
Just to give an indication of the commonness of the problem (at least in this
firm), in the same sample the self-reported absence due to illness was 2.85%.
Tlus absence rate is quite low and lower than the average absence rate tl,e
company registered itself, which was on average 4.5% for the relevant months
(never below 4.15%), indicating that a relatively lugh amount of non-response
may be from people that were absent from work more frequently. As stated
above, we were unable to further investigate the non-response due to the
anonymity of respondents.
The imp(/ct on production of productivity losses without absence is obviously
smaller than the average of 7.35% of employees feeling ill at work might
suggest, since the affected employees loose only a fraction of their normal
production, as shown in Table 6.2 (where 'Quantity scale' represents the
quantity scale of the QQ-method).
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Average
scale answer

Average
hours lost

Number

Total

As %of

of

number of

(st. dey)

(st. dey)

'zero'
hours lost

hours lost

Total
hours ill at
work

As%of
total
hours
firm level

Osterhaus

8.77
(1.14)

1.72
(1.92)

15

91.4

6.32%

0.59%

Van Roijen

-

0.23
(0.73)

45

12.3

0.85%

0.08%

Quantity

8.93
(1.16)

1.54
(2.00)

20

81.6

5.64%

0.52%

scale

Table 6.2: Awrage smle-JCor(f, IIlImbfrs 0/hOllrs losl alld relatIve Impacl accordtllg to Ihe Ihree methods.

In the dia,y the respondents could tick one of the 6 specified diseasecategories or tick a box for the category 'other complaints'. Table 6.3 presents
the results for the six disease categories that were at least indic~ted on one
day.

Causes of illness
Cold or Influenza
Back or Neckproblems
l\figraine or headache
Psychological complaints /stress
Stomach/Intestines
Other complaints or combinations of complaints

Frequency in days

25
8
17
15
7
42 (25 combinations)

OjJVhkh:
Allergy
Flue/cold and Headache/migraine
Headache/migraine and Psych. Complaints/stress
Table 6.3: Callses 0/d/tJess at work. alldjreqlfmry III dqys.

8
5
7

COII/palillg the /hm lIIe/hods: cOlis/me! validity
If one examines what is being asked in the VR-method and the a-method, it
is clear that the answers of the respondents cannot be compared in a
straightforward way. This is because in the Osterhaus method the number of
working hours is also important. A score of 9 on the efficiency scale will be
interpreted here as a loss of 0.1 * the normal hours of work per day. So, if a
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person indicates that he has been less productive for three days in a week and
normally he works 8 hours per day and his efficiency score was 0.9 the total
loss will be calculated as: (1 - 9/10) * 8 hours * 3 days = 2.4 hours lost. When
comparing the answers of the O-method and the ''R-method including such a
correction for the nutnber of hours worked, one can detect a correlation

between the two variables, although they are far from equal. Figure 6.1
presents the results, both for the \TR-method and the O-method. The
respondents arc ordered by their score on the O-method.

Production losses: O-method and VR-method
9
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Figure 6.1: &olatio1l between the tlIJSJvers 0/the O-lJJethod and those ojthe VR-lJJethod

1\ first observation may be that 15 people indicated zero hours lost in both
methods. For the ''R-method alone, this number is 45, implying that nearly
85% of the respondents feeling ill at work indicated that they would need zero
extra hours to make up for lost work. The (pearson) correlation coefficient
between the results is 0.38, which is close to the 0.41 reported by Van Roijen
et al. (1996). In a linear regression analysis the relation between the results
from both methods turned out to be significant. 11,e results from that analysis
(equation number 1) and all other regression analyses are presented in Table
6.4 (where b represents the coefficient, a represents the constant and Qt
represents the score on the quantity scale of the QQ-method).
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Number of

b

Observations

(t~value)

VR = b*O + a

53

0.15
(2.96)

~0.02

0.38

0.15

2

VR = b'O + a

8

0.47
(3.62)

0.33

0.83

0.69

3

0= b'Qt + a

53

0.89
(16.94)

0.36

0.92

0.85

4

0= b*QQ +a

53

Equation
Number

Form

1

a

Multiple

R-square

R

0.55
0.23
0.92
0.85
(17.33)
Table 6.4: Reslliis for several ngremoJl eqlfoltoJls, reio/lIIgprodf(c/lolllosses flccordlllg 10 fof(r /lie/hods.

The results from regression number 1 indicate that, since b is smaller than 1,
i.e. 0.15, when the Osterhaus calculation of hours lost increases with 1 hour,
the Van Roijen method increases with 0.15 hours (9 minutes). A t~test
confirmed that O~results are significantly higher than VR~results (pvalue<O.OOOl). This evidence supports the prediction made in the previous
section. Because including zero-answers to the VR-metllOd in this analysis
might be considered comparing two different regimes (since zero does not
have to mean no production losses as explained in section 6.2), we also
performed the analysis after deleting all observations scoring zero in the VRmethod, which ensures only c01nparing observations in which an estimation
of production losses was indeed possible. The resulting regression analysis
indicates that the relationship between the results of the two methods
becomes stronger when the zero answers on the VR-question are deleted
(regression number 2, Table 6.4). This provides some evidence for our
theoretical prediction, however, the low number of observations (n=8)
inhibits firm conclusions. This result does indicate that the type of work
examined may influence the correlation b.etween the two methods. In this
study much of the work not performed by someone less productive was
automatically replaced by a colleague or unrecoverably lost. The value of b
however remains smaller than 1 (0.47), implying that marginally VR-results are
smaller than O-results.
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To further assess the construct validity the results of the VR-method and the
O-method have to be compared with those of the Quantity-scale of the QQmethod, the Qt-method. In figure 6.2 all three results are shown.

Comparison of the Qt-method, O-method and VR-method
9T----
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Figure 6.2: COIJ/pmillg the Qt~lJ/e1hod to the O-Imthod alld the VR-lIIelhod.

On average the total amount of hours lost for the Qt-method, 0 method and
VR-method respectively are: 81.6, 91.4 and 12.3, as shown in Table 6.2. On
average therefore, the Qt-method yields lower estimates than the O-method,
but figure 6.2 demonstrates that in individual cases tlus may not be the case. If
we exanUne the results from the Qt and the O-method, it tnrns out that from
the 53 observations, 25 times both methods yielded the same result (14 times
both methods estimated the number of hours lost as zero). In 17 instances the
O-method estimated the production loss higher than the Qt-method, 11 times
both methods yielded the same result (not zero) and 11 times Qt-results were
lugher than O-results, which is not in line with our expectations. The Pearson
correlation coefficient was 0.92. The regression analysis, as shown in Table
6.4, number 3, shows that the one hour extra in Qt will lead to 'only' 0.89
hours increase in the O-results. However, the latter will start higher, due to
the positive intercept value. To analyze whether the Qt-method estUnates
production losses significantly lower than the O-method, we performed a one
tailed paired two sample t-test on the results. For all 53 observations, the pvalue was 0.04594. We performed the same t-test for a sub-group of
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respondents, which included the 39 respondents that indeed scored some
actual production loss on either scale. By eliminating the zero-zero
combinations, it was investigated whether these combinations distort the
comparison of the two methods, which are obviously aimed at estimating real
production losses. The difference remained just statistically significant (p =
0.04596). Two one-tailed two paired sample t-test of the 53 pairs of VRresults and Qt-results and the 40 remaining pairs when deleting all 'zero-zero'
combinations confirmed that the Qt-method yields significantly higher results
tI,an the VR-method (p<0.0001 for botll tests). The Pearson correlation
coefficient between the two methods was only 0.40, close to the correlation
between VR-results and O-results.
One may conclude that, based on ti,e concept of construct validity, tI,ere is
some empirical evidence to support the hypothesis that Qt would lie in
between the O-metllOd and the VR-method for this sample. In relation to the
VR-method the results are clear in the sense that the VR-results are obviously
lower tI,an Qt-results. The comparison between the Qt and ti,e O-method
would benefit from more research using a larger sample.

Tbe QQ-IIIe!bod: illcO/pom!illg tbe qllality COIIIPO"'"!
As introduced in section 6.2 the complete QQ-method measures both
quantity (Qt) and quality (QI). To give an indication of how these two
correlate, the average Qt and QI answers are shown in figure 6.3. These are
the average scores per respondent on both the quality scale as well as the
quantity scale.
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Average Quality and Quantity Scale scores
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FigHre 6.3: Average HorfS 011 lhe Q/~scale aJldQlscflle compared

The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.59 for these two variables. On average
the quality score was about equal to the quantity score: 8.97 versus 8.93. As
l11entioned in section 6.2, it is unclear how these two quantities would result in
a total productivity loss. One possible way is a 'straightforward multiplication'
of the scale scores, however, there are many other possible combinations. The
results from this 'multiplication' are presented in figures 6.4 and 6.5. Figure 6.4
presents the Qt-losses with respect to the QI-Iosses, while in figure 6.5 the
total QQ-results are compared with the results from the a-method. Table 6.5
contains an exemplary calculation of the final QQ-score. Note that we use the
scale-scores linearly to produce the hours of work lost, as was done for the 0method.
Imagine a respondent who has been jJ1 at work for 1 day. His score on the Quantity Scale is 8
and his score on the Quality Scale is 7. This respondents works 8 hours per day.
The Qt-Ioss is calculated as:

(1-8/10)

* 8 = 1.60 hours.

This means that we assume that this person effectively worked 8 - 1.6 = 6.4 hours that day.
This 6.4 hours of work were performed at 70'% of normal quality level. lberefore the Quality
(1-7/10) * 6.4 = 1.92 hours
loss of the performed work is calculated as:
The final QQ-score now amounts to: 1.60 + 1.92 = 3.52 hours

Table 6.5: Example ,ylhe calmlalion ,yQQ-s(oru
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In figure 6.4 the quantity and quality losses are compared for the 53
respondents.

A comparison of Quantity losses and Quality losses
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Fig"re 6.4: A (oll/palison 0/QI-rmlilf aNd QI-refllllf.

The correlation coefficient between Qt and Ql is 0.71. In total Qt losses
amount to 81.6 hours and Qllosses to 62.8 hours. In figure 6.5 the total QQscore, calculated by means of multiplication, is compared widl the O-method.
Comparison of the QQ method and O-method
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Figflre 6.5: COlllpmil1g Ihe IIIf1JJber 0/hOllrs 10il accordillg 10 the QQ-lIJe/hod al1d the O-lIJethod.
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The correlation between the number of hours lost calculated with the QQmethod and the O-method is 0.92. In a regression analysis, as shown in Table
6.4 equation number 4, the relation turns out significant. Calculating the total
impact from illness at work with the QQ-results (i.e. a total of 144.37 hours
'Iosl'), as already performed in Table 6.2 for the Qt, 0 and VR-method, the
number of hours lost would become 10% of the total amount of hours
worked by respondents wIllie being iU. On the total sample or firm level, the
impact may be considered modest: 0.93% of total hours worked.

6.5 Discussion
In tlus chapter we have investigated the construct validity of three
measurement methods of productivity losses without absence. Statistical
analysis indicated that our hypothesis (Qt-results on average lie in between
VR-results and O-results) could not be rejected.
Compared with the Qt-method and the O-method, the VR-method was a
consequent outlyer with a relatively high amount of Zero-answers. There are
two possible explanations for these answers: making up for lost work during
regular hours or the impossibility of making up for lost work. The specific
type of work of most respondents in this study, in which making up for lost
work later is impossible, leads us to suspect tllat many of the registered zero's
in fact may imply that people cannot make up for lost work. If this is indeed
ti,e case, 'I/R-estimates of productivity costs without absence may be
considered an underestimation, since not being able to make up for work lost
(nor internal replacement) may be without cost. This shows the necessity of
acquiring additional information in studies like these on the type of work of
respondents, type of organization, possibilities for making up for lost work
and replacement issues. The exact organisation of work in the firm in this
study will certainly have had an impact on (relative) results. Measurement
methods should give explicit attention to these aspects.
Both the Qt-method and the O-method ignore the possibility of making up
for lost work later during normal hours and therefore may yield an
overestimation in terms of costs. The Qt-method provides somewhat more
conservative cost-estimations than the O-method and the type of questions
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asked may be considered to indicate better the real quantity of work lost.
However, more research is needed to compare these methods further,
preferably to a gold standard, i.e. daily individual production data. Also,
respondents may be asked in more detail about the way they come up with an
answer to the questions asked in the different methods.
A noteworthy result from this study is that illness at work is quite common.
On an average day over 7% of the respondents indicated to experience health
problems while being at work. The total impact from the phenomenon
productivity losses without absence at the firm-level, however, is quite low in
this study. Tlus is because respondents that were ill at work still could perform
most of their work. More research in other firms could provide insight on
whether tlus result is similar to the impact of productivity losses without
absence in other firms. Even with the QQ-estimates, this type of production
loss is estimated to be maximally 0.93% of total work time in this firm. To
give an estimation of the monetary impact, using an estimated value added of
80,000 Dutch guilders, this means a value of lost work time of 774 guilders
per year per employee.
Finally, it seems \~orthwhile to further develop, validate and use these
methods in different settings, including the QQ-method, also in specific
patient groups. Regarding productivity losses without absence, especially the
process of making up for lost work (also by colleagues) and the quality of
work should be investigated further. In that sense, the results presented in this
chapter are not final answers to how impaired productivity at work should be
measured and valued, but give an indication of what elements are of
importance, wluch measurement methods are available at this point and which
problems are attached to the different methods.
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AppendixA
Different methods in 'Consequences ofIllness'

The questionnaire 'Consequences of Illness' covers production losses without
absence through the QQ-method on a daily basis. On all days d,e exact Dutch
pluasing was:

Op de fchaal hierollder kllllt /I aangeven hoevee! werk /I vandaag hebt gulaan in I/JV lIort/lale
Jverk/fjd /01 optJchte van em lIorma/e dag. Em 1 omcirkelm betekent dat If lIietf kon dom et1 em
10 be/ekmt dat II evmveel alf lIortnaal kOIl dOell.

1
Zo goed
als niets

2

5

4

3

6

8

7

9

10
Evenveel
als normaal

Wi/III illscball", boe de klVa/ileilwas vall hel )verk dalll valldaag hebl gedaallllll op'<!chle vall
norlJlaaJ. Em 1 omcirkefm be/ekellt dat IIW werk vall zeer slech/e kwa/iteit waf ell em 10
betekmt em evm hoge kwalitei! aft lIol'llJaaJ.

1
2
Erg slech!e
kwali!ei!

3

4

6

5

7

8

10

9

Zelfde kwali!ei!
als normaal

Tmlls/aled illio Ellg/ish:
Could you indicate how much work you actually performed today during regular
hours as compared with normal on the scale below?

1
2
Practically
nothing

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
Normal
quantity
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Could you indicate the quality of the work you performed today as compared with
normal 011 the scale below?

4

3

2

1
Very poor
qualiry

5

6

8

7

9

10
Normal
qualiry

At the end of the week the respondents had to complete the O-method and the VRmethod. These questions covered the past week.
The exact pluasing in Dutch in the questionnaire was:

Hoeveel dagcn ill de qfgelopeJJ JlIeek beJJt II 1Vi}! lIaar mv Jverk geweest, terwijllllast had vall
gezolldheidrpmblemCII?
LET OP: dagen dal II iJeh iJekg,meld heefi lIie! Il"",k,"en.

............................. dagen.
W'ij wil/en II vragen op de meelsehaal hi'/vllderle omcirkelen ho, ~Uiciiilill wlgens II gew,rkl heefi
op de dagCII dal II wei op IIW w,rk lVas lenvijl II lasl had van gezolldh,idrpmblemCII. Op de
llIeetschaal betekelJt 10 dat mil werk lIiet Jllerd beiiwloed, 1 belekeJJl dat II zeer slecht ill slaat )vat
JIlJJ werk Hil Ie voertll.

1
Maximaal

Inefficient

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
Even efficient
als normaal

Hoeveelllllr '(!III II ill de AFGELOPEN WEEK lallger hebben tnoelCII werken
dal II lIiel hebl kllllllen dom als gevolg van g,zondheidrprobleJ1JCII ill Ie halm?
LET OP: dagen dal II ileh ilek g,meld h'efi lIielIlIC",kCllm.

011'

flllr

hel werk
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Trallslaled illio Ellgh'sh:
How many days during this past week did you go to work while suffering from
health problems?
NOTE: Do not count the days on which you reported sick.

.................... days

Please circle on the scale below the degree of efficiency with which you consider
yourself to have worked with on the days you did go to work while suffering from
health problems. On dus scale 10 means your work was not affected and 1 means
that you were hardly capable of performing your work.

1
2
Very
inefficiently

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
As efficient
as normal

How many hours extra would you have had to work to catch up on tasks you were
unable to complete in normal working hours due to health problems IN THE
PAST WEEK?
NOTE: Do not count the days on which you reported sick.

.......... /;ollrs
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The valuation of informal care in economic
appraisal

Summaty

This chapter disCl/sses the illdividlla/~ choice to mgage ill ill/orlll111 cl1re I1l1d the VI1I11atioll if
illjimlJal care ill ecollolJJic evaillatiolls ifhealth CIll'. Besides attelltioll for the choice betIVeell
fomll11 alld illfomJal care, also f"t"re IllMS if mem,h m. illdicated. Traditiollal lJJethods
/lsed ill ecollolJlic e/la/uatioll studies for valuing tillJe spellt 011 ilifor1lJa/ care are disCl/ssed
alld all al/ema/ivelJJethodisplltfonvard.This altemative lJJethod illcOIporates ql/alifY if
life 0/ caregivers as all oU/cOlJle-IlJeosure 10 represmt Ibe 1fecls 011 caregivers. The
lIIethodological issll's cOllcemillg the vall/atioll ifiJ!fOmJal caregiv,,"' tilJJe are becolJJillg 1JJ0re
ilJJpoltall! as lIeIV ,/tugs alld other health cm. techllologies m. illtrodl/ced for pati"'ts Ivith
diseases that tJre fYpically associated IVi/h iJ!fOmJal cm•.

7.1 Introduction
Informal care is a specific type of care provided by nonprofessionals.
Specifically, informal caregivers are defined here as family, friends,
acquaintances, or neighbors of a patient providing care for which they do not
have to be financially compensated (Smith and Wright, 1994; Wright, 1987).
Informal caregivers give up normal activities because of the incidence of
illness in their direct social environment. An individual's choice to engage in
providing informal care may not only be subject to an optimalization process
of his or her utility function. Many restrictions and difficulties may influence
the outcome of the mix of formal and informal care.
The valuation of informal care in cost-effectiveness analysis is rather
troublesome, since available methods aim at expressing all consequences for
the informal caregiver in monetary terms and incorporate the results on the
cost side of economic evaluations. This practice proves rather difficult
because the consequences related to informal care include effects like fatigue,
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giving up leisure activities and fewer social contacts. These effects are difficult
to express in Inonetary terms. Research seems needed in order to find
methods for valuing the time involved in informal care that are theoretically
correct, yet practically applicable. To this point some suggestions are made in
the literature, but these do not translate easily into guidelines for practical
research. For instance, capturing the full opportuuity costs of time by means
of a adjusted wage rate will require research on how to adjust wages
adequately for people who are engaged in home production or leisure (Gold
et a!., 1996).
Although difficult, the valuation of time of informal caregivers becomes more
important now that drugs for patients with Alzheimer's disease and
schizophrenia are being developed and becoruing available. These conditions
are typically associated with a considerable amount of informal care.
Therefore, better methods for valuing informal care are called for to ensure a
good estimation of the true societal impact of informal care. Moreover, in
some countries there seems to be an increasing substitution of formal care
with informal care, as formal care is increasingly being restricted.
This chapter discusses an individual's choice to engage in informal care,
mainly focusing on the restrictions and difficulties that potential informal
caregivers face. Then, we will discuss a preferred method of valuing informal
care within the context of cost-effectiveness analysis, a method aimed at
finding the societal opportunity costs and effects of informal care. It is
different from other proposed methods in using quality-of-life measurement
for informal caregivers to avoid arbitrary monetary valuations of such aspects
of informal care as fatigue, giving up leisure or sleep, etc.
The individual's decision to engage in informal caregiving is considered in
section 7.2. Section 7.3 discusses the societal valuation of the inputs of
infonnal caregivers in economic evaluations, while section 7.4 concludes this
chapter and indicates areas for future research.

7.2 The individual decision to engage in informal care

BrJsic rJsslIllJpliollS 011 iJldividllrJ/ cboic,
First, it is important to understand that the decision whether or not to
bec01ne an infonnal caregiver is dependent on the incidence of illness in an
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individual's direct social environment. \Vhen and if illness sets in, one option
is to continue normal activities and llire professional help to care for the
patient. This formal help may take place at home or may involve
institutionalization. One can also perfonn some or all caregiving activities
oneself and give up activities that one was normally engaged in. Often, the
decision is not all or nothing but rather a decision to combine both formal
and infornlal care.

Second, it may be argued that when a relative or friend faUs ill and is in need
of care, both formal and informal care yield utility for d,e potential informal
caregiver. The alternative is to leave the patient with insufficient care, or in
the worst case without care which will be associated with a large disutility. As
d,e wellbeing of the patient is assumed to be incorporated in the utility
function of a relative or friend, any improvement in the patient's condition
will have a positive impact on his or her utility. If, for instance, a patient has a
very strong preference to stay at home, the disutility from institutionalization
will be relatively high, both for the patient and the potential informal
caregiver. The interaction between utility of patients and informal caregivers
is an interesting and challenging subject. The amount of utility from informal
care and formal care is bound to differ bodl for the patient and the informal
caregiver, since both involve a different time input of the caregiver, different
financial costs, and a different process utility for the caregiver.
Third, the choice between formal and informal care as discussed here is
relevant for only that part of formal care that may be substituted by informal
care. It is obvious that some care activities are too complex to be performed
by a nonprofessional.
FinaUy, a difference can be observed between members of d,e same
household acting as an informal caregiver and someone else acting as an
informal caregiver. Some of the costs associated with informal and formal
care will have to be paid by the patient and thus may be expected to be of
interest to members of the same household in case of a shared budget. Other
informal caregivers may consider only the costs and effects that they will
incur themselves. These two groups wiU not be consequendy disentangled in
d,e following discussion, but it is assumed to be obvious for the reader when
to make this distinction.
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Tbe cboice belIVeCII ji)l7lla/ alld illfamla/ ca/~
If a person decides to become an informal caregiver, it is clear from a
revealed preference viewpoint that givCII Ibe cirellfllslallces this is the utility
maximizing solution, because otherwise he would have chosen differently.
This means that if informal care is provided, the positive and negative sides
of informal care together yield more utility than the positive and negative
aspects of the alternative, formal care and both yield more utility than no care
at all. Tlus will be the starting point for the discussion, but later we will
concentrate on the fact that real world circumstances often limit
opportunities. From the starting point of the incidence of illness onward both
formal and informal care yield utility, because the alternative is no care at all.
Formal and informal care may then be viewed as two distinct types of care by
both patients and caregivers. Both types of care and any combination of them
are associated with different time input, fInancial costs, and process utility
(providing care). An individual is supposed to be influenced by these aspects
of informal and formal care when striving towards an optimal formalinformal care mix. \";Jithout trying to be complete, some of these positive and
negative sides of formal and informal care are discussed below.
Informal care may involve lilling or buying certain attributes, such as buying
special beds and adapting one's home, in order to facilitate the provision of
informal care (Glendinning, 1992). Travel costs may be important when an
informal caregiver does not live nearby. Hiring formal care may be costly as
well, since tl,e related costs may often not be entirely refunded by social or
private insurance. Travel costs can also be of importance for formal care, for
instance when visiting an institutionalized patient.
A major inp~t in the treatment of the patient of an informal caregiver is time.
The time allocated to informal care may otl,elwise have been invested in paid
or unpaid work and/or leisure. The opportunity costs of time invested in
informal care are equal to the valuation of alternative activities during that
time, because it is the time use that is valued by persons, not time as such
(Layard and Walters, 1978). The opportunity costs of this time-input are
expected to differ between formal and informal care, since the amount of
time invested by informal caregivers in either case is bound to differ. The
valuation of this time-input in a cost-effectiveness analysis is discussed later.
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Providing informal care may affect the wellbeing of the informal caregiver
since it involves all kinds of pleasant and unpleasant activities. Cleaning up
after the patient has been sick, waking up in the middle of the night because
the patient needs attention etc., may have negative effects on the caregiver's
utility. Positive effects are derived from being close to the patient, being able
to take care of him or her, enjoying certain caregiving activities etc. These
positive and negative sides to informal care have been discussed extensively
by Wright (1987). These effects are closely related to the caregiving activities
that replace normal activities, as we will discuss in section 7.3.
There will also be direct effects of formal care on the wellbeing of the relative
or friend. When institutionalization is the alternative of informal care, the
absence of the patient may have great impact on the wellbeing of the
potential caregiver. This impact becomes even greater when the patient
prefers to be cared for at home, since the wellbeing of the patient is assumed
to be incorporated in the utility function of the relative or friend. When
formal care can be provided in the patient's home, and the caregiver is part of
the same household, considerations of privacy and discomfort of having a
strange caregiver in the house tnay also influence the exact mix of formal and
informal care.
Illdividllal cboice HildeI' ideal cirClltJIstallces
In choosing between formal and informal care, the numerous aspects
mentioned above may all enter the utility function of the potential caregiver
and may all be considered to influence the fInal decision. The approach
chosen here is to compare the utility from provision of informal care as such
to that of hiring formal care. The total costs and benefIts attached to formal
and informal care may be considered. By taking into account all costs and
effects of both types of care, the optimal mix of formal and informal care
may be found.

In the most simple case, formal and informal care may be seen as perfect
substitutes. Then, for a potential informal caregiver with paid work, in a
Gronau household production model the optimal spending of time may be
denoted as:
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in which U represents the utility of the potential informal caregiver, which is
dependent on four endproducts: formal care (Z;Y purchased for one's partner,
informal care (Z.), leisure (Z0 and other consumption (ZJ. Note that d,e
formal and informal care is used to care for the partner or friend of this
person. The substitutability of formal and informal care is formulated by
making utility dependent on the sum of Z; and Z,.
Further, we will assume informal care (Z.) to be equal to time spent on
informal care, ti , thus:

formal care (Z;Y is equal to d,e amount of formal care, F, puchased:
(3) Z, = F
leisure (Z0 is equal to all time not spent on paid work or informal care (to:

(4) Z, = t,
and other consumption (ZJ
purchased:

(5) Z,

1S

equal to the amount of other goods, C,

=C

All the available funds, pardy earned by performing paid labor and pardy
other (non-labor) income (yol, will be spent on formal care and other
consumption, so the budget restriction is:

in which p,is the price of formal care per unit, p, is the price per unit of other
consumption goods, ~" is the amount of hours spent on paid work and \XI is
the wage rate. Furthermore, the total amount of time is restricted:

Equations (6) and (7) may be rewritten to the total income equation:
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Using a Langrange function, optimal time spending holds when:
(9) Max Z

=0

U(F + t" C, to + 1l[\V'T - p,F - p,C - W~ - WtJ

From this one may derive the substitution rate between informal and formal
care:

()Z

(11)

aF

()u
=0

aF

+ IlP, =0 0

Combining (10) and (11) leads to

au
(12) () I,

au
aF

=0

W
P,

Marginal substitution rate between providing informal care and purchasing
formal care should therefore be equal to the price relation.
Of course, even in a textbook situation, the point at which one substitutes
informal care by formal care will differ among persons and illnesses. Informal
care may almost always yield more utility for some persons, while for others
hiring formal care will be preferable at almost every point. Especially when
the potential caregiver has a paid job, it may be difficult to be absent for a
longer period, and thus formal care may be preferred relatively soon. Note
that if a higher educated (and higher paid) person provides substantial
amounts of informal care, revealed preference may indicate that the
productivity of this person is high not only in the marketplace, but also at
home. Empirical studies on the choice of informal caregivers are very scarce.
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The amount of care a patient needs per day or week is of great importance.
The utility derived from formal and informal care may shift over time. After
having given informal care for several months, an informal caregiver might
value formal care higher as compared with when he had just begun providing
informal care (burn-out). This time effect on the formal-informal care
decision would be extremely interesting to explore further in empirical work
as well.

Real life wflicliolls all optimal choice
The rational and 'unrestricted' optimalization behavior, as described above,
will not be found in everyday circumstances. Here, we consider the
importance of real-life restrictions on the optimal choice as described above.
One complicating factor in real life is uncertainty. \'V'hen deciding between
formal and informal care, it may be unclear how long care is needed and thus
the decision whether or not to engage in informal care is made under
uncertainty. Such a decision under uncertainty may perhaps be pictured better
through a simple decision tree in which the potential informal caregiver is
unaware of the length of the care period. In figure 7.1 an example of a
decision tree (or game tree) is provided for an informal caregiver. We will
assume that the person in this example would prefer to provide informal care
in case of a short period of illness and to hire formal care in case of a longer
period of illness.

~
~
P.

L

l-p

S

2

3

N

~4

~1
Figure 7.1: Example ofa decision tree for atl it!fOr/IJal Ctln!giwr.

This decision tree has subjective, exemplary values that show the utility payoff of each choice of the potential caregiver. The individual I has to decide
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whether or not to give informal care, without knowing whether the patient
will be ill for a long (L) or a short period (S), which is decided by nature (N).
The dotted lines indicate that the individual is unaware of his or her position
in the decision tree. A lengthy illness has a chance of p, a short one a chance
of 1-p. Depending on the length of the illness informal care or formal care
may be the best solution. A lengthy illness might cause considerable distress
for the informal caregiver (for instance reduced performance on paid work).
However, a short period of informal care may be preferred over a short
period of formal care, because of relational aspects, for instance. Under such
conditions a person again will try to consider all costs and effects, and in this
example the informal caregiver will perform informal care if he believes that
the chance of long illness is less than 0.75". Such decisions under uncertainty
may occur frequently; therefore, observed behavior does not have to be the
result of optimalization with perfect information, but based on beliifs of the
informal caregiver.
Another problem is the substitution of formal care by informal care. Earlier
we made tl,e assumption that informal caregiving can be substituted with
formal care at any point. However, this may not always be possible in reality
and the decision sometitnes is more or less a 'to care or not to care' decision
(Wright, 1987). For instance, if the only reasonable alternative for extensive
informal care involves institutionalization of a patient, the informal caregiver
has to decide which alternative yields the highest utility or the lowest disutility.
In general, discrete or 'lumpy' decisions about the number of hours spent on
informal care and! or formal care are common and may be modeled in a more
formal analysis, which goes beyond the scope of this chapter.
It may also be the case that only a limited amount of formal care can be hired,
when insurance does not cover certain types of formal care and the household
budget does not allow for it to be paid out of pocket. The choice for informal
care can also be a result from, for the informal caregiver exogenous, supply
restrictions for formal care. When budgets are cut by governments, formal
care may be rationed in order to provide a maxinlUm amount of people with a
mininlUm of care per patient. The remaining need for care will then have to
Expected utility from choosing informal care: 2p + 4(1-p)
Expected utility from choosing formal care: 3p + (l-p)

16

Indifference when 2p + 4 - 4p = 3p + 1 -p
'" -2p + 4 = 2p + 1
'" -4p = -3 thus p = 0.75
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be hired privately (if possible), or informal care has to be provided from that
point onward.
Informal caregivers may not always be able to provide all the care they would
want to. In that case, informal and formal care are complementary rather than
substitutes. For instance, if an elderly woman takes care of her sick husband,
she may be unable to perform physically demanding caregiving tasks, such as
bathing her husband. This kind of caregiving task may then be performed by a
formal caregiver, while she herself engages in the remaining caregiving
activities.
Finally, the preferences of the patient can influence the decision of the
caregiver. How does the patient's utility interact with the caregiver's utility?
Often it is just assumed that patients' utility is incorporated in the utility
function of the informal caregiver (which naturally may be correct); however,
it would be interesting to see exactly how these two quantities interact. It is
recommended here that all of the aspects mentioned above be investigated
further empirically, since little empirical work on many of these issues is
available. In Table 7.1 the main arguments entering the caregivers utility
function and important restrictions are summarized.
Costs and Health/Welfare Effects

Fonlla/ Cart:

Costs:

lI1om/{1/ Cart:

Costs:

FOl7lm/ Care:

uncertainty (e.g. about length of illness), budget restrictions, external
restrictions on amount of fomtal care, sometimes formal-informal mix not
possible, c.g. when institutionalisation is only alternative.

bifomJa/ Care:

uncertainty (e.g. about length of ilJness, progression in care-intensity),
physical rcstrictions to perform all caregiving tasks, sometimes formalinformal mix not possible.

Travel costs if patient is institutionalized, costs of hiring formal
care (if not totall), reful1ded),time costs
Effects: Privac)" absence of patient in case of institutionalisation,
patient's utility (preferences)

Travel costs, costs of home-adaptations and consumer durables,
time costs (giving up paid work, unpaid work and/or leisure)
Effects: Performing tasks that are unpleasant or at awkward times (e.g. at
night), fatigue, patient's utilit)' (preferences)

Important Restrictions

Table 7.1: SlImmary individllal cboice
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7.3 Societal valuation of time invested in informal care
The valuation of time input of informal caregivers is rather difficult, especially
since some of the activities performed are associated with intangible effects
like fatigue. The valuation of these effects will also be discussed in this
section. First, we will discuss well-known valuation methods of time of
informal caregivers. Then we will present an alternative valuation method of
time invested in informal care. Finally, the incorporation of the results in a
cost-effectiveness analysis is discussed.
Time: all/OIIJJ/ alld va/lla/ioll

Time spent on giving informal care is a resource invested by family and
friends and should therefore be valued in an economic evaluation. Two main
problems can be detected when trying to incorporate time costs into CEA:
the amount and the value of time. The first problem is assessing the exact
quantity of time spent on informal caregiving. During the time providing
informal care, many nonnal activities often can continue as usual. Thus jointproduction occurs, as in the case of surveillance (Busschbach et aI., 1998). It
may also prove to be difficult to separate normal activities from caregiving
activities. Preparing and serving a meal is often considered a normal task;
however, helping someone to eat, in most cases is not. These problems may
be solved by using a structured interview or questionnaire asking specifically
about loss of normal time use on paid work, unpaid work and leisure
(Busschbach et aI., 1998).
The second problem is the valuation of tile time input into informal care.
Several approaches are possible: the market price method, the opportunity
costs method and contingent valuation.
In the market price method, the time input of informal caregivers is valued at
its market price. This market price is mostly equal to the costs of hiring a
professional caregiver to perform the caregiving activities (Rutten et al., 1993).
This method can be seen as a valuation method of output rather than of input
(posnett and Jan, 1996), since the output of informal care is valued at a price
equal to that of formal care. The most important objection against valuing
informal care with tlus practical method is that the value that is ultimately
attached to informal care may have little or no relation to the amount and
value of the inputs sacrified in informal care (the opportunity costs of inputs).
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The second way to value informal care is to look for the opportunity costs of
the time spent on informal care, which involves the valuation of input
(posnett and Jan, 1996). These opportunity costs are set equal to the value of
the best alternative use of time by the informal caregiver. The best alternative
use is assumed here to be the normal use of time, following a revealed
preference viewpoint (which is questionable, but alternatives are not easy to
find). Tills opportunity costs approach is often recommended to be used in
econonilc evaluations (Gold et ai., 1996). Generally, this valuation method
considers lost working time by taking the wage rate. Although this valuation
method is widely accepted, it should be noticed that it ignores any
nonmonetary utility that may be derived from working. The valuation of time
otherwise spent on leisure activities or unpaid work is more difficult (Gold et
ai., 1996; Snilth and Wright, 1994). One method to value unpaid working time
is to use the wage rate that a person receives when working for pay, or a
sinlliar person receives as wage (Gold et ai., 1996; Posnett and Jan, 1996).
Wage rates serve here as a lower bound estimate of full opportunity costs
(Gold et ai., 1996). The reasoning behind this is that if full opportunity costs
would be below the level of the wage rate, the person would have worked for
pay instead of engaging in such unpaid activities as home production.
However, exactly how the wage rate relates to tile gain from unpaid activities
is unclear. Although it is sometimes assumed to be 'close enough to the real
opportunity costs' (Gold et ai., 1996), the empirical evidence for this
assumption is lacking, especially for people who are restricted in their choice
by the labor market situation or by personal, institutional or other factors.
Leisure time is sometimes completely ignored in economic evaluations.
Although appealing, adjustment of wage rates to serve as a proxy for
opportunity costs of leisure time is rather difficult. In transport appraisals
leisure time was valued at 40% and later at 24.7% of working time (Snilth and
Wright, 1994). One may argue that this seems an underestimation of the value
of leisure time because a substantial proportion of the work force is engaged
in part time work, tracling paid work for leisure. Also, if one bases the
valuation on microeconomic models of time allocation, as Posnett and Jan
(1996) elegantly do, one would expect a valuation of leisure time equal to (or
higher than) the marginal valuation of working time.

Although the opportunity cost method is theoretically the most appealing, its
translation into practical guidelines necessarily seems to involve somewhat
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arbitrary and difficult decisions to find monetary values for time uses that
cannot be expressed in monetary terms easily. An opportunity cost-based
method is sought that would try to avoid an arbitrary monetary valuation of
unpaid working time and leisure time, yet would give practical and applicable
solutions.
Another possible option is contingent valuation. In such a method, one can
ask informal caregivers or the general public to assess their willingness to pay
for no longer having to perform informal care activities or their willingness to
accept having to perform them. This would provide an overall estimation of
the costs of informal care, but theoretically only time aspects can be focused
on as well. Although this method is appealing, there are concerns about the
validity and consistency of the valuations provided. Apart from concerns
about the operationalization of such methods Qnformation dissemination,
type of question used and framing bias) there are also concerns on the validity
of the actual answer, even if operationalization were perfect. Would the
willingness-to-pay amount actually be paid if the situation described occurred?
There may be strategic behaviour by the respondents, but also one might
question whether people are capable of validly valuing something as complex
as informal care.
If \Ye look at two important publications on the methodology of costeffectiveness analysis, i.e., that of Gold et al. (1996) and that of Drummond et
al. (1997), both publications offer little practical guidance as to how informal
care should be valued. Drummond and colleagues (1997, page 86) mention
that 'in general the valuation of this raises the same issues as the valuation of
patients' time' and they recommend for patient time the use of gross salary
when absent from work and that 'different assumptions can be made about
the opportunity costs of leisure time'. These recommendations are very similar
to those of the U.S. Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine.
They state that the time of informal caregivers can be valued by using 'its
market or reservation price, similar to the methods suggested for valuing time
of housewives and househusbands'. (Gold et aI., 1996, page 203) However,
neither offers a method of adjusting wage rates for time spent on unpaid work
or leisure.

Valllillg lime .rpml 011 illformal care: all allemalive approach
Here we will present an approach that was initially aimed at establishing time
costs of patients, however, the approach can also be used to value time of
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informal caregivers (see chapter 3). In three brief sections, valuation of paid
work tirue, unpaid work tirue and leisure are discussed.

Paid work: When the caregiver gives up paid labor tirue, tills tirue input can be
valued with a method like tile friction cost method (Koopmanschap et aI.,
1995; Johannesson and Karlsson, 1997; Koopmanschap et aI., 1997). In the
context of this chapter a thorough discussion of the friction cost method is
not feasible. The friction cost method measures production losses due to
absence from a societal viewpoint. It recognizes possibilities to replace a
person who gives up paid work time in order to provide informal care. Lost
utility because of lost role functioning in a paid job may be captured in terms
of quality-of-life. Incorporating lost income in quality of life measurement is
not considered a valid method, since the relationship between productivity,
income and quality of life is qnite arbitrary (Brouwer et aI., 1997a; Weinstein et
aI., 1997; Brouwer et aI., 1997b).
Unpaid work: Unpaid work is seen as yielding two types of utility: process
utility and product utility. Product utility is utility gained from the output of
home production, tile produced items themselves (as may be produced by a
professional housekeeper). The productive value (product utility) of home
production may best be estiruated by taking the wage rate of a professional
housekeeper. Future research may be aimed at investigating the possibility of
replacement of unpaid work. Process utility is the utility gained from the
process of perfornling the tasks yourself. Especially since home production
may involve aspects such as raising children, the 'production-process' may in
itself yield a considerable amount of utility. A good estiruation of the
opportunity costs of this aspect of unpaid work seems essential. In our
opinion this utility may best be measured in terms of quality of life. This
should ensure a true estiruation of the impact involved, and avoid the use of
an arbitrary monetary estiruation of the opportunity costs involved. In for
instance the EuroQol/EQ-5D, a standard classification instrument, this
aspect already has been captured (for patient tirue), albeit not in the most
sopillsticated manner perhaps. TillS shows that there seems to be some
consensus that this part of home production is related to 'home role
functioning' and therefore should be captured in quality of life.

uislII' ti",e: Leisure tirue contributes positively to one's quality of life and may
be valued highly by persons engaged in informal care. Leisure tirue may
relatively often be sacrificed when elderly retired persons are involved in
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caregiving (Wright, 1987). However, to capture this loss in quality of life in a
monetary amount seems rlifficult, if not impossible. Therefore, we propose to
value lost leisure time through quality of life and not monetarily. Again, in
many quality~of-life instruments (e.g. EuroQoI/EQ-SD), the ability to engage
in leisure activities is already included as an aspect of quality of life.
Johannesson (1997) also feels that it 'seems reasonable to assume that
individuals take into account the change in leisure in assessments of quality
weights ... '

Qllality-oflife eflects of Ctll"glVtlIg activities: When using a quality-of~life
questionnaire, the quality of life of informal caregivers may be assessed while
also considering the impact on quality of life of the caregiving activities they
perform. It seems useful to incorporate these effects of informal care on the
informal caregiver in the analysis in terms of quality of life. Other valuation
methods are dependent on an often arbitrary, monetary valuation of these
'intangible effects' such as the disutility from having to perform activities that
are unpleasant. It would be practical to combine all effects on quality of life in
one lneasurement method, i.e., one questionnaire.

For instance Drummond et al. (1991) and Mohide et al. (1988) have already
performed some work in tlus area. Drummond and colleagues evaluated a
support program for caregivers of demented elderly. The fact that relatively
large changes in the quality of life of caregivers were found in their study
provokes the question of why caregiver quality of life is not measured as a
normal part of CEA when informal care is significantly present. This would
give explicit attention to significant quality of life changes of caregivers rather
tI,an making them a part of total costs. The above described method would
make such a shift from costs of informal care to effects on caregivers possible
without double-counting. Mohide et al. (1988) used the time trade-off
techrtique to assess well being of family caregivers. They found that this
method, normally used to assess patient quality of life, appeared to be feasible,
reliable, valid, and responsive to change. Therefore, the quality of life of
caregivers seems to change due to caregiving dIJd it seems possible to measure
tlus change in a valid way.

IIICOIpomtioll of mllits ill tb, allagsis
The change in quality of life of caregivers due to the careglVlIlg activIties
should in principle be measured in an economic evaluation such as a costeffectiveness analysis. One nlight argue tllat the incorporation of informal
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caregivers' effects in an analysis in terms of quality of life is closer to the
concept of taking the societal perspective than to 'force' these effects into the
cost-side of the analysis. The U.S. Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Healdl and
lVledicine also mentions that the 'societal perspective prescribes that
consequences for all affected persons should be included in the analysis' and
encourages analysts 'to think broadly about the people affected by the
intervention and begin to include health related quality of life effects of
significant others in sensitivity analyses when they are important' (Gold et aI.,
1996, page 67). Of course, the U.S. panel seems to refer to 'family effects', i.e.
effects of the outcomes of an intervention on family and friends, rather than
to the effects on family and friends providing inputs in the intervention itself.
However, since the efforts of informal caregivers can be seen as inputs to the
intervention itself, it seems even more appropriate to incorporate their quality
of life changes in the analysis. Nonetheless, the distinction between effects
from such input and those from the disease or the intervention should be
noted. Here, only the main focus is on effects from providing informal care.
Parker for instance states:

'I bave flied to mise ill I?aden' millds SOil" dOllbts abollilbe advisability oj fJ"aslllillg Ibe
qllality oj life oj lillY sillgle illdividllal, lvitbollt also takillg illto aCCOIlf1t tbe qllality oj life oj
tbose IVbo sllppol1 alld CIl1" for bim or ber.' (parker, 1990, page 127)
Parker seems to inlply that she wants to measure both 'family effects' and
informal care-effects in terms of quality of life, which is a broader view of
caregiver quality of life than the one discussed here. Similarly, Baldwin and
Gerard (1990, page 145) indicate that in families caring for mentally
handicapped children the costs attached to this care
' •• •111"

sig1lificalll a1ld divene, poleJ1tialfy affectillg Ibe qllality oj life oj all memben oj Ibe

famify.'
And
'ill orderfidfy to evalllate tbe effects oj I?spite cal? it is necessary to face liP 10 tbe difliCIIl1
task oj iradtiJg qffgai"s af1d losses ill tbe qllality oj life oj dijftl?f11 famify meflJber!. (page
146)
In some instances, such as informal care for a patient with Alzheimer's disease

patient who already suffers from significant cognitive deterioration, one might
consider the caregivers' quality of life to be just as or even more inlportant as
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that of the patient perhaps. Incorporating these effects in terms of quality of
life ensures that the impact on caregivers will receive explicit attention. By
incorporating these effects in monetary terms, tills attention will probably be
less explicit and the estimations of the impact may be less accurate. From a
societal perspective, it is unclear why a quality of life change of a caregiver
should have less explicit attention tilan that of a patient. As mentioned earlier,
caregivers' quality of life has been measured in earlier studies and used for a
cost-effectiveness analysis (Drummond et ai., 1991), but according to our
knowledge never combined with patient quality of life. Tills should not be
surprising, since tile denominator of tile cost-effectiveness ratio is exclusively
reserved for heal/h-rela/ed quality of life, whereas the caregivers' quality of lifechange can be considered to be more care-rela/ed.
This issue is somewhat dependent on the questionnaire used. For instance, if
only a EuroQoI/EQ-5D questionnaire were used, with the explicit notion that
the respondent should incorporate changes due to providing informal care,
one might conclude that only health-related quality of life changes are
measured, since that is the aim of the EuroQoI/EQ-5D instrument.
Influences on the mental and physical health of the caregiver and on Ills or
her social activities may then be considered as changes in health-related quality
of life and balanced with that of the patient. However, tills health-related
quality of life change of the caregiver is not normally incorporated in a costeffectiveness analysis.
On the otiler hand, by specificaliy considering informal care activ1ties one
nilght argue that the quality of life impact registered then is care-related rather
than health-related. The obvious advantage is that such instruments may be
more sensitive. To combine patient and caregiver effects in the costeffectiveness ratio when quality of life measurement is more care-related will
ultimately lead to optimalization of health-related and care-related quality of
life. Though this may have certain advantages, it is unclear whether such a
change is to be considered an improvement or a degradation of costeffectiveness analysis. To use multicriteria analysis for studies in willch
informal care plays a significant role seems a compronilse between ignoring
caregiver effects and 'just' combining them with health related patient quality
of life. Also, using the pro memory informal caregiver quality of life change in
the sensitivity analysis as suggested by the U.S. Panel may be considered a
useful method of incorporating the results in the analysis. Aggregation of
caregiver and patient quality of life, especially when measured with different
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instruments, of course ra1ses numerous questions of how this should be
operationalized in a valid manner.

At tlus point, measuring informal caregivers' quality of life and developing and
validating questionnaires to do so, is recommended here. It seems an
appropriate tool to use in studies in which informal care plays an important
role. Future research may also be aimed at finding ways to balance caregiver
and patient quality of life.

7.4 Discussion
More empirical research on the individual's decision to engage in informal
care is needed to increase our knowledge on tlus subject. In such research, not

only actual informal caregivers should be interviewed, but also potential
informal caregivers who have decided to lUre formal care. In this way we can
attempt to estimate the utility functions underlying their decisions, taking into
account real-life restrictions and perhaps design support programs that would
reduce the strain on informal caregivers. This would ensure a Inaximum use of
ti,e possibilities for substituting expensive institutional care for home care,
which may reduce costs and improve the quality of life both for informal
caregivers and patients.
Volunteers, people engaged in caregiving in their leisure time, form a specific
group of informal caregivers. They have incorporated caregiving willingly and
freely into their normal activities. Therefore, in a revealed preference
framework one may argue that tlley do not give up a better activity for
caregiving from their individual perspective, but choose to perform care tasks
as the best possible use for part of their leisure time. In that respect, no
illdividll(l/ opportunity costs from caregiving may be incurred. However, one
nilght claim that volunteers who would not care for these patients would free
resources, i.e. time, for other alternative uses (like caring for other patients),
and thus volunteer care does lead to opportunity costs from a societal
perspective. \'V'hich of these approaches is considered most appropriate
remains unclear.
The societal valuation of informal care proves a difficult subject. The
alternative method presented here is believed to be a first step towards a
reliable estimation of the total opportunity costs involved. This method
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should be developed further by constructing internationally applicable
questionnaires or techniques in which all aspects mentioned can be
incorporated. Existing questionnaires, such as the emrgive,. QlIality tif Lift
Ilstl1llJl,"t used by Drummond et al. (1991), the Time Trade Off-technique
used by Mohide et al. (1988), the Gmgive,. Hassle Scale (Kinney and Stephens,
1989) and The BII,.d", IlItelView (Zarit et aI., 1980), should be examined for their
appropriateness to use together with the costing principles discussed. Further
research may also be conducted in order to investigate the desirability to
incorporate caregivers' quality of life into the effect side of the costeffectiveness ratio. Until better solutions are available, a tnulti criteria
approach or incorporating results in the sensitivity analysis seems most
appropriate for studies in which informal care is important. Especially now
that drugs are becoming available for patients with diseases often associated
with a considerable amount of informal care, such as Alzheimer's disease and
schizophrenia, the valuation of time of informal caregivers becomes more
important. Therefore, it seems useful to further investigate the proposal
discussed in this chapter in order to ensure a good estimation of the true
societal impact of informal care.
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Priority care for employees:

a blessing in disguise?

Summary

Tbis cb(lpler diJCl/sseJ Ib, ifjicien0' (ll1d eqlli[y effectJ ofptioti[y c(lre for 'lJJpl,!),,,,, Recel1t
pdvatizati01l c!lJvorker/ compeJIsalio1l illsllrance ill Ihe Netherlallds callSed aJl Ii/creasing

Iel1siol1 bellV,en pllblic mpol1Jibili[y jor b'(lllb c(lre cost e0l11(1i1llllent (ll1d pdv(lI'
mpoliJibili[y jor Jick P'!Y. AJ (I mliit of Jlliel JIIPPfy Jide regliialioll, tVaililig liJ/J
illcr,med IVhile (II Ibe J(l1I1e lilJJ' elJJpl,!),erJ b,calJJe fldfy mpoIJJibl, jor Jick P'!Y' To
"dllce Jick P'!Y (llid pmdlleliol1 10JJCJ, 'lJJpl'!)'etJ are PWP(lred 10 P'!Y jorptio,;[y Cat" by
millg (lv(li/able exceJJ capaci[y. IIY, atgl/e Ib(ll Ibe Cliletia of Pat"lo al1d RaIVIJ call
p,""ide a I<Ilioll(ll, for Ib, mllllil1g d(DitutliallreallJJent of elJJpl,!),,," (llid 1I011-elJJpl'!)'eeJ.
HOlVevet; JIIcb (I jml!/icaliol1 CllIci(llfy depmdJ all lVeigbtJ soei,[y aJJigllJ 10 abJoIIII'
verJlls reIalive improvcflJeJlts i/J access to health care,

8.1 Introduction
In many countries waiting lists in health care are an important issue, because
cost-containment and regulation result in rationing of health services.
Although waiting lists may have a use in terms of selection and
prioritization, waiting for an obviously necessary intervention is often
perceived as undesirable. Loss of quality of life due to waiting, having to
undergo additional treatment and deterioration of health while waiting are
all arguments to advocate a minimal waiting rime. Many countries have
experimented to reduce waiting lists without relaxing the control of overall
(public) expenditures, but many of them failed (Hanning, 1996; Newton et
aI., 1995).
A solution to reduce waiting rime which may be considered is to attract
extra funding for health care, specifically aimed at treating certain groups of
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patients with priority. In the Netherlands dus was operationalised by
starting initiatives to treat employees of certain firms (who were willing to
pay for tlus) more swifdy than normal. By treating employees outside
normal working hours of hospitals, waiting lists were avoided and a quick
recovery and return to work was assured.

Important to notice is that in the Netherlands uniform treatment of all
(regardless of socio-econoinic status) is a broadly accepted principle of
equity in health care. Therefore, initiatives that seem to underinine this
principle are bound to receive a lot of criticism on equity grounds. In
other countries with a largely publicly financed health care system the
egalitarian principle is less stricdy applied. For instance in the UK the
differences in treatment (especially in waiting time) between privately
insured and patients fully dependent on the National Healdl Service
(NHS) is quite common. At least at the practical level, a two-tier system is
accepted dlere, perhaps partly to decrease the pressure on the NHS by
providing some with od,er sources of care. Since the UK-system is largely
tax-funded, people treated in private hospitals have to pay their full share
to d,e NHS and on top of that the costs of private treatment (or an
insurance covering private insurance). In this way at least equity on the
finance-side is assured.

In dus chapter we will discuss the ongoing debate in the Netherlands,
investigating d,e motives for priority care for employees and the responses
from different organizations. Also, we will investigate whether giving
priority in care on od,er grounds than medical need may be justified under
certain conditions. Finally, we will discuss whether or not priority care for

employees inight constitute a blessing in disguise.

8.2 The Dutch discussion
The Dutch government has focused a lot of attention on reducing absence
from work due to illness in the early 90's. The aim of the government was
to decentralize the responsibility of sickpay in order to provide companies
widl direct financial incentives to reduce absence as much as possible. In
two steps the government introduced a radical privatization of social
workers' compensation insurance. In 1994 the responsibility to continue
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payment during the fIrst 2 or 6 weeks of absence (depending on the size of
a fIrm) was transferred from social insurance to individual companies, by
introducing a law which legally binds fIrms to pay sick employees (the
WULBZ). Tills change had potentially major fInancial consequences for
individual fIrms, especially for smaller ones. Therefore, it was not surprising
that tnany investigations showed a signific3.nt decrease in absence rates
between 1993 and 1994, from about 7% to about 5,5% (crsv, 1995a).
Hence, the transfer of fmancial risk to the individual fIrms had an important
impact on absence. In 1996 the individual fIrm's responsibility for sick pay
was expanded from 2 or 6 weeks to one year. Again, the Dutch Central
Bureau of Statistics found a decrease in absence rates, although less
dramatic, from 5.5% in 1995 to 5.1% in 1996 (CBS, 1997).
In search to further reduce absence from work, fIrms stumbled upon
waiting time for medical care. In the Netherlands waiting for treatruent by a
specialist is quite common. To give an indication of average waiting time for
different specialties, both for inpatient and outpatient care, Table 8.1
presents the results from the Health Interview Survey 1993/1995
performed by the Dutch CBS (S,vlnkels, 1996).

Specialist

AIJcrage
lime i/J

Gynaecologist
Orthopedist
Eye doctor
Neurologist
Psychiatrist
ENT-specialist
General surgeon
Plastic surgeon
Total

51.8
66.5
88.5
40.1
57.4
50.6
59.6
140.1
58.3

lVaJllJIg

dqys

Acceptable lIIaxillllllll
waitillg lillie (illdicated
/Jy patieJIts)
41.7
23.0
30.6
11.2
23.4
28.9
23.8
55.5

24.2

Table 8.1: If/ai/il1g fliNt Iii/he Ne/her/a/NIs; tral and acceptable

As is shown in Table 8.1, on average patients had to wait 58 days before
they received proper treatruent. In Dutch society this is ,videly considered a
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long time and patients in a survey indicate that the waiting period exceeds
the acceptable maximum waiting time by a factor 2.5 on average for all
these specialties.
The excessive waiting periods cause a tension between the private
responsibility of firms for continuation of sick pay and the public
responsibility of providing health care for all. Although the Dutch
government chose to privatize social workers' compensation insurance, the
health care sector is still very much centrally organized. With macro-budgets
for health care, supply is restricted in order to control expenses. Hospital
supply is restricted by capacity regulation, by regulation of the number and
type of medical specialists and by annual budgets for hospitals' operating
expenses. One of the consequences of d,ese regulations are waiting lists;
hospitals cannot provide everybody swifdy with the appropriate care
because their budget constraints do not allow them to operate at full
capacity. At present there is substantial amount of unused capacity in the
hospital sector.

The increasing tension between private and public reponsibilities for
health care costs brought on a renewed discussion about waiting lists.
Some employers, insurers and hospitals have joined forces to create a socalled 'employee-clinics'. These clinics are aimed at providing priority care
for employees in order to facilitate a swift return to work. Care provided
by these clinics is produced by using formerly unused hospital capacity
(weekends, evenings) and paid for direcdy by the employers. In first
instance, the Dutch Minister of Health, Minister Borst, seemed to
cautiously support these activities in the short run, although she
announced that a more permanent viewpoint would follow. Surprisingly,
the permanent government stance turned out to be a total rejection of the
initiatives to start employee-clinics. The Minister stated d,at priority care
for employees violates the principle of equal treatment for all and that
prioritization should be based solely on medical need. The debate
concentrated on the position of non-employees. Opponents of employeeclinics clainled that it would be unethical for non-employees to have to
wait longer than employees and that this group would be disadvantaged
by employee-clinics. The majority of the political parties also opposed
explicit priority care for employees, supporting the government's stance
that any difference in medical treatment between employees and non-
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employees is unacceptable. To alleviate the pressure from fums, unions,
employer organizations and some hospitals in favor of introducing
employee-clinics, the government decided to invest 50 million guilders to
reduce waiting time in 1997. However, examples from other countries
suggest that such investments yield results that are rather disappointing
(Hanning, 1996; Newton et aI., 1995). Awarding hospitals who have long
waiting lists may even constitute a perverse incentive, creating rather than
solving waiting lists. For example, the director of a large general hospital
frankly admitted that medical specialists in his hospital approached him
with the question whether they should increase their waiting lists in order
to capture a part of the extra budget of 50 million for the reduction of
waiting time.

To reduce waiting time for all, and to relieve some of the pressure to
introduce employee-clinics, other solutions were put forward, such as the
introduction of uniform categorisation of (severity of) diseases and a better
provision of information about waiting lists and waiting time in different
hospitals, to GP's and patients. Uniform categorisation of diseases across
hospitals and specialists should ensure that waiting lists in different settings
for a specific treatment may be compared. 'Ibis could enhance the
possibilities of treating the most severe patients first. Better public
availability of information on waiting lists in different hospitals may enhance
swifter treatment. At present, it may occur that in one hospital the operating
room is empty, while in another people are queuing to 'get in'. Although
these measures may be useful in reducing the variance in waiting time, it is
questionable whether they will substantially reduce average waiting time.
As long as waiting time remains excessive, it is obvious that cost conscious
firms will try to avoid to have employees on waiting lists. This pressure will
lead to illegal or unwanted priority care for employees within regular hours,
thereby increasing waiting time for others. Also, the increasing possibilities
to be treated in other countries may be used and private clinics (which the
Minister of Health effectively wants to ban as well) may focus on quick care
for employees. In the latter cases, the public health care sector does not
benefit from the additional funds.
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8.3 Who are affected by employee-clinics?
In tlus section we will discuss the consequences of employee-clinics for all
affected parties.

Employees
For employees the introduction of employee-clinics will mean that if their
employer is willing to 'join' an employee-clinic, they will receive care more
swiftly than before. TIley can use tl,e care facilities their employer has
purchased. Since the care will be provided by professionals, in a normal
medical facility, tl,e quality of priority care is expected to be similar to
regular care. Since lllost will prefer swift care over slow care, i.e. a short
waiting time over a longer one, it seems safe to say that employees will
benefit from the introduction of employee-clinics. Of course, a necessary
condition is that tl,e employee will have to keep a final say in how he or she
wishes to be treated, together with his or her general practitioner. This
condition will ensure tl,at although employers and company physicians may
press for quicker care Cwhich in many cases will have tl,e preference of the
patient as well), tl,e employee must be in control over the type of care he
receives and prefers in specific cases.

Employ,,"
Since employers bear the additional costs of replacing a sick worker or of
production losses, they will try to limit these costs. If the costs of priority
care in an employee-clinic is less than the costs related to the absence of the
sick workers an employer will probably be interested in paying for priority
care. This will reduce his total costs by ensuring a swift return to work. In
fact, tl,e reduction of costs is an important incentive for an employer Cat
least a profit maxintizing one) to consider paying money for a swift
treatment of one of his employees. That the potential of cost reduction is
large, may be illustrated by a calculation by the Netherlands Hospital
Institute (NZi, 1997). They estimated that an investment in reducing waiting
time of 175 million Dutch guilders would induce a savings in terms of sick
pay of 1 billion Dutch guilders. This means that an improvement of the
employer'S position is not only possible by introducing employee-clinics,
but it seems an important basis for employers to be interested in employeeclinics.
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For individual fIrms, the trade-off is easily calculated. Consider a typical
employee, producing an added value of 60,000 Dutch guilders annually and
working 220 days a year, fIve days a week. Per day this means an average
production value of about 275 guilders. If this employee has to wait for a
treatment by an orthopedist (66.5 days on average; see Table 8.1) tlus would
mean an estimated loss of 5/7*66.5 ~ 47.5 working days. The estimation of
total production loss would be 47.5*275 ~ 13,062.50 Dutch guilders.
Obviously, by buying formerly unused capacity in a hospital to avoid
excessive waiting, huge savings can be established) even when employers
bear the full costs of priority care.
Note that this example does not consider possible compensation
mechanisms, like colleagues taking over some of the tasks of the absent
employee. This may cause production losses to be lower than calculated
here, especially for short absence spells. However, such compensating
lnechanisms (working overtime or having an internal labor reserve) are
usually not without costs either.

Hospitals
For hospitals employee-clinics will offer the opportunity to differentiate and
create income beyond their strict budgets tllat are determined by the
government. Also, tlleY will be able to use capacity that has been left unused
up till now. If the Dutch government would allow these hospitals and other
care-organizations to keep the money they earn this way, this will also mean
an improvement of the position of hospitals. Moreover, a good registration
of waiting time should allow hospitals to prove the reduction in waiting
time, not only of employees but also of non-employees. If hospitals fail to
demonstrate the improvement of the situation of both parties, government
may prohibit acquiring additional funds from priority care.
NOIl-elllplq)'",
The position of non-employees is the most controversial. Many authors
and organizations have claimed that they would be disadvantaged by
introducing employee-clinics, since employees would be treated more
swiftly than non-employees. These opponents of employee-clinics purely
focus on the deterioration of the relative access to health services rather
than on actual access, since the worsening of the relative position is
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accompanied by an improvement of the absolute pOSItion of nonemployees. If employee-clinics would be allowed, some employees would
disappear from these regular waiting lists and would be treated in the
evening or in the weekends. Hence, regular waiting lists would sluink and
non-employees would receive care more swiftly during regular hours than
before.

8.4 Employee-clinics and efficiency
To evaluate the efficiency of employee-clinics, tl,e traditional welfare
economic criterion of Pareto may be applied. According to the Paretocriterion any allocation of goods is efficient if no re-allocation can make
somebody better off, without making somebody else worse off. If this point
is reached tl,e position is called Pareto-optimal. Changes in society can also
be judged by using this criterion, since it is possible to look whether a
change makes people better or worse off.
This may be illustrated by a simple example. Consider three possible
allocations of goods in society (represented here as one number) as shown
in Table 8.2. We will assume, for sake of simplicity, tl,at interpersonal utility
comparisons are possible and that utility derived from goods are equal to
the number of goods received .
....

-.-.~.~-~-:---:O:--c---=:--:-:--:---=--:7'-:-

Group A

Distribution

Distribution

Distribution

I

II

III

10

18

12

.~rouE..~_-;--;:-=5;;--::-_ _ _=-2_ _ _ _-,,6_ _
Table 8.2: Exalllple qfallornliolls

All of tl,e distributions in Table 8.2 may be Pareto optimal. The Pareto
criterion does not normatively appraise ilie initial distribution of goods, i.e.
the distribution of wealth at the point of consideration is taken as a fact and
not questioned. So, even though distribution II in Table 8.2 may be
considered inequitable, it still is Pareto-optimal if redistribution of goods
from the rich to the poor would make those rich worse off. Sen (1970)
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states: 'In short, a society or an economy can be Pareto-optimal and still be
perfectly disgusting'. Therefore, when appraising changes, the starting point
is crucial, but not subject to any normative valuation. Changes from one
distribution to another may be evaluated by tl,e Pareto criterion.
Moving from distribution I to II in Table 8.2, total wealth (A + B) increases,
however, group B is worse off (2 instead of 5 units) which is not Paretooptimal. Moving from II to III neither is Pareto-optimal as it makes group
A worse off, although the inequality decreases. Moving from I to III can be
considered Pareto-optimal, since both parties gain; no one is worse off.
The introduction of employee-clinics may be categorized as a Paretooptimal change. This is tl,e case because both the employees and nonemployees will benefit from this introduction, since both groups will be
treated sooner because of the expansion of capacity. The fact that
employees will benefit more from such a movement than non-employees is
not relevant. As for the change from distribution I to III in Table 8.2, it
does not matter that group A gains 2 and group B gains 1, it only matters
that both gain (or for Pareto optimality that no one looses). Employeeclinics may therefore be considered to be an efficient way to invest in
health. This is especially true, since the rationale for employee-clinics is that
the costs for priority care are less than the savings made on production
losses and/or replacement costs incurred by firms. This rationale also
invalidates the objection tl,at ftrms would increase their production costs
and tllerefore costs of priority care would finally be paid by employees and
non-employees themselves.
Nord (1990)' also investigated the benefits from giving priority care to
employees on sick-leave. He found that it indeed could be possible to
reduce waiting lists for all by giving priority to employees on sick-leave, by
re-allocating tl,e production gains from reduced absence from work by
giving employees priority withill lIonlla/ workillg hOIll' 'if the hospital. The
solution of creating additional supply by working overtime or by 'buying
services from another hospital' can also be 'highly justified economically'
. (Nord, 1990). An important issue, also raised by Nord is whether increased
supply of health care will increase the demand for health care. If increased
supply creates it's own demand some of the positive effects from the initial
waiting time reduction may disappear because increased demand will
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increase waiting time. Nord feels that a 'hospital should in principle make
up its mind as to whom an increase in supply is supposed to benefit.' In
other words, if the criteria for admission to a waiting list would remain
unchanged, an increase in effective and rewarded demand should not have
to occur. Hence, a unifonn categorisation of diseases and severity and more
comparative information about waiting lists is indispensable. If demand
indeed increases, the extent to which waiting lists and waiting time return to
their initial levels is determinant for whether the gains can cover the costs of
increased supply.

8.5 Employee-clinics and equity
\\'hether it could be considered equitable to give priority care to employees
is a much debated issue in the Netherlands. Many policymakers argue that
giving priority for other dlan medical reasons could not be tolerated because
it would create a two-tier system in health care. Some even consider
employee-clinics to be in conflict with the Dutch Constitution in which the
principle of nondiscrimination is included. In this section we will consider
whether an introduction of employee-clinics can be justified on equity
grounds and whether 'problems of justice and fairness ... might be solved by
assuring that part of d,e production gains were used to increase treatment
capacity to the benefit of non-sick-Ieave patients also' (Nord, 1990).

funv/s'lheol)' oji"slice
There is no positive general rule on what is just and what is not. Hence,
every justification of any change in society is a normative one. Even the
interpretation of different theories of justice is not always straightforward.
Here we will use an important view that was put forward by John Rawls in
his Theory of Justice (1971). Rawls argues that social contracts made under
the veil of ignorance may be considered just. Under the veil of ignorance
people are unaware of their social status, capacities, place of birth, et cetera.
Therefore, they will not act to enhance the wellbeing of one particular
group, namely the one to which they belong, as normally observed in
society, but they will enhance their wellbeing, not knowing to which group
in society dley will belong. According to Rawls, people under the veil of
iguorance will judge different allocations of goods by the maximin-rule. TIus
rule means that people under the veil of ignorance try to maximize d,e
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position of the people who are worst off in society. They will maximize the
wellbeing of people who have the minimum wellbeing. TIlls risk-averse
behavior occurs because people under the veil of ignorance may still end up
in the group of people that are worst off in society.
Decision-making under the veil of ignorance may be illustrated by using the
different distributions in Table 8.2. Using the maximin criterion of Rawls
one would have to choose distribution III in this example. Then, the group
with least assets, group B, at least receives the maximum of the three
distributions possible, i.e. 6. Although under regulation I the difference
between the two groups is smallest and although under regnlation II total
wealth is highest, the only criterion here is the position of group n, which
needs to be maximized.
If such a constmction would be used to judge the desirability of introducing
employee-clinics, it seems obvious that if the non-employees can indeed
benefit from tlus introduction by a reduction of waiting time during regular
hours, then this would enhance tI,eir position. In terms of Table 8.2, this
could be illustrated by a movement from distribution I to distribution III.
TI,e fact that employees (group A) benefit more from the introduction,
since their waiting time is reduced morc, is not relevant here. Therefore,
using Rawls' concept of justice, the introduction of employee-clinics may be
considered to be just.
One nlight argne that Paretian, Rawlsian and strict egalitarian approaches
are ratl,er extreme. In reality decision-makers might prefer trading-off equity
and efficiency. One possible way of doing so is to require employers to pay
an additional 'solidarity surcharge' directly to the hospital when using
employee-clinics (Brouwer et aI., 1996). TI,e funds that are collected in this
way, could be used to reduce regular waiting time. Such a cross-subsidy
would improve the position of non-employees even furtl1er.
Rawls uses two principles in Ius theory of justice. TI,e first principle states
that everyone should have equal rights to the highest degree of basic
freedom, willie considering the same freedom for others. The second states
tllat inequalities must be beneficial to the worst off in society and that there
should be equality in opportunity (especially to reach higher public
positions). The first and ti,e second principle are to be satisfied in a serial
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order, with the first principle prior to the second. If people have the sarne
basic rights, as we believe is reasonably satisfied in most \Vestern countries,
then an increase in inequality can be justified when the worst off benefit
from it. Some authors claim that health care services belong in the group of
basic goods which should be distributed equally among ali, or at least that
differences should based solely on medical need (Daniels, 1985; Seeverens,
1997; Oosterling-Schiereck and Dillmann, 1997). However, placing access
to health care services under the first principle without ever reaching d,e
second does not seem an appropriate interpretation of Rawls' principles.
1ms holds because it totally ignores his struggle to avoid pure egalitarian
decision-making, which often denies people any improvement. If equality
(dle first principle) is applied that stricdy, d,en d,e second principle
becomes meaningless for all decisions about (re-) allocation of health care
resources (Brouwer et ai., 1997c). Folland (1990) criticizes d,e proposition
of Daniels (1985) that health care should be distributed on the basis of
medical need solely. Needs are not uniform and some 'objective' ranking of
needs of different persons has to be found. Moreover, according to Folland,
equal opportunity for all is not only achieved by providing health care, but
by numerous od,er scarce goods in society. Finally, Folland points at an
apparent inconsistency in Daniels' reasoning, where he admits dIat health
care spending has to be weighed against funding other important social
institutions. If such weighting should occur, priority care for employees mal'
even be acceptable from Daniels' point of view, because it seems possible to
simultaneously increase the level of social benefits for all dependent on
social insurance a/ld the available funds for health care.
Furthermore, Daniels' fair equality of opportunity provides another
rationale for the introduction of employee-clinics because they may weaken
incentives for employee selection in the labor market (Brouwer et a!.,
1998b). In the Netherlands, an investigation by the supervising body for
social insurance provided evidence of firms starting to increasingly select
healthy employees in order to reduce absence due to illness (CTSV, 1995b).
Job apphcants that had a medical record which led employers to believe that
d,ey might be absent more than average were turned down. The
government responded to this development by prohibiting mandatory
medical tests as part of a selection procedure. However, such a fonnal
prohibition can easily be countered by healthy applicants voluntarily
agreeing to medical tests or by implicit medical tests, like appearance and
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age. A recent investigation confirms that firms are indeed increasingly
engaged in selection of healthy workers (\'{iillems, 1998). Such an increase in
selection 'at the gate' may increase social inequity between healthy and
unhealthy workers. A reduction of waiting time for health care may decrease
the incentives for selection. Hence, while employee-clinics may cause a
different treatment of employees and non-employees in the health care
market, it may reduce the incentives for different treatment of more and less
healthy persons in the labor market. In that sense reducing incentives to
select healthy potential employees will enhance the opportunities of certain
groups in society, an aspect that Daniels puts in the centre of his reasoning.

8.6 Relative versus absolute differences
An important objection to the use of the Pareto-criterion for efficiency
could be that this criterion only considers the absolute level of care, and uot
the relative level. As pointed out by Rice (1997) one may question whether
the use of absolute levels of wealth is a good way of representing utility that
people derive from that level. Rice insists dlat relative levels are at least as
important as absolute levels. This implies d,at neglecting the fact that
employees benefit mOl" from the introduction of priority care than nonemployees, leads to wrong conclusions about d,e efficiency of such a
development. Non-employees would not care as much about their'absolute
gain, but more about d,C absolute difference between themselves and
employees. Pauly (1997) in a reply to Rice states:

'... cOllsider ... elllY as aj]eclillg Ihe eva/llalioll '!fa cosIly lIelV Iherapy Ihalollly Ihe IVea/ll!y
choose 10 b,!y. If Ive posllllale ell'!Y as molioalioll '!fall Ihe pm! '!f 1I011-1;ch, il is Ime Ihal
Ihis lechll%g} IVill make Ihem IVom oft sli/I, il is preposlerolls 10 propose flrbiddiJlg
leelJ/l%gies Ihalmake am eJlviolis pmoll jllSI a IiI!} bil fIla," jea/olls.'
In real life, however, politicians probably cannot ignore social envy in their
decision-making. In fact) the smne reasoning on relative versus absolute
changes may be considered for equity arguments as well. Many propose an
egalitarian ptinciple to be appropriate for the allocation of health care (e.g.
Daniels, 1985). The only basis for difference in treatment ought to be
medical criteria. Equal treatment for equal (medical) need is the underlying
notion. This means that d,e Rawlsian focus on the absolute level of the
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worst off in society IS Inappropriate. Rather, society's aim should be to
minimize difference in treatment for people with d,e same medical need.
However, the price of equality is equal here to denying both employees and
non-ctnployees an llllprovement in relation to the previous situation, i.e. a
reduction of their waiting time. In fact, Rawls' theory of justice is a means to
avoid such a strict egalitarian reasoning which docs not allow for any
improvement if it is not fully redistributed.
In the Dutch healdl care system arrangements in which firms play an
important role and explicit priority is given based on non-medical criteria
(by using capacity that remained unused before), arc rather new. The
egalitarian principle of equal treatment for equal need was applied (at least
formally) quite stricdy. But although explicit priority care is dismissed,
implicit priority care is quite cornmon. There is an abundance of
anecdotes about people who jump the queue: politicians, top athletes,
relatives of physicians or people that cannot be missed at home. Although
such anecdotal evidence is widely known, it never raised substantial
opposition among politicians and the public. One might claim that there
may exist some societal acceptance for top-athletes to be treated with
priority because they are admired and d,eir work brings joy to many.
However, in a similar argument, one might claim that there may also be
acceptance for workers, that cannot be missed at work, to be treated with
priority, because they contribute to the national income, which benefits
other people through re-distributions of wealth. If social envy would
indeed be important, it is difficult to envisage why priority for workers is
so much worse than for other groups.

8.7 Long-term versus short-term considerations
AldlOugh employee-clinics may offer a good solution to the problem of
waiting lists in the short run, a prolonged reliance on such clinics may not
be without risks. It is not beyond imagining that the introduction of
employ~e-clinics in the longer run may result in a further shift from public
to private financing of healdl care delivery. In other words, in the long run,
d,e government may cut back on the regular budget, i.e. public investment
in health care, becaljse of the additional private investments. llis will lead
to a reduction of d,e regular budget and dlerefore to a decrease in the
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absolute level of access to health care services for people relying on the
public sector, especially non-employees. Also, for employees, the level of
care may become dependent on fluctuations in economic developtnent.
Although one might claim that a government that does not want to allow a
relative deterioration of access to health care services tnay not act as

described above, it should not be ignored that these risks are present. A
crucial test of government behavior is that without curtailing public
resources employee-clinics \viII be a self-limiting phenomenon, because
employers would only be willing to invest in priority care as long as the
reduction in waiting time is sufficient to cover the costs. So, if employee-

clinics continue to grow this may be a sign of a reduction of public funds
for which the government can be held responsible.

8.8 Conclusion
Employee-clinics are a possible way to attract additional funding for health
care, specifically aimed at a group of waiting patients whose time is valuable
for a third party (employers) that is willing and able to pay for expanding
(the use of) hospital capacity out of savings on avoided production losses.
In this way it is possible to improve access for both employees and nonemployees but to a different degree. According to Pareto's welfare criterion
of efficiency and Rawls' theory of justice such an improvement can be
considered both efficient and equitable. Although these criteria are wellknown and broadly accepted, one should recognize that other perspectives
may yield different conclusions.
Of course, an ultimate test whether these considerations are normatively
valid is the acceptance of employee-clinics by politicians and society, when
fully informed about the (potential) absolute gains for all involved parties
(Culyer and Evans, 1996). If even then politicians and society refuse to
admit at least some pilots \vith employee-clinics, normative decision rules
about reIalive positions of employees and non-employees apparenily are
more important than absolflle ones. In other words, social envy may be that
strong as to prevent an absolute improvement for all parties involved.
Disguised by ille veil of ignorance, however, priority care for employees,
may well turn out to be a blessing.
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A foir applVach to discolllltillgjiltlm !fjids: takillg a societalperspective
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A fair approach to discounting future effects:
taking a societal perspective

Summary
It is oftell recollJlJleJIded to discollllt jiltllre costs alld health dftcts at the sallie rate,

!lSlIally 5%. III this chapter it is mgJled that jiVIII a societal perspective the ctl,,",11
disCOllllt plVcedlll' ""!), be illapplVpliate jor health ejJicts. IlIStead of ill!plicitly basillg
the discollllt rate for health dftcts 011 thatfor costs, it shollid be based all the "al challge
ill the (societa/) vaillatioll of health dftcts oV,r tillle. The/? lIIay be a challge ill this
vaillatioll d", to illmasillg 1!ft-expectallQ' over titJIe alld dilllillishillg tJlmgillallltility of
additiollal health ,fficts.

9.1 Introduction
In economic evaluations discounting is an issue of considerable debate
when health programs yield costs or health effects in the future. Normally
comparisons between different health programs are made by way of costeffectiveness ratios containing present values of future costs and effects.
Correcting costs and effects for the time they occur by weighting them to
calculate a present value is called discounting;. However, which discount
rates one should use is not an easily answered question, nor whether a
constant discount rate should be applied (e.g. Harvey, 1994; Cairns and
Van der Pol, 1996). In recently published guidelines for cost-effectiveness
analysis (Gold et aI., 1996; Drummond et aI., 1997) the most prominent
VIew IS that one discount rate should be used both for costs and for
effects.

The necessity of calculating a present value of future costs is not much
debated within the framework of CEA, although the exact rate to use is.
Discounting future lives saved on the other hand may be considered
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inappropriate because it may not be that clear why the value of lives saved
in ti,e future should be valued less than those now. TIlls is especially the
case when dealing with future generations. Tills chapter provides a
theoretical background for addressing these issues from a societal
perspective using an extra welfarist approach and (a relaxed version of)
the Rawlsian theory of justice (Rawls, 1971).
The outline of tI,is chapter is as follows. First, in section 9.2 the current
views on discounting are discussed. Section 9.3 discusses how taking a

societal perspective in CEA may be operationalized. Section 9.4
elaborates on how health effects may be discounted from a societal
perspective, while section 9.5 indicates a preliminary solution for
presenting future effects and future research areas.

9.2 Current views on discounting

The procedure of discounting, reflecting a lower weight attached to things
that happen in the future than those happening now, can alter the results
of an economic evaluation substantially and therefore also the subsequent
decision-making process (Parsonage and Neuburger, 1992). When costs
or effects occur far in the future the effect of discounting becomes
apparent. To illustrate this: discounting future effects with a discount rate
of 5% inlplies that a life year in 40 years counts as only l/7th of a life year
gained now in the econonllc evaluation (because 1/(1.05)40 = 0,149 or
about 1/7th). Thus, a vaccination program, with costs in dUs year and
health gains in ti,e future will be seen as less cost-effective than a program
costing the same but yielding the same amount of health effects this year,
because ti,e future effects receive less weight.
There is, at least at the practical level, a broad consensus that one
discount rate (generally 5%) should be used both for costs and effects
(Gold et a!., 1996; Drummond et a!., 1997). This has been supported by
three econonUc arguments all of which can be challenged.
First, it is clear that 'econonUc theory inlplies that in a perfectly
competitive, risk-free, tax-free world in which all commodities (including
some tiling called 'health') are perfectly divisible - so that individual
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decision-makers could precisely adapt their consumption of goods and
services over time - there would be but one discount rate.' (Gold et aI.,
1996, page 216). In tills situation therefore, the discount rate for costs
would be the same as for effects. However, these conditions are clearly
not met in reality, certainly not in health care.

Second, there is the so-called postponing paradox (Keeler and Cretin,
1983). Keeler and Cretin demonstrate that ti,e use of different discount
rates for costs and for effects (with the latter being smaller than the
former), will lead to a situation in which infinite postponement of
programs is always superior in terms of a cost-effectiveness ratio to
performing program now. A postponed program will always have a better
cost-effectiveness ratio tI,an the same program performed now. Since no
effects will be generated in tI,is case, such an outcome can hardly be called
optimal. A solution for the postponing paradox is ti,e use of the same
discount rate both for costs and for effects. Then, the postponed program
will have an cost-effectiveness ratio equal to that of an identical program
performed now.
It should be noted here that the postponing paradox is present in all
consumptive activities - health care is no exception. Moreover, using the
same discount rate for costs and effects changes a preference for
postponing the program into indifference between postponing and
perfornling a certain program now. This indifference is established at ti,e
cost of possibly misrepresenting (the value of) future effects. In addition,
the postponing paradox is only relevant, when one has to decide whether
to spend money now or later on a consumptive activity. When ranking
programs witllln strict budgets tI,at have to be allocated within one year,
the paradox will not be relevant. These strict budgets are very common in
'real life' and therefore introducing different discount rates for costs and
for effects is not expected to lead to infinite postponing in reality. Finally,
the paradox does not necessarily imply that the discount rate for costs
should also be used for effects. Using the discount rate for effects
(whatever it may be) for costs as well will also solve the problem of the
paradox and may be considered equally inappropriate.
Third, the US Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine and
also Drutrunond and colleagues present the 'consistency argument' of
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Weinstein and Stason (1977) as an important foundation for the
recommendation to use one discount rate for both costs and effects.
\'V'einstein and Stason have demonstrated that inconsistencies may occur
when discounting at two different rates for effects and costs. The crucial
assumption underlying the reasoning of Weinstein and Stason is that 'life
years are valued the same in relation to dollars in the present as in the
future'. Thus a 'constant steady-state relation between dollars and health
benefits' is assumed and 'opportunities for purchasing health benefits for
dollars do not change over time'. This implies that there should be equal
priority for programs that cost the same and yield the same benefits in a
certain year regardless of what year. The only way to reach this is to use
one discount rate for costs and for effects.
However, Van Hout (1998) has demonstrated that the assumptions of
\X/einstein and Stason are too restrictive and in fact equal assuming that
there should be the same discount rate for costs and for effects. Also,
note that Weinstein and Stason explicitly state that, although they propose
the method as described above, they do not want to claim that, '". in any
absolute sense, a year of life in tl,e future is less valuable than a year of life
in the present.' One might add that a future life year should not be
considered less valuable in any relative sense either, without justification.
Such a justification is not provided by Weinstein and Stason. Therefore,
the need for one discount rate cannot be based on the consistency
argument of Weinstein and Stason. As Broome (1994) puts it: 'It is
perfectly consistent to discount commodities and not wellbeing.'

If we accept that the necessity for using one discount rate for both costs
and effects does not exist, we face the difficult task of finding an
appropriate rate for discounting costs and effects. Both should be
discounted at their own appropriate rate, based on expected growth rates,
that is, how fast income and (quality adjusted) life expectancy are
expected to increase over time, and consequently on the marginal
valuation of additional costs and effects. For effects this means
'combining the expected growth rate with an estimate of the marginal
utility of the additional life years' (Van Hout, 1998). This outcome implies
that the weight of future effects depends on the relative valuation that a
future group of persons or society will have for these effects. Although
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Van Hout does not explicitly define the societal perspective, his proposal
may be considered to be more in line with taking a societal perspective.

9.3 Taking a societal perspective
The societal perspective is normally considered the proper perspective
from which to conduct a cost-effectiveness analysis. By setting one
standard perspective, the comparability of different cost-effectiveness
analyses is increased. Gold et ai. (1996) assert tllat 'when a eEA is
conducted from the societal perspective, the analyst considers everyone
affected by the intervention and counts all significant health outcomes
and costs that flow from it, regardless of who experiences the outcomes
or costs'. Tlus will ensure that no significant aspects of the decision are
left out of the analysis. In addition, the fair representation of all costs and
effects is facilitated by choosing the societal perspective. 'One way to see
tlle desirability of the societal perspective - of giving fair weight to all
individuals and to all activities - is to imagine that we are looking at the
world before we are born ... and to ask what kind of world we would like it
to be.' (Gold et aI., 1996, page 6) Tlus construction, of 'looking at the
world before we are born' is much like the veil of ignorance as used by
Rawls in his 'Theory of justice' (1971). This is a hypothetical situation in
which persons have to decide on a social contract for the world they will
occupy. These persons are unaware of the social status, capacity and
health state they will have and unaware of the place and time at which
they will be born. According to Rawls, contracting under tIus veil of
ignorance can be considered fair. In this state the decision-makers do not
give 'any weight to mere position in time.' (1973, page 294) This is
because 'the persons in the original position have no information as to
which generation they belong' and 'these broader restrictions on
knowledge are appropriate ... because questions of social justice arise
within generations as well as between them' (1973, page 137). Thus fair
representation of the interests of all persons affected by the
implementation of a program seems to be part of taking the societal
perspective and tllls is expressed by not giving any weight to mere
position in time. Note that this means that at first our aim should be to
represent the effects yielded from a program in a fair way.
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Gold et a1. (1996) feel that current discount practice of using the same
discount rate for costs and for effects can be considered fair, because it
leads 'to resource allocations in a 'time neutral' fashion', Time neutrality is
assumed to exist because 'potential program beneficiaries who are
identical in every respect except for their positions in time relative to the
rnoment the decision-maker tnust act will receive equal treatment' (page
221). This holds because nominally equal programs receive equal priority,
S1!1ce:

(1)
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E40
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E40
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in which Cn and Eo are the costs and effects in this year, C.;o and E.;o are

the nominally equivalent costs and effects in year 40 and i and rare
respectively the discount rate for costs and effects. However, nominal
comparison of programs may lead to a serious misrepresentation of the
impact of these programs. Rather, we should look for changes in the
societal valuation of health effects and costs and give equal priority to
programs that are equal in marginal societal valuation of costs and effects.
If current and future beneficiaries of programs are indeed identical, there
is no reason to assume that they will not value a health effect identically.
However, this fact does not necessaril), have to be accompanied by the
fact that society derives equal utility from a nominally equal amount of
money now or in 40 years. As Van Hout (1998) indicates, this depends on
the respective growth rates of (quality adjusted) life-expectancy and
national income. Since the societal valuation of a life year saved may be
the same for both persons or groups, while that for costs may be not due
to rising national income over time, giving nominally equal programs at
different points in time equal priority seems inappropriate as a general
rule. Fair representation of effects may rather be interpreted here as
representing the true societal valuation of effects.
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Within an 'extra-welfarist' framework, the goal of CEA may be perceived
to be the maximization of health benefits with the available budget.
Therefore, society wishes to Inaximize the quantity of effects, for instance
QALY s, though maybe subject to certain equity goals. In order to ensure
that the operationalization of CEA is still in compliance with fair
representation and maximizing health benefits, we have to ensure that the
method for aggregating effects over time reflects the true change in the
societal valuation of effects over time.
Taking the societal perspective also means abandoning purely
individualistic approaches to CEA in general and discounting effects in
particular. As indicated above, taking a societal perspective does not only
imply incorporating the interests of all people now into the analysis in a
fair way, but also that of future generations. If we were only dealing with
individuals living here and now, we might consider examining individual
preferences on the timing of health effects. For instance, the US Panel
states that
'if indilJidllals place Ibe salllt weighl Oil filllll'e evenls as 011 Ibose Ibat Ivill OCCIII' SOOIl ...
Ibm a zel'o rate '!f tilJJe discollnt lJJay be cOlISislellt /Vilb IIlility lJJaxilJJalizalioll' (Gold
et ai., 1996)
However, individual preferences regarding timing of effects are not dIe
only relevant considerations. Measurelnent of individual discount rates f9r
future health effects (e.g. Olsen, 1993; Cairns, 1994; Johannesson and
J obansson, 1996) is not believed to be useful to serve as proxy for a
societal discount rate, since 'the mere position in time' of the respondent
is inevitably given weight in such measurement. Pigou (1932) has already
argued dlat

'Ibm is /Vide agmlJJmllbal Ibe Slale sbollld pmlecllbe illieresis '!f Ibe filllll? in sOlJJe
degm agaillSllhe €[fecls '!f 0111' ilralional discolIIJlillg and '!f ollr preftrence for ollrse/oes
over 011,. desceJldollts'.
Even within one generation one might clainl that tbe time preference of
individuals should be overruled by a societal time preference. A societal
decision-maker may decide dlat 'statistically certain' effects in the distant
future are just as inlportant as those generated in the near future.
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AldlOugh individuals may be influenced by pure myopia and fear of death,
a social decision-maker may be assumed make more rational decisions.
An attempt to combine individual time preference with a societal rate of
time preference has recendy been discussed by Gyrd-Hansen and Sogaard
(1998). Tlus two-stage model for discounting was earlier introduced by
Lipscomb (1989) and Gold et al. (1996) also discuss this method of
discounting. Two discount rates are u$ed in a two-stage method: an
individual rate based on time preference with which a person calculates
the present value of a stream of health effects and a societal discount rate
for slufts in this 'present value of health effects' over time. Consider the
following example: two persons of 40 receive a treatment which will give
them an effect in duee years. The first person lives in 1998 and will
receive the effect in 2001, while the other person lives in 2020, receiving
the effect in 2023. Time neutrality could be interpreted as meaning that
we now should calculate the present value (in 1998 and 2020) similarly,
for instance using individual time preferences (as it are indeed two
individuals receiving the effects). A societal time preference may be used
for discounting the present value (in principle equal in 1998 and 2020)
from 2020 back to 1998. This societal discount rate should then be based
on real differences expected over time between people. The two-stage
discount approach may be linked to the work of Daniels (1988), who
argues that people should be treated the same at similar points of their
life, rather than in time. A 70 year-old person now should receive the
same treatment as a 70 year-old person in 20 years, all other things equal.
In assessing the two-stage approach Gold et al. (1996) conclude that

'the t!Vo-stage appmach has dra!Vbacks, 1I0t the least of ,vhich is that it depC11ds 011 a
basically arbitrary defillitioll of the stllltillg date of II plvgralll alld il asSigllS diffmlll
!Veighls 10 health comeqlleJ1ces occllrrillg in differenl cohorts al the sail" poilJt iIJ
calelldar time' (page 230).
In addition, individual time preference which is still used to some extent
and \vill influence the outcomes of an analysis, can be considered
irreconcilable with truly taking a societal perspective. Indeed, on a societal
level one may wish to be less influenced by individualistic myopia and fear
of dead1, since on a societal level a decision-maker may know with greater
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certainty that some group of individuals will indeed receive these benefits.
Why should a societal decision be influenced by the fear of some
individuals of not receiving a benefit, when we know with certainty that
some individuals will receive them? Rising above some individuals'
uncertainty as to whether or not they will personally benefit 'is naturally
society's viewpoint, since statistical life years will be consumed with
certainty by some one in the population' (Gyrd-Hansen and S0gaard,
1998). The question therefore becomes, how to discount from a more
strictly applied societal perspective.

9.4 Societal discounting?
A stricter way of discounting health effects from a societal perspective
would imply that future generations should be protected from 'the effects
of our irrational discounting and of our preference for ourselves over our
descendants' (Pigou, 1932) and that current generations should be
protected against their own 'irrational discounting' as well. Individual
attitudes to risk and fear of death may be considered irrelevant in societal
decision-making. At a societal level, future effects will be generated in
some individuals and therefore decisions can be based on a more rational
calculation. The societal decision-maker thus overrules the individual
'time horizon' and bases discounting solely on real differences between
people over time that change the relative valuation of health effects. Such
an approach is quite similar to the reason for discounting discussed by
Van Hout (1998). Since decisions on the acceptability of a new drug or
program are made at a societal level, it seems appropriate to use this strict
societal perspective in the methods of CEA. Within this approach, future
effects (and costs) have to be incorporated in a fair and realistic way. This
means that the absolute amount of future effects should only be adjusted
for their timing when obvious differences between people at different
points in time are present or can be rightfully expected. It may be
considered fair to adjust for these changes over time in so far as this
adjustment reflects a difference in the valuation of these effects by those
receiving them. The current method of discounting is, however, not based
on differences in the valuation of effects over time.
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Operationalization of such a discount procedure first depends on the
possibility for finding an objective measure for relevant differences
between people over time. One obvious difference that may serve as a
basis for discounting future effects is a priori life expectancy (i.e. without
implementing the program investigated). Changes over time in a priori
life-expectancy can be used in an efficiency and an equity argument to
discount future effects. In terms of efficiency, diminishing marginal utility
from additional life years may be assumed to exist. Thus, adding a QALY
to someone with a higher a priori life expectancy yields less utility than
adding a QALY to someone with a low life expectancy.l7 The same
argument can be used for discussions on distribution within one year or
generation (Brouwer and Van Hout, 1998). If a change in life expectancy
between people over time may be rightfully expected, a difference in the
valuation of effects over time may be appropriate. This holds because a
person living now, who has less to begin with, will benefit more from the
effect relative to a person in 40 years time, who will have a higher life
expectancy to begin with. TillS changing valuation of additional health
benefits over time may then be seen as a basis for discounting health
effects over time. This option appears quite in line with the suggestions
made by Van Hout (1998) who argues that a difference in marginal
(societal) utility from additional QALYs, due to increased possibilities for
generating health benefits and, through that, increasing a priori life
expectancy, is a reason for discounting future effects. The reason for
discounting is thus related to real changes over time.
One nlight also consider it to be more equitable to attach more weight to
a QALY gained in someone with a Iowa priori life-expectancy than in
someone with a high a priori life-expectancy. Such a way of looking at
differences over time seems in line with taking a societal perspective.
Indeed, Rawls argued that under the veil of ignorance people would
decide according to the maxiulln rule (1971), implying that the position of
the worst-off in society would be maxiullzed. The distribution of health
services may, therefore, be aimed at maxiullzing the position of the worstoff. However, this strict rule implies that if future generations are
expected to be better off than the present one, all health care spending
should be aimed at the present generation, at least until the point IS
11

Note that the same argument may be used regarding the distribution of effects

\,:ithin one year or generation. e,g. Brouwer en Van Hout (1998)
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reached in which both generations have, for instance, an equal (quality
adjusted) life expectancy. Less strictly applied, one might interpret the
maximin-rule as attaching fJJOI" weight to an improvement of the worst-off
in society or in time in stead of aI/weight. Indeed, one might claim that an
equity-efficiency trade-off exists with inequalities in health over time as
well as between people. This leads us to the interesting option of 'mildly
applying' the maximin-rule as a basis for discounting in economic
evaluation, similar to the fair innings argument (\X1illiams, 1997). Williams
asserts that resources be allocated according to the principle that people
who have not yet reached tl,eir fair innings (younger persons) receive
lnore weight in resource allocations than those who have. A similar
technique could be applied to distributions over time.

9.S Conclusions
The current discount procedure in economic evaluation can influence
results considerably, while it is not necessarily the most appropriate
procedure from a societal perspective. Taking a societal perspective, it
seems more appropriate to discount future effects solely on the basis of
real differences between people over time. Increasing life expectancy and
therefore decreasing marginal valuation of additional QALYs over time
may serve well as a basis for discounting future effects from a' societal
perspective.

Since at tlus point it is unclear exactly how the valuation of additional
QALYs changes over time, it seems sensible for analysts to avoid
discounting effects. Health effects should be reported undiscounted,
mentioning when they will occur (Drummond et ai., 1997). For
calculating cost-effectiveness ratios it seems sensible to also use
undiscounted health effects in base case analyses, demonstrating the
effect of different discount rates for effects in a sensitivity analysis.
Ultimately, policy makers will have to decide on how to weight the tinUng
of effects in CEA, considering fairness, efficiency and the interests of
present and future generations. The recommendation of Krahn and Gafni
(1993) that the choice for one specific discount rate should be the result
of a 'political' consensus, in which all relevant aspects may be considered
seems appropriate. Future research should be aimed at finding ways to
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transform changes in the valuation of health effects due to changes in lifeexpectancy over time into a discount rate for effects. That information
may be used to better inform policymakers on the general devaluation of
additional health effects over time.
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10. Discussion

Summaty

This cbaplerpmellls a disClfssioll of Ibe maifl COfle/IISioIlS tbat cafl be drawfl jivm tbe
pnviolls cbapt'" witb mpect to tbe celltral qllestioll of tb, tbesis: How does takillg a
societal perspective ill ecollomic evalllatiolls of bealtb care, flllowillg a decisiol1-maker's
f1pplVacb, cb(lIIge metbodology, especially tbose metbods cOI1"millg tim' al1d time costs.
Specifically, it will draw cOl1e/llsiollS 011 tbe JIIbjecls of patimt lime ill ecollomic
evalllfllioll, il1jiJ/7l1al care alld discolll1til1g. FfI11/;eI7lJore, some altas flrjillllrC mearcb
III" poil1ted Ollt.

10.1 The societal perspective and economic evaluation
1'viostiy, it is recommended to conduct an economic evaluation. from a
societal perspective, incorporating all costs and health effects, regardless
of who bears these costs or who experiences these effects. Tills should
ensure that all significant changes both in terms of costs and health
effects· will be part of the analysis and the final policy recommendations.
To take such a starting point in economic evaluation has consequences
not only for what to measure in the evaluation, but also for how to
measure certain quantities in an evaluation.

\Xlhen taking a societal perspective it is important to consider that certain
gains and losses may level out on a societal level. For instance, when
considering productivity losses, it is not enough to look at the production
loss of the patient, but one also has to consider the production gain of a
person possibly replacing him or her. That way, all impacts on a societal
level may be incorporated and balanced, thus ensuring that in an
evaluation from a societal perspective one 'never counts as a gain what is
really ;omeone else's loss' (Gold et aI., 1996, page 7).
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A related debate is that on the general approach to economic evaluations
of health care programs in general and cost-effectiveness analysis in
particular, i.e. the choice between a welfarist and extra-welfarist view.
\\felfarists follow a more strict welfare theoretical approach to (the
rnethodology of) econotn1c evaluations, while extra-welfarist take a more
broad and perhaps pragmatic view on economic evaluation, what we have
called in chapter 2 d,e 'decision-maker's approach' (DMA). Although both
welfarists and extra-welfarists aim at aiding policymakers in decisionmaking on health care services, the differences in approach cause
different methods and meiliodological choices to be advocated. \\felfarists
often use optimalisation of more individualistic micro-economic models
as a basis for methodological recommendations, e.g. the recent work by
Garber and Phelps (1997) and for instance the human capital meiliod for
estimating productivity costs. However, arguably a gap exists between
these simple individualistic models and real life decision-making on a
societal level, which makes it difficult to use these models and their
implications in real life. The strict focus on utility in welfarism may also
be perceived to be less useful for decisions in health care, where the aim
may be more to produce healili or restore capabilities to live as one would
like to. In that sense, the aim of the DMA, the approach chosen in this
thesis, may be seen as aiding policymakers in optimizing (weighted) health
benefits from a given budget.
FurdlCrmore, a fair representation of costs and effects in principle is part
of the societal perspective, as discussed in chapter 9. 'One way to see the
desirability of the societal perspective - of giving fair weight to all
individuals and to all activities - is to imagine that we are looking at ilie
world before we are born ... and to ask what kind of world we would like it
to be.' (Gold et aI., 1996, page 6) This 'veil of ignorance'-approach, used
in chapters 8 and 9, is a hypothetical construct in which persons have to
decide on a social contract for the world they will occupy, unaware of
their final social status, capacities, health state, time of birth, et cetera.
According to Rawls contracting under this veil of ignorance can be
considered fair (1971). TIllS veil of ignorance approach has relevance for
questions of fairness within economic evaluations, both for specific
studies (e.g. a study. into ilie consequences of priority care for employees)
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1n

deciding on an appropriate

It is especially important to note that the choice for taking a societal
perspective on a general level, needs translation to the practical
methodological choices in an evaluation. In order to be able to ensure
that results can be interpreted from a societal perspective, methodologies
used in an analysis have to adhere to this perspective as well.

10.2 Patient time
The valuation of changes in time use of patients is an area where taking a
societal perspective has clear consequences for the methodology used in
economic evaluations. The traditionally used human capital method may
be considered too individualistic in perspective to serve well as a tool for
valuing production losses from a societal perspective. Indeed, normally
encountered replacetnent mechanisms need to be taken into account
when assessing production losses in case of absence from paid work and
disability. The friction cost method is at this moment the only practical
method that does so. In that respect, the friction cost method may be
seen as an inherently societal valuation method for production losses.
An important aspect of patient time is d,e complementarity of quality of
life measurement and cost-components. Not only may one prefer to
measure certain aspects of time use in terms of quality of life, like changes
in leisure time, but one also has to consider to what extent these aspects
are already captured in terms of quality of life in frequendy used QALYmeasures like the EuroQoI/EQ-SD instrument. To neglect the QALYimplications of changes in time use may lead to double-counting, i.e.
incorporating a quantity both in terms of health effects and in terms of
costs in an economic evaluation, or to neglecting certain quantities. It
seems recommendable to incorporate the impact from impaired role
functioning both for paid and unpaid work and changes in the ability to
engage in leisure in terms of quality of life, as elaborated on in chapter 3.
The output losses for paid and unpaid work may be captured in monetary
terms. It is stressed here that the often encountered emphasis on
production losses related to the impaired ability to perform paid labor
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should not be interpreted as if unpaid labor is unimportant. Much effort
is needed to further investigate illness in unpaid work and related
replacement issues. This may be performed by interviewing patients who's
primary time use is unpaid work, focusing on the replacement issues
within the household. The results may lead to better valuation methods of
unpaid work. Also, future research could be aimed at better examining the
complementarity of QALY-instruments and costing principles, e.g. the
(possible) tension between QALY-assessment by the general public and
more patient specific cost-measurement. One way of doing so, is to
examine the valuation of specific QALY-dimensions by different
subgroups in society. These subgroups may be defined by using primary
time-use (paid work, unpaid work or leisure) as an important
classification-criterion. Another characteristic that may prove to be of
importance is whether or not someone is involved in raising children. If
differences in the valuation of certain dimensions of quality of life are
found then more specific health state valuations may be used in economic
evaluations of inteiventions that affect particular groups in society. A fmal
point for further empirical investigation is replacement in paid work. The
processes of making up for lost work by the patient or taking over by
colleagues and the related costs need to be examined further.
Although there indeed seems to exist a relationship between changes in
time use and quality of life, measuring and valuing production losses in
terms of quality of life as proposed by Gold et at. (1996) is discouraged
here for several reasons, as explained in chapters 4 and 5. One important
reason is the weak relationship between income and productivity in many
developed countries. Social and private insurance will mostly sustain a
certain level of income even in case of full disability, which makes the
relationship between productivity and income (and then quality of life)
rather inappropriate for precise measurement. Also, the societal
perspective is abandoned in such an approach as the personal income
change is considered for as long as it affects the patient, while not
considering the improvement for the person replacing him or her.
Furthermore, one may question the appropriateness of incorporating
productivity costs in the denominator of a C/E-ratio. In principle, the
numerator should capture true societal costs while the denominator
should be exclusively reserved for changes in (health related) quality of
life. Further research on whether or not individuals take into account
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income when assessing quality of life for different health states and how
this affects the final results of an intervention is encouraged. This could
be performed in a two-stage approach, first asking individuals to assess
tile quality of life of different health states and subsequently asking them
whether or not they took into account income while assessing quality of
life. In that way, it may be determined what differences occur when
people do or do not take into account income when assigning quality of
life-weights to different health states.
Measuring impairment of performing productive activities while being at
work requires instruments capable to measure the level of performance
during days ill at work accurately. As indicated in chapter 6, the
instruments currently used provide different estimates of costs related to
illness without absence"Additional comparisons of the results of different
measurement methods, preferably to a gold standard (real production data
on an individual level) are needed to furtller determine the validity of the
different methods. Still, illness at work proved to be quite common with
on average 7% of respondents (a group of employees belonging to a
Dutch trade-firm) indicating on a workday that they felt ill while working.
Since the level of functioning compared with normal is often reasonably
high, the costs related to this common phenomenon are, on the level of a
firm, consequently quite low. However, for specific patients groups these
costs may be considerable. An interesting, yet virtually unexplored aspect
of performance level is the difference between quality and quantity of
output on days working with impairment. This should be further
examined in the future, along with the different methods in general, wltile
also better focusing on replacement by colleagues and the specific setting
of work.
Production losses related to impaired functioning or absence from work
may constitute a considerable societal loss. Each day that the illness
continues to exist additional production losses may occur (at least within
the friction period). Since employers have become responsible for the
payment of sickness benefits in The Netherlands (and therefore are
directly faced with increased costs or uncompensated production losses)
they are more aware of this fact. One of the consequences of tltis
awareness is the discussion about priority care for employees. As shown
in chapter 8, by organizing 'employee-clinics' in such a way that they
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increase (the use of existing) treatment capacity, priority care may be
considered both efficient and equitable. Whether or not the benefits for
both employees and others can be realized when introducing priority care
for employees mar be assessed by monitoring the waiting time of both
groups after introducing priority care. Since over time the introduction of
priority care will not be the only change in the health care system, it will
be more elifficult to determine the specific effects of introducing priority
care. Also, when only few hospitals provide priority care, additional
patients may visit these hospitals hoping to benefit from reductions in
waiting time during normal hours.
Receiving priority treatment abroad in other EU-countries may not be
that easy to prohibit, especially when considering the recent rulings of the
European court (Hermans and Brouwer; 1998a; Hermans and Brouwer,
1998b; Brouwer and Hermans, 1999). Another point that is clear from the
discussion of employee-clinics is that it is the use of a societal perspective
that inelicates misallocations between health care and other sectors.
Through rationing of health care, resulting in waiting lists, money is saved
in the health care system, but a larger amount of costs may be incurred in
terms of production losses or increased social benefits. Using the societal
perspective, such relationships may be pointed out and a better allocation
of resources may be decided upon, which may benefit all parties. Future
research may be aimed at assessing the costs and effects of quicker care
(for employees and other members of society). A comparison of costs and
effects related to a certain intervention, when performed after a normal
waiting period and performed virtually without waiting, could provide
valuable information.
An interesting eliscrepancy that may be detected here, is that although for
econotnic evaluations the incorporation of indirect non-medical costs or
productivity costs is now commonly recommended in methodological
guidelines, a direct consideration of these costs in relation to the
organisation and prioritisation of health care services, as performed in
chapter 8, at least in the Netherlands leads to political and social
resistance. So, although on a health program level we do allow indirect
costs to play (a sometimes important) role in judging which programs
should receive priority, a more direct 'favouring' of groups that are
productive in society is considered unwanted. Future research may be
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aimed at developing instmments capable of measuring the distributional
effects of incorporating productivity costs.

10.3 Informal care
Informal caregivers give up on normal activities because of the incidence
of illness in their direct social environment. Although difficult, the
valuation of time of informal caregivers is important when evaluating for
example new dmgs for patients with diseases that are typically associated
with a considerable amount of informal care, like Alzheimer's Disease
(e.g. Busschbach et aI., 1998). Therefore, better methods for valuing
informal care are called for to ensure a good estimation of the true
societal impact of informal care. The incorporation of informal care in
economic evaluations of health care programs is generally performed by
attaching some monetary value to the hours of informal care received. In
chapter 7, some alternative monetary valuation methods for informal care
were discussed: the market price method, the opportunity cost method or
contingent valuation. Although, for instance the market price method is
easy to use, and all three methods yield purely monetary results that are in
principle easy to incorporate in the analysis, one may question whether
they are the most appropriate to use from a societal perspective, because
especially in long spells of providing informal care the consequences
include effects like fatigue, giving up leisure activities and less social
contacts, which are difficult (or impossible) to fully capture in monetary
terlns.
Since the societal perspective dictates incorporating all significant changes
resulting fronl an intervention, regardless of who experiences these
changes, the impact of interventions on the time use and quality of life or
general well being of informal caregivers should not be neglected when
these are (expected to be) significant. This is even more important
considering the fact that a fair representation of all persons affected by an
intervention is also part of taking a societal perspective. Measuring the
impact in terms of 'care-related quality of life' as proposed in chapter 7,
may provide an alternative way of measuring effects on quality of life,
complementary to costing the time involved in informal caregiving.
Similar to the way the time of patients is proposed to be valued, a
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combination of quality of life and costing principles can be used for
valuing the time of informal caregivers.
The measurement of informal caregiver quality of life does raise
questions, not only about what ta measure, i.e. pure effects from
caregiving or more general 'family-effects', but also about how to
incorporate the results in a cost-effectiveness analysis. The US Panel on
Cast-Effectiveness Analysis has advacated 'to think broadly about the
people affected by the intervention and begin ta include health related
quality of life effects of significant others in sensitivity analyses when they
are important'. However, as long as general 'family-effects' are not
measured in other evaluations as well, it is argued to focus on informal
care-related changes in quality of life. The results may be presented
separately in the analysis. Future research may be aimed at further
developing and testing caregiver quality af life instruments that may be
used together with the costing-principles of their time input. In addition,
it is interesting to investigate how policymakers weigh informal caregiver
quality of life in their decision-making. This may be further tested by
examining trade-offs between patient and informal caregiver quality of life
by these policymakers.

10.4 Discounting

At present, the most commonly used and promoted discount technique is
to discount both costs and health effects at a 3 to 5% discount rate.
However, as was argued in chapter 9, taking a societal perspective may be
perceived as having consequences here as well. A fair representation of
current and future health effects may be considered essential in taking a
societal perspective. The current discount procedure implies a relatively
strong preference for current effects and current generations over future
effects and generations, by attaching only a small weight to longer-term
future effects. Although this may be understandable from an
individualistic viewpoint, it may be questioned whether societal decisionmaking should not abandon the present individualistic perspective and
have a less biased view on the value of future effects. Following the
justice-principles developed by Rawls, one may argue that a more
'timeless' or intergenerational societal perspective can be advocated, in
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which the reasons for discounting effects are more objective, i.e. based on
actual differences of persons over time. Increasing life-expectancy over
time is such an objective difference and this, together with the principle
of diminishing marginal utility of additional QALYs, may provide a better
rationale for discounting health effects.
The current viewpoint, i.e. that it is necessary to discount both costs and

effects with the same discount rate, is mainly based on three arguments,
none of which seems enough justification for choosing a discount
procedure implying a rapid devaluation of effects over time. From a
societal per'spective, it seems more appropriate to discount future effects
on the basis of real differences between people over time. As further
explained in chapter 9 increasing life expectancy and therefore decreasing
marginal valuation of additional QALYs over time may serve well as a
(theoretical) basis for discounting future effects. Although tIus is partly
possible in the two-stage discount-framework, a more strictIy applied
societal approach may be preferred. It remains difficult however to give
explicit guidance on which discount rate to use from a societal
perspective, since it is unclear how the valuation of additional QALYs
changes over time. Therefore, it seems recommendable for analysts to
avoid discounting effects, reporting effects undiscounted, wIllie
mentiorting when these effects will occur. Then policymakers will have to
decide on how to weigh tinUng of effects in CEA, considering fairness,
efficiency and the interests of present and future generations. Future
research may be aimed at ftnding ways to transform changes in the
valuation of health effects due to changes in life-expectancy over time
into a discount rate for effects. That information may be used to better
inform policymakers on ti,e general devaluation of additional health
effects over time. One way of further determining such a discount rate for
health effects would be to deternilne which weight policymakers attach to
QALYs gained in persons with different age-profiles. From those
judgements a discount rate could be formulated (based on increasing
quality adjusted life-expectancy over time), with which the policymakers
could be subsequently confronted, in order to test whether they agree
with the specified discount rate. Another option would be to test whether
policymakers and the general public endorse the principle of discounting
on the basis of a change in quality adjusted life-expectancy.
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10.5 Epilogue
Taking a societal perspective in an economic evaluatiou of health care
programs has consequences for its methodology. In this thesis some
consequences concerning the valuation of patient time, informal care and
discounting future effects in an 'extra welfarist' societal economic
evaluation have been presented, tluee topics that are much debated in tl,e
literature, lacking consensus. The current differences in recommendations
on these methodological issues may be traced back to a difference in
'tradition', i.e. whether a more strict welfarist approach is adhered to or a
more broad extra-welfarist approach, and also to whether or not a societal
perspective is consequently pursued, in all relevant methodological
choices. In tlus tl,esis I have argued tl,at certain metllOds may be less
appropriate to use in this respect and have presented alternative ways of
handling patient time, informal caregiver time and futnre effects in
economic evaluations of health care.
Further harmonization of methodologies used in economic evaluations
and the development of a uniform presentation of results are two of the
challenges that lie ahead. Harmonization of methodologies will further
enhance the comparability of different stndies and the transparency of
how results are derived. A uniform presentation of results can also
improve tl,e information-transferal from analysts to policymakers. It goes
without saying that much effort is needed to further develop a complete
'toolkit' for societal econonllc evaluations and to further refine and test
this toolkit. In that sense, I hope this thesis contributes to the
development of and consensus on methods that inherently use a societal
perspective.
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Samenvatting

Tijd en tijdskosten in economische evaluaties
vanuit een maatschappelijk perspectief

IIII,idillg
Economische evaluaties worden in toenemende mate gebruikt om
beleidsmakers te ondersteunen bij de besluitvorming met betrekking tot
de implementatie en vergoeding van gezondheidszorgprogramma's.
Verschillende evaluatietechnieken kunnen hierbij worden gebmikt, zoals
kostenminimalisatie, kosten-conscquentie analyse en kosten-baten analyse.
Een andere, veelvuldig gebmikte evaluatie vorm is de kosteneffectiviteitsanalyse
(of
kosten-utiliteitsanalyse),
waarbij
de
gezondheidseffecten van een interventie worden afgewogen t~gen de
kosten elvan. Vaak wordt als uitkomstrnaat zogenaamde QALYs (qllality
ddjllsted lift Jea,,) gebmikt, voor kwaliteit gecorrigeerde levensjaren. Deze
uitkomstmaat maakt het mogelijk om de effecten van verschillende
interventies, eventueel gericht op verschillende gezondheidsproblemen,
met elbar te vergelijken. Met behulp van kosten-effectiviteitsanalyses
kunnen idealiter uiteindelijk met het gezondheidszorgbudget die
intcrventies worden uitgcvoerd die de meeste gezondheidswinst opleveren
per kosten-eenheid. Het globale doel van econotnische evaluaties wordt
daarom veelal gezien als het maximaliseren van gezondheidseffecten met
een gegeven budget.

Over het algemeen wordt als meest geschikte perspectief voor het
uitvoeren van een kosteneffectiviteitsanalyse het maatschappelijke
perspectief aangemerkt. Dit houdt in, dat aile kosten en effecten in
principe moe ten worden meegenomen in een analyse, ongeacht wie de
kosten draagt of wie de effecten ondervindt. Deze brede maatschappelijke
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vlsle op kosten-effectiviteitsanalyse heeft gevolgen, zowel voor de
bepaling van kosten als voor de bepaling van effecten. Zo kan men zich
niet enkel beperken tot de direct medische kosten, maar dienen tevens
andere maatschappelijke kosten te worden meegenomen. Het consistent
doorvoeren van het maatschappelijke perspectief in aile onderdelen van
de economische evaluatie blijkt niet eenvouelig. Bijvoorbeeld bij het
bepalen van productiviteitskosten is het gemakkelijk om 'terug te vallen'
op een inelividualistisch perspectief, zoals in de veelgebruikte human
capital methode. Het volgen van een maatschappelijk perspectief
impliceert volgens sommigen ook de noodzaak om kosten en effecten op
een eerlijke wijze weer te geven, ongeacht \Vie ze ervaart (Gold et al.,
1996). Hierbij kan bijvoorbeeld gebruik worden gemaakt van
rechtvaareligheidstheorieen zoals elie ontwikkeld door Rawls (1971).
Uiteraard is voor de vergelijkbaarheid van resultaten van verschillende
analyses een uniforme methodologie voor kosten-effectiviteitsanalyses
van belang. Echter, op verschillende onderdelen bij de bepaling van
kosten en effecten ontbreekt een duidelijke consensus. Deels kan het
ontbreken van consensus over belangrijke methodologische vraagstukken
worden teruggevoerd op een verschi! in genera Ie opvatring over kosteneffectiviteitsanalyse. Twee brede stromen kunnen worden onderscheiden:
de welvaartseconomische benadering (weljadsfJJ) en de beleidsmaker's
benadering (decisioll-JJlaker's approach). In de eerste visie ziet men kosteneffcctiviteitsanalyse als een toepassing van welvaartseconomische theorie.
De tweede visie is breder en pragmatischer. Hierin wordt economische
evaluatie gezien als een hulpmiddel voor beleidsmakers, zonder binnen de
strikte welvaartseconomische theorie te blijven. De keuze voor een van
beide stromen heeft ook consequenties voor de methodologische keuzen
in een economische evaluatie. In elit proefschrift wordt uitgegaan van de
tweede visie op kosten-effectiviteitsanalyse.

OlldClzoeksvragell
Naast een uiteenzetting van welvaartseconomische benadering en de
beleidsmaker's benadering en de methodologische consequenties van het
kiezen van een van beide visies worden in elit proefschrift enkele
controversiele
methodologische
keuzen
binnen
kosteneffectiviteitsanalyse; besproken en worden aanbevelingen gedaan over d~
te gebruiken methoden. De nadruk ligt daarbij op de waardering van tijd
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van patienten wanneer zij als gevolg van ziekte en/of behandeling hun
normale tijdsbesteding, betaald en onbetaald werk en vrije tijd, niet
kunnen continucrcn. De waardering van tijd van informele zorgverlencrs
wordt tevens behandeld, aangezien zij normale tijdsbestedingen opgeven
O1ll informelc zorg tc kunnen vcrlcnen. Daarnaast wordt het discontercn
van gezondheidseffecten die later in de tijd optreden in economische
evaluaties besproken. In het kader van waardering van patiententijd en
verschillen in de waardering van deze tijd over verschillende groepen in de
maatschappij wordt ook bezien in hoeverre versnelde hulp aan
wcrknemcrs, om productievcrliczen te vermijdcn, op cen efficiente en
rechtvaardige wijze kan worden verleend.
Belangrijke vragen die in dit proefschrift aan de orde komen zijn:
1. Hoe kan tijd van patienten worden gewaardeerd in een economische
evaluatie vanuit een maatschappelijk perspectief en welke onderdelen
dienen daarbij in termcn van kosten en welke in tcrmen van effectcn te
worden mccgenomen?
2. Kan, vanuit een maatschappelijk perspectief, versnelde hulp aan
werkenden op een efficient en rechtvaardige wijze worden
georganiseerd?
3. Hoe kan de tijd van informele zorgverleners worden gewaardeerd in
economische evaluaties vanuit een maatschappelijk perspectief?
4. Moeten toekomstige gezondheidseffecten in een economische
evaluatie worden gedisconteerd en zo ja, hoe?
Deze vragen zijn aile gerelateerd aan het centrale thema van dit
proefschrift:

Hoe veralld,,1 hel hal/I"",, vall em maalsc/Jappelfjk perspeclief, vallllit cell
beleidsllJaker's belladeJing, de lJIe/hod%gie van ecoIJollJische eva/llolies IJ/el name die
methodell ))Jet betl?kkillg totlfjd elllfjdskoslm.
J

TIne visies
Alhoewel kosten-effectiviteitsanalyse zowel in de welvaartseconomische
benadering als in de beleidsmaker's benadering er op is gericht
beleidsmakers te ondersteunen bij besluitvorming, leiden de verschillen
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tussen beide visies tot verschillen 10 aanbevolen methoden op
verschillende
gebieden
zoals
het
meenemen
van
rechtvaardigheidsaspecten, de waardering van productieverliezen, de
interpretatie van QALYs, enzovoort (hoofdstuk 2). Het gebruik van vaak
individualistische, welvaartstheoretische nutsmadellen als basis vaor
tnethodologische aanbevelingen lijkt ruet altijd te verenigen met de keuze
voor een maatschappelijk perspectief. Ook kunnen in dergelijke modellen
elementen ontbreken, die in werkelijke besluitvormingsprocessen van
belang zijn, zoals rechtvaardigheidsaspecten.
Alhoewel binnen de welvaartseconomie nut de belangrijkste uitkomstmaat
is, kan dit binnen gezondheidseconomisch onderzoek als minder geschikt
worden aangemerkt. Binnen de gezondheidszorg ligt de nadruk wellicht
Ineer op het produccren van gczondheid, het reduceren van
ongezondheid en het herstellen van fysieke en mentale lllogellikbedC/l die
gezondheid met zich meebrengt (Culyer, 1990). In dat opzicht kan het
doel van de beleidsmaker's benadering worden omschreven als het
optimaliseren van (gewogen) gezondheidseffecten met een gegeven
budget.

Tlid vall politi/len
De waardering van veranderingen in de tijdsbesteding van patienten is een
gebied waarin het hanteren van het maatschappelijk perspectief duidelijke
consequenties heeft voor de gebruikte (waarderings-)methoden in
economische evaluaties. De human capital methode kan worden
beschouwd ais een waarderingsmethode vanuit een individualistisch
perspectief. In dat opzicht is de methode minder geschikt om te
gebtuiken in een analyse vanuit een maatschappelijk perspectief, waarbij
nortnale vervangingsmechanismen in de analyse en de waardering dienen
te worden betrokken. De frictiekosten methoden is momenteel de eruge
praktische methode die hier rekening mee houdt en in dat opzicht start
vanuit een maatschappelijk perspectief.
Een belangrijk aspect bij de waardering van patiententijd is de
complementariteit van kwaliteit van Ieven meting en kostenmeting. Niet
aileen moet men keuzes maken met betrekking tot welke tijdselementen in
termen van kost~n en welke in termen van kwaliteit van leve~
veranderingen moeten worden aangemerkt, maar ook moet worden
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bezicn in hoeverre bestaande kwaliteit van leven instrumenten reeds

bepaalde elementen van patienten tijd beslaan. Dit voorkomt het buiten
beschouwing laten of juist dubbeltellen van tijdskosten. Verminderd
rolfunktioneren en veranderingen in de mogelijkheden om normale
vrijetijdsbestedingen uit te voeren kunnen bij voorkeur in termen van
kwaliteit van leven worden gewaardeerd. Verloren productie bij betaald en
onbetaald werk kan bij voorkeur worden gewaardeerd in termen van
kosten (hoofdsruk 3). De precieze complementariteit russen kosten en
kwaliteit van levenwaardering verdient nadere bestudering, met name de
mogelijke spanning russen kwaliteit van leven waardering door het
generale publiek en meer individualistische kostengegevens.
Alhoewel er een relatie bestaat russen kwaliteit van leven en tijdskosten is
het met aan te bevelen om productiviteitskosten, i.e. de kosten van
verloren productie, in termen van kwaliteit van leven te waarderen, zoals
recent voorgesteld door een panel van vooraanstaande Amerikaanse

gezondheidseconomen (Gold et aI., 1996). Er bestaan belangrijke
bczwaren tegen een dergelijke waarderingswijze, zoals uiteengezet in
hoofdsrukken 4 en 5. Een belangrijk bezwaar is dat er enkel een zwakke
relatie bestaat tussen inkomen en p.roductiviteit in veel ontwikkelde
landen. Sociale voorzieningen zullen het inkomen van personen die
wegens ziekte niet langer (beta aid) productief kunnen zijn 01' een bepaald
niveau handhaven. Ook lijkt het 01' deze wijze waarderen van
productiviteitskosten een meer individueel perspectief te hanteren en geen
maatschappelijk perspectief.
Het meten en waarderen van verminderde productiviteit bij betaald werk
zonder verzuim behoeft meetinstrumenten die 01' een accurate wijze het
prestatieniveau van personen kan meten 01' dagen dat zij bij het werk
gehinderd worden door gezondheidsproblemen. Zoals uiteengezet in
hoofdsruk 6, lop en de schattingen van de kosten van dit type
productiviteitskosten
uitcen
wanneer
tnen
verschillende
meetinstrumenten gebruikt. Ziekte 01' het werk blijkt in de in hoofdsruk 6
beschreven populatie vrij frequent voor te komen. Gemiddeld gaf 7% van
de respondenten 01' een willekeurige werkdag aan dat zij
gezondheidsproblemen ondervonden terwijl zij werkten. Wel bleek dat
het prestatieniveau van deze personen in vergelijking tot normaal niet erg
daalde, waardoor de gerelateerde productiviteitskosten 01' bedrijfsniveau
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relatief laag zijn. Echter, voor specifieke patientengroepen kunnen deze
kosten aanzienlijk zijn. Het inschatten van de kwaliteit van het geleverde
werk in vergelijking tot normaal wordt veelal buiten beschouwing gelaten,
Inaar kan cen interessant aspect van geleverde arbeid toevoegen. De
lUertoe ontwikkelde QQ-methode zou in de toekomst verder kunnen
worden toegepast en gevalideerd, samen met de andere gangbare
meetmethoden. Ook specifieke vervangingsmechanismen door collega's
en de invloed van de organisatie van arbeid in de onderzoeksomgeving
zoudcn profiteren van verder onderzoek.

III[onl/ele ZOlg
Informele zorgverleners geven hun normale tijdsbesteding (deels) op om
zorg te kunnen verlenen wanneer in hun directe (sociale) omgeving ziekte
optreedt. De waardering van informele zorg kan van invloed zijn 01' de
result. ten bij bepaalde gezondheidszorginterventies, bijvoorbeeld bij zorg
voor Alzheimerpatienten (Busschbach et aI., 1998). Methoden die
trachten de volledige maatschappelijke impact van informele zorg te
waarderen zijn daarom belangrijk. In hoofdstuk 7 is een alternatieve
tijdwaarderingsmethode besproken, waarbij naast kosten oak de kwaliteit
van levcn veranderlng als gevolg van het geven van informele zorg wordt
meegenomen. Indien vanuit een maatschappelijk perspectief aile kosten
en effecten dienen te worden meegenomen, o/Jgeachllvie ze ondervindl dan is
ook een kwaliteit van leven verandering bij informele zorgverleners in
principe relevant. !vIet een combinatie van kwaliteit van leven en kosten
kan op deze manier de volledige veranderde tijdsbesteding van informele
zorgverleners worden gewaardeerd. De resultaten van kwaliteit van
levenmeting bij informele zorgverleners dienen afzonderlijk van die bij
patienten te worden gerapporteerd.
J

Vmllelde /JII/P VOOI' 1V'l'kC/ldC/l
Het hanteren van een maatschappelijk perspectief kan tevens misallocaties
van middelen aantonen tussen gezondheidszorg en andere
maatschappelijke sectoren. Het rantsoeneren van gezondheidszorg,
leidend tot lange wachtlijsten in de zorg, draagt weliswaar bij tot het
beperken van uitgaven in de gezondheidszorg, maar ook tot hoge kosten
in termen van productieverliezen of hogere productiekosten. Indien een
dergelijke relatie is ontdekt kan worden bezien of een betere allocatie van
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middelen mogelijk is, waar aUe partijen van kunnen profiteren. Wanneer
werknemers als gevolg van ziekte niet langer kunnen functioneren in hun
werk, kan dit aanzienlijke maatschappelijke kosten teweegbrengen.
Werkgevers zijn in Nederland sinds 1994 gedeeltelijk en sinds 1996 geheel
verantwoordelijk voor de loondoorbetaling bij ziekte gedurende het eerste
jaar. Daardoor worden zij sinds die tijd rechtstreeks geconfronteerd met
de kosten die absentie teweeg kan brengen en zijn zij zich bewuster
geworden van het bestaan van deze kosten. Een van de consequenties van
de verschuiving van deze kosten richting de individuele werkgevers, is de
discussie over versnelde hulp aan werknemers in zogenaamde
bedrijvenpoli's. Zoals besproken in hoofdstuk 8, kunnen deze poli's in
principe zo worden georganiseerd, dat versnelde hulp voor werknemers
zowel efficient als rechtvaardig kan worden genoemd. Hiervoor is het met
name noodzakelijk dat voorheen onbenutte capaciteit (bijvoorbeeld
weekeinden en avonduren) voor deze versnelde hulp wordt benut.
Daardoor kan de druk binnen de reguliere openingsuren verminderen,
waardaor oak niet-werknemers sneller dan voorheen geholpen kunnen
worden. Belangrijk is het ook te beseffen dat versnelde hulp kopen in
andere Europese landen wellicht niet valt tegen te gaan in het licht van
recente Europees rechterlijke uitspraken (Hermans en Brouwer; 1998a;
Hermans en Brouwer, 1998b; Brouwer en Hermans, 1999).
Het is overigens interessant te zien, dat een expliciete beschouwing van
productiviteitskosten in het kader van bedrijvenpoli's en het verbinden
van consequenties daaraan met betrekking tot prioritering in de zorg,
heeft geleid tot een grote mate van maatschappelijk verzet tegen voorrang
of tweedeling in de zorg. Immers, bij de beoordeling van verschillende
gezondheidszorginterventies met behulp van economische evaluaties
worden deze kosten oak tneegenomen en kunnen deze kosten soms van
doorslaggevend belang zijn (Koopmanschap, 1994). Zo worden op het
niveau van een enkele interventie of evaluatie deze maatschappelijke
kosten meegerekend, hetgeen kan leiden tot een bevoordeling van betaald
werkenden op interventieniveau, terwijl een explicietere weging van deze
kosten, zoals in het geval bij versnelde hulparrangementen voor
werknemers, niet geoorloofd wordt geacht. Het verdient aanbeveling
instrmnenten te ontwikke1en) die inzicht kunnen verschaffen in de
verdelende effecten van het meenemen van productiviteitskosten in
economische evaluaties.
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Visconterell [J{J/I efjecleJI
Disconteren van gezondheidseffeeten omdat zij later in de tijd optreden is
een veelbesproken ondenvetp binnen de gezondheidseconomische
literatuut. Vedal wordt nu gekozen vaor een disconteringspetcentage,

gelijk aan die van kosten (vaak tussen de drie en de vijf procent). De
keu'le voor eenzelfde disconteringspercentage voor kosten en effeeten
wordt veelal gebaseerd 01' het consistentieprincipe (\Veinstein en Stason,
1977) en de uitstelparadox (I<eeler en Cretin, 1983). Echter, zoals
uiteengezet in hoofdstuk 9, kunnen er vraagtekens worden gezet bij het
gebruik van eenzelfde disconteringspereentage voor kosten en effeeten en
de vaak geclaimde noodzaak daalYan. Ook voor het disconteren van
effecten kan het innemen van een maatschappelijk perspeetief
cansequenties

hebbcn.

Met

name

de

eerlijke

reptesentatie

yan

toekomstige effecten en effecten in toekomstige genera ties speelt hierbij
een tol. Alhoewel het disconteren van effecten vanuit een individueel

perspectief wellieht begrijpelijk is, lijkt dit minder het geval vanuit het
maatsehappelijke
perspectief.
Gebruik
makend
van
de
reehtvaardigheidstheorie van Rawls (1971), kan men beargumenteren dat
een meer 'tijdloos' of intergenerationeel maatschappelijk perspeetief
ingenomcn moet worden, waarin de basis VOOt het disconteren van

effecten daadwerkelijke verschillen tussen personen over tijd is.
Veranderende (voor kwaliteit gecorrigeerde) levensverwachting kan een
dergelijk objectief en relevant versehil tussen personen over de tijd zijn.
Samen met afnemend marginaal grensnut van additionele QALYs kan dit
een objectievere basis vormen voor het disconteren van effecten dan de

huidige wijze van diseonteren. Het blijft eehter 01' dit moment moeilijk
een specifiek disconteringspercentage voor effecten aan te raden, omdat
het (nog) onduidelijk is hoe de waardering van additionele effecten over
de tijd verandert wanneer de levensverwaehting verandert. Derhalve lijkt
het raadzaam het disconteren van effecten achterwege te laten en daarbij
te vetmelden \Vanfleet de effecten optreden. De keuze voar een eventuele

weging van toekomstige effecten berust dan bij de beleidsmaker, die
daarbij ook overwegingen van reehtvaardigheid en de belangen van
huidige en toekomstige generaties in ogenschouw kan nemen.
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Epiloog
Het hanteren van een maatschappelijk perspectief in economische
evaluaties van gezondheidszorgprogramtna's heeft consequenties voor de
methodologie in deze evaluaties. In dit proefschrift zijn enkele van deze
consequenties, voor de waardering van tijd van patienten en infonnele
zorgverleners en het disconteren van gezondheidseffecten besproken
vanuit een beleidsmaker's benadering van economische evaluatie.
Verschillende methoden zijn besproken en onderzocht op hun
geschiktheid te worden gebruikt in evaluaties vanuit het maatschappelijk
pcrspectief. Ook zijn alternatievc waarderingsmcthodcn aangedragen.
Verdere harmonisatie van gebruikte methoden in economische evaluaties
en de verdcre ontwikkeling van een uniforme ,presentatiewijze van de
resultate~ zi)n twee grote uitdagingen voor de toekomst. Het eerste kan
leiden tot ccn betere vergelijkbaarheid tussen verschillende studies en
meer transparantie in hoe de resultaten tot stand zijn gekomen. Het
tweede kan leiden tot een betere informatieoverdracht naar de
beleidsmakers. Het ontwikkelen van een volledige 'gereedschapskist' voor
het uitvoeren van cconomischc cvaluatics vanuit een maatschappelijk
perspectief zal veel ins panning vergen, maar is van groot belang. Dit
procfschrift hoopt iets aan deze ontwikkeling bij tc dragen.
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